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Sztuka na kwarantannie 

Sztuka potrzebna od zaraz! 

Kiedy na początku 2020 roku coraz częściej słyszeliśmy słowo kwarantanna, nikt nie myślał, że 40 dni, które zwyczajowo oznacza, 

przeciągnie się aż tak długo. Z zadziwiającą wprost szybkością pojawiały się inicjatywy integrujące artystów w celu wydobycia i zaprezentowania 

ich działań, sztuka bowiem, jest tą przestrzenią, która ucierpiała najbardziej w tym trudnym czasie izolacji. Artysta nie istnieje sam dla siebie a 

obraz bez odbiorcy nie ma racji bytu, choć jest często sztuką dla sztuki – potrzebuje oka patrzącego. Rok pracy w ukryciu za nami a sztuka 

niezmiennie żyje życiem, które jest i naszym udziałem.  

Co wyłania się z prac artystów biorących udział w projekcie Sztuka w czasach zarazy? Wszystko to, co jest i czego nie ma, to za czym 

tęsknimy i czego brakuje najbardziej. Dotkliwa pustka miejsc, nieobecność drugiego człowieka, samotność i izolacja egzystencji ograniczonej  

przestrzeni świata, sprowadzonego do czterech ścian… i radość tworzenia, euforia dzieła wypełniającego przestrzeń wewnętrzną i zewnętrzną. Jak 

w soczewce skupiają się w tym obrazie powstałym z odrębnych dzieł z różnych stron świata wszystkie nasze lęki, obawy i nadzieja artykułowane 

liniami i barwnymi plamami, krzyki przerażenia i cisza oczekiwania, radość i trwoga… dwie strony tego samego medalu ludzkiej egzystencji – 

których nierozerwalność dziś czujemy bardziej niż kiedykolwiek. Sztuka bowiem jest odmiennym stanem świadomości, pozostaje poza czasem i 

przestrzenią, ramami, zasadami i narzucanymi ograniczeniami. Kreuje rzeczywistość nową, jak w lustrze odbijając wszystko co jest w nas i poza 

nami, dając nam radość istnienia. Taka właśnie jest sztuka w czasie zarazy, sztuka na czas zarazy. Sztuka ta jest potrzebna od zaraz! Dająca 

nadzieję, przenosząca w lepszy świat, w którym barwność emocji zastępuje szarość codziennych zmagań.  

Dziś – po roku – od zainicjowania projektu Sztuka w czasach zarazy żyjemy inaczej, lepiej wiemy co nam grozi, oswoiliśmy demona, ale 

czy sztuka podległa przemianie? Czy artysta przeżył metamorfozę? Z całą pewnością kwarantanna, która pozwoliła lepiej zajrzeć w głąb siebie 

wydobyła na zewnątrz wszystko co definiuje dzieło i twórcę, wyostrzyła granice, spolaryzowała postawy… ale pytania stawiane sobie pozostały 

te same, może tylko krzyczą do nas dziś głośniej. 

Małgorzata Wrześniak 

 

 

Sztuka w czasach zarazy – Ukraina      

Pandemia pogrążyła ludzkość w ekstremalnych warunkach – ciągły stres przymusowej izolacji, niecodzienne formy komunikacji, 

wszelkiego rodzaju fobie, których nie jesteśmy w pełni świadomi, gdyż przebywamy wewnątrz tego procesu – to wszystko jest nie tylko jego 

integralną częścią, ale także siłą napędową. Nasi poprzednicy, przeżywając podobne doświadczenia, zostawili swoim potomkom cały gwiazdozbiór 

dzieł apokaliptycznych: Dekameron Giovanniego Boccaccia, Pamiętniki Roku Zarazy Daniela Defoe, Pamiętnik Samuela Pipsa, Dżumny traktat 

Marcilio Ficino, Różowa zaraza Jacka Londona oraz Dżuma Alberta Camusa, która stała się bestsellerem czasów COVID-19, malownicze utwory 

Ambrogio Lorenzettiego, Albrechta Dürera, Hieronima Boscha, Michała Anioła, Fra Angelico… 

Każda epoka i każdy kraj mają swoją niepowtarzalną specyfikę. Znaleźliśmy się w świecie, w którym iluzoryczność stała się bardziej realna 

niż sama rzeczywistość - kompletna symulacja, w której nie ma miejsca na rzeczywistość, gdzie nawet śmierć, która zawsze była dowodem życia, 

straciła swoją indywidualną tragiczność. Dla Ukrainy pandemiczne straty, rywalizują ze stratami na rosyjsko-ukraińskim froncie, w niepokojący 



sposób obniżając próg zbiorowego bólu… W pewnych beznadziejnie potwornych halucynacjach część kraju zdecydowała, że  prezydentem może 

zostać błazen, a teraz wszyscy jesteśmy świadkami i ofiarami największej fikcji – złego aktora w roli prezydenta, pogrążającego nas w chaosie.  

Ktoś mądry powiedział – zniszczy nas brak smaku… Czy to nie symboliczne, że pierwszymi objawami choroby, która wywołała pandemię, 

jest porażenie zakończeń nerwowych, a co za tym idzie – zanik smaku i zapachu, podstawowych właściwości niezbędnych człowiekowi do 

przeżycia? Pozostaje wzrok, który wymaga „akomodacji”, dostosowania optyki dla własnego zbawienia, odrodzenia upodobań duchowych jako 

ważnej składowej zbiorowej odporności ludzi, gustowania w rzeczach prawdziwych – w polityce, społeczeństwie, kulturze, sztuce.  

Pandemia kontynuuje swoją podróż dookoła świata. Wielostronna i podstępna, jak panteon egipskich bogów. Jednak ludzkość zawsze miała 

skuteczną ochronę – sztukę, która w całej swojej różnorodności jest w stanie uwięzić formy i ujawnić energię niezwyciężonego żywiołu, który 

wymknął się spod kontroli i zagraża spokojnemu, normalnemu biegowi życia. 

Projekt SZTUKA W CZASACH ZARAZY powstał w Warszawie (dr hab. Małgorzata Wrześniak, prof. ucz.), z Ukrainy dotarł do Nowego 

Jorku (dr Oksana Remenyaka), objął Gruzję (prof. Nana Iashvili), Włochy (Tiziano Todi - Galeria Vittoria, Rzym. Rita Pedonesi – Stowarzyszenie 

„In Tempo”) stając się międzynarodowym centrum badawczym, w którym stopniowo produkuje mentalną szczepionkę przeciwko lękowi i 

bezsilności wymuszonej samotności i zmienionej stresem świadomości. Nowe warunki życia wymagają nowych symboli jako poręczycieli 

równowagi psychicznej i kulturowej, dostosowania się do wiarygodnego świata i nowej rzeczywistości – jedynym ich wsparciem jest intuicja i 

talent artysty.  

Uczestnikom Projektu udało się uchwycić istotę zjawiska, posegmentować ludzkie lęki, zamieniając je w energię kontrastów 

kolorystycznych, rytm linii, grę światłocienia, tworząc przemyślane formy inspirujące naszą świadomość i powołanie do życia. Zanurzone w 

niepokojącym półmroku miasto Viktora Khomenko (Kijów o zmierzchu) kontrastuje z harmonijnym Kwitnącym drzewem Jewhena Leshchenko i 

Martwą naturą Kateryny Kosyanenko, projekt duetu artystycznego „BM” Mykoły Babaka i Jewhena Matwiewa (Covid -19. Dwanaście pokoi. 

Poliptyk z 12 części. Część I. Jezioro łabędzie) niesie ze sobą potężne intelektualne przesłanie – artyści próbując przekroczyć granice zjawiska, 

tworzą własny system, określając go jako „nową całość”. Haftowane płótno Anastazji Podervianskiej Artist II - kolejny poziom wyjątkowych 

umiejętności połączonych z dużą dawką inspiracji, która kieruje zręcznymi dłońmi artystki – można ciągle patrzeć na tę zagadkę z aluzjami do 

klasycznej symboliki: ryby, quadrifolia (koniczynki), cytaty z Vermeera, Botticellego – płaty materialnej kultury, starannie dobrane przez artystkę, 

które tworzą spójne, niepowtarzalne dzieło sztuki. Fascynujący erotyczny epos Iriny Ozarinskiej przyciąga estetyczną doskonałością. Imponujący 

cykl Wołodymyra Jakowca Rekonstrukcja kieruje widza do najlepszych dzieł światowej sztuki w postmodernistycznej interpretacji autora. 

Zniknięcia i złudzenia Larisy Pishy nadają kolorystyce ascetycznej powściągliwości, w której dynamika linii, jak w prawdziwym życiu, wiruje i 

tworzy symbole nieskończoności. W wyrazistej, monochromatycznej powściągliwości sylwetki Zhalivy wspaniałej Niny Denisovej odczytywana 

jest siła naciągniętej cięciwy – udawana powściągliwość później ponownie wybuchnie energią barw z obrazów artystki. Sprzeciwem i jednocześnie 

dopełnieniem jest karminowa eksplozja Arkan Mariana Luniva – świętego tańca, w którym wojownik naśladuje rytmiczne gesty Boga, przez które 

stworzył świat.  

Delikatna melodia kolorystyczna obrazu Natalii Kumanovskiej w Wyjście z ciemnych wód zgodnie z prawami rytmu i opozycji współgra z 

przejrzystymi kompozycjami graficznymi Estetyki izolacji Alfreda Maksymenki. Niespokojna Szkarłatna plama z nietoperzem (Crimson Stain) 

Lydii Bodnar-Balagutrak – jako znak wszystkich naszych pandemicznych nieszczęść i argument ich przeciwwagi, staroświecki urok kroniki 

ludzkich tradycji w zwojach Olgi Morozowej, który łagodzi towarzyszący im cytat z Króla Salomona „Wszystko przemija… To również minie…”. 

Lakoniczny plakat Mykoły Honczarowa, urzekające formy rzeźb Mykoły Malyshko i Petra Starukha – wszystkie prace artystów projektu są 

niezbędny pokarmem dla naszej duszy – dodają twórczej energii, bez której człowiek wpada w destrukcyjny wpływ rozpaczy, złości i obojętności.  



Natychmiastowy wpływ sztuki na podświadomość „poprzez widzialne do niewidzialnego” jest początkowo niezauważalny, ale z czasem 

okazuje się niezwykle skuteczny i efektywny. Uczestnicy projektu skondensowali, zawęzili globalną koncepcję zarazy, nadali jej kolor, objętość i 

kształt, sprawili, że stała się widoczna, zrozumiała, akceptowalna dla racjonalnej percepcji, a tym samym przezwyciężalna ... 

                                      Oksana Remeniaka 

 

 

Sztuka jako wytrzymałość, sztuka jako odpowiedzialność 

Tam, gdzie wszystko się zatrzymuje, tam, gdzie niespotykane narzuca się człowiekowi bez ostrzeżenia, jaki sens nadaje życiu 

doświadczenie zamknięcia? W obliczu utraty każdej gwarancji, odczuwając niepewność, zagubienie, lęk, izolację, samotność, jak mimo wszystko 

nie utracić więzi z życiem? 

Kreatywność jako proces dający życie nowemu, jako wyraz „niewiedzy”, jako możliwość przywrócenia dziejącego się „tu i teraz”, zawsze 

pozwala na powrót do życia, ponieważ twórczość jest życiem samym w sobie. 

Z drugiej strony, także człowiek z natury jest podmiotem twórczym. Cywilizacja rodzi się z ludzkiej kreatywności. Wszystko to, oprócz 

nieoczekiwanego, losowego wyniku, który może stać się kreatywnym bodźcem, jednak nadal pozostaje przypadkowym wydarzeniem. 

Człowiek zawsze pokazywał, że ma ogromne zasoby w radzeniu sobie ze zmianami i dostosowywaniu się do nich. Jest odporny nawet 

wtedy, gdy zaskakują go takie wydarzenia, jak pandemia wywołana przez COVID-19. Nawet w bólu, w strachu udaje mu się rozwinąć formy 

przetrwania. 

Widzieliśmy to w nieskończonych możliwościach wirtualnego uczestnictwa i udostępniania, które zostały uaktywnione w sieci. Trzeba 

było istnieć, a nie być izolowanym. Nie poddawać się. 

Człowiek jest zwierzęciem tworzącym relacje. Kreatywność to komunikacja, a sztuka jest procesem twórczym, relacyjnym i 

komunikacyjnym, który nie jest ukierunkowany na realizację przedmiotu. Praca artystyczna nie jest wynikiem wykonania projektu. Nie ma celu 

użycia. Jest użyteczna ze względu na swoją wewnętrzną wartość. 

Co jednak skłoniło artystów do tak silnej potrzeby powiedzenia „jestem”, „jesteśmy”, czego wyrazem jest wystawa „Sztuka w czasach 

zarazy”?  

Nie jestem artystą. Nie wiem, jak to jest malować lub rzeźbić. Ale piszę i mówię o sztuce jako historyk i krytyk. I robiłam to nawet podczas 

izolacji. Dlaczego? Czy miało to sens w tak bezprecedensowym momencie naszej historii? Tak, ponieważ moja potrzeba, inaczej mówiąc, jest tą 

samą potrzebą, która popycha artystę do „tworzenia”. Potrzebą odczuwania poprzez sztukę związku z życiem, z rzeczywistością i jej ruchami, 

nawet wtedy, gdy chciałoby się uciec. Potrzebą, która staje się znakiem, kolorem, wizją. Potrzebą, która staje się sztuką i we mnie za każdym 

razem jest słuchanie i zdumienie, gdy powstaje praca i słowa stają się czymś innym niż ja. 

Przywrócenie relacji między artystą, dziełem a rzeczywistością, uchwycenie referencyjnej wartości sztuki, zaznaczenie, w jaki sposób 

proces twórczy buduje pomost między „poznaniem” i „niewiedzą”, między sobą a innymi, światem, jest możliwy tylko wtedy, gdy rozważy się 

ten sam proces, proces istnienia. 



Artyści Stowarzyszenia idą w tym kierunku w samą porę.  

Anna Addamiano, Patrizia Borrelli, Valeria Cademartori, Antonella Catini, Stefano Ciotti, Giovambattista Cuocolo, Dario Falasca, Franco 

Ferrari, Carlo Frisardi, Simonetta Gagliano, Giuseppe Indaimo, Ana Maria Laurent, Stefania Lubrani, Danilo Maestosi, Ferruccio Maierna, Lina 

Passalacqua, Alessandra Pedonesi, Angela Pedonesi, Stefano Piali, Nino Pollini, Vinicio Prizia, Duccio Tringali.  

Ich potrzebą jest nie tylko malowanie, rzeźbienie, fotografowanie, ale przede wszystkim „obecność” jako artyści w społeczeństwie, które 

zredukowało sztukę do towaru, w którym jedynymi parametrami oceny dyktujące interesy systemu. Zamknięcie w czasie pandemii wzmocniło tę 

potrzebę, która stała się świadectwem biegu życia w przerażająco nowym stanie, w którym czas i przestrzeń zyskały inny wymiar i znaczenie. Czas 

i przestrzeń, którą każdy artysta przeżył zgodnie z własną naturą, ale zjednoczony wspólnym odczuciem: w obliczu niepewności wszystkiego, 

nawet samego życia, sztuka jest bezdyskusyjną rzeczywistością.  

Sztuka, będąc świadkiem, pamięcią i krzykiem, pełni społeczną, głęboko etyczną funkcję, polegającą na tym, że zawsze na nowo łączy nas 

ze zmysłem człowieczeństwa, z tą wyjątkowością wyróżniającą a jednocześnie integrującą nas jako część ogółu, ekosystemu społecznego, którego 

człowiek w swoim delirium wszechmocy uważa się za absolutnego bohatera. 

Dzieła tych artystów to strony pamiętnika, migawki przeżyć – liczne, różne. Prace podobnie różnią się językiem, techniką, wsparciem i 

nawet rozmiarem, które, w przypadku braku możliwości wejścia do pracowni, wykonano z tego, co było w domu przed zamknięciem. To także 

jest świadectwo. Jednak ich udział w tej wystawie nie ma być wyłącznie świadectwem, lecz także chóralną akcją, która stawia ich na czele 

stwierdzenia, że sztuka nie jest efemeryczna, ani praca nie jest przedmiotem luksusowym. 

Sztuka jest niezastąpiona i poprzez ponowne integrowanie człowieczeństwa z tajemnicą, jest fundamentalną częścią człowieka z jego 

poszukiwaniem nieznanego, niewypowiedzianego. Społeczeństwo, które zaniedbuje wartość różnorodności, odmienności, „nieznanego”, jest 

społeczeństwem ślepym, skazanym na implozję. 

Artysta, który zawsze był „inny”, pod tym względem ma wielką odpowiedzialność. Odpowiedzialność, którą artyści Stowarzyszenia w 

samą porę odczuwają i doświadczają. 

Ida Mitrano 

 

  



Art in quarantine 

Art needed immediately! 

 

When, at the beginning of 2020, we more and more often heard the word quarantine, no one thought that the 40 days it habitually means 

would extend this long. With unbelievable speed, initiatives were promoted to stimulate the artistic community in order to launch and present their 

work, since art is the space which has suffered most in this difficult time of isolation. The artist does not exist for himself only, and any painting 

without viewers has no raison d'être. Even if it is often considered art for art's sake - it still needs the eye of the beholder. A year of work in hiding 

behind us and art invariably lives a life that is also ours.  

What emerges from the works of the artists participating in the project Art in Times of Plague? All of what is our current reality, what we 

desire most and what we miss most. The acute emptiness of places, the absence of another human being, the loneliness and isolation of living in a 

limited space of the world, reduced to four walls... and the joy of creation, the euphoria of a work of art filling both the inner and outer space. All 

our fears, anxieties and hopes, articulated by lines and colourful spots, screams of terror and the silence of expectation, joy and trepidation... two 

sides of the same coin of human existence - whose inseparability we feel today more than ever. As art is considered a different state of 

consciousness, it remains outside time and space, frames, rules and imposed restrictions. It creates a new reality, as if in a mirror, reflecting 

everything that is inside and outside us, bringing us the joy of existence. This is what art in a time of plague is, art for a time of plague. This art is 

needed now! It gives hope, transports us to a better world, where colourful emotions replace the greyness of everyday struggles.   

Today, one year after launching the project Art in Times of Plague, we live differently, we know better what threatens us, we have tamed 

the demon, but has art been transformed? Has the artist undergone a metamorphosis? Without a shadow of a doubt, the quarantine, which allowed 

us to take a better look into ourselves, revealed everything that defines a work of art and an artist. It also sharpened boundaries and polarised 

attitudes... but the questions we used to ask ourselves have remained the same, perhaps today they are only shouting to us even louder. 

Małgorzata Wrześniak 

 

 

Art in the time of plague – Ukraine 

The pandemic plunged humanity into extreme conditions – the constant stress of forced solitude, unusual forms of comunication, all manner 

of phobias emerging unaware of their full potency, while we remain trapped inside the process and are not only an integral component of it, but 

also its driving force. Our predecessors, having lived through a similar experience, bequeathed their descendants with an entire galaxy of insightful 

apocalyptic creations: The Decameron by Giovanni Boccaccio; A Journal of the Plague Year by Daniel Defoe; The Diary of Samuel Pepys; Marsilio 

Ficini’s Treatise on the Plague; Jack London’s Pink Plague;  The Plague by Albert Camus – the bestseller in this time of covid-19 and paintings 

by artists Ambrogio Lorenzetti, Albrecht Durer, Hieronymus Bosch, Michelangelo, Fra Angelico…  

 Each epoch and every country manifests unique specificity and particular modes of expressions, reflecting the respective collective 

consciousness at its core. At present, we find ourselves in a world in which the illusory has become more real than de facto reality. It is a total 

simulation, in which there is no room for the real, where even a death, always an inherent evidence of a life, loses its sense of personal tragedy. In 



Ukraine, dry statistics, the numbers counting lives lost on the battleground of the Russian-Ukrainian war compete with the numbers of lives lost 

from the pandemic, threatening to lower the threshold of our collective pain and grief… In some hopelessly relentless hallucinations a portion of 

the country decided that a buffoon can become president, and since then, we are all witnesses and victims of the greatest travesty – a bad actor 

playing the role of president, plunging us into chaos.  

A wise person once said – an absence of taste will be our downfall… Is it not symbolic that the first sign of the illness that spurred the 

pandemic is an infection of nerve endings that causes loss of smell and taste, basic properties necessary for human survival in the natural world?  

Our sense of sight remains, but needs to be “adjusted” and optics corrected for the sake of  our salvation, for the sake of renewal of  taste for the 

spiritual as a major component of a national collective immunity, a taste for the real – in politics, society, culture, and art. 

The pandemic continues its journey around the world. It is multifaceted and insidious, like a pantheon of Egyptian deities. But humanity 

has always had an effective means of protection against it through art, which in all its versatility is enough to maintain form and structure and 

harness the viral unrestrained energy that is out of control and threatens a measured, normal flow of life. 

The project Art in the Time of Plague was conceived in Warsaw (Prof. Małgorzata Wrześniak), then reached out from Ukraine to New York 

(Prof. Oksana Remeniaka), included Georgia (Prof. Nina Iashvili) and Italy, (Tiziano Todi, Galleria Vittoria, Rome, Rita Pedonesi, Associazione 

“In tempo”), and then became an international research laboratory where, little by little, a mental vaccine was being developed to fight the fear and 

inertia caused by isolation, immense stress, and a compromised consciousness. The altered new living conditions called for new symbols as 

guarantors of mental and cultural balance, adaptations to the objective world and a new reality – their only support came from the intuition and 

talent of artists.  

The participants in the project managed to capture the essence of the phenomenon, breaking up human fears into small molecules and 

converting them into an array of color contrasts, rhythmic lines, a play of light and shadow, and meaningful forms that awaken our consciousness 

and call us to life. 

 

Immersed in a disturbing twilight, the city (Kyiv at Dusk) of Victor Khomenko contrasts with the permeating harmony of Evheny 

Leshchenko’s Flowering Tree and Kateryna Kosianenko’s Still Life. Art-Duo’s - Mykola Babak and Evheny Matviev – 12-part polyptych Covid 

19 - Twelve Rooms – Part I, Swan Lake) carries a powerful intellectual message. Trying to look beyond the phenomenon, the artists create their 

own system defining it as “the new whole.” The embroidered canvas of Anastasiia Podervianska’s Artist II manifests yet another level of 

exceptional craftshmanship combined with rich inspiration and skilled handwork, a mesmerizing puzzle full of classic symbolic allusions: fish, 

quadrifolia,  references to Vermeer and Botticelli, layers of our material culture carefully gathered by the artist and arranged into a unique work of 

art. Irina Ozarinskaya’s fascinating erotic epic entices with a masterful aestheticism. In his powerful cycle “Restoration” Volodymyr Yakowec 

sends the viewer to explore artworld masterpieces via his postmodern interpretations. In Disappearances and Appearances Larysa Pisha employs 

an ascetic, minimalist color scheme in which the dynamism of line, like real life, roars and creates marks without end. In the monochromatic 

restrained silhouette Pity, painted by the gifted Nina Denysova, one can feel the restrained power of a stretched bowstring, its tenseness ready for 

release into explosive color.  Simultaneously in opposition and harmony, Marian Luniv’s Arkan bursts into a carmine-red sacred dance – a warrior 

mimics God’s  rhythmic gestures that created the world.  The gentle color melodics of Natalya Kumanovska’s painting Exit from Dark Waters, in 

its rhythmic pattern and contrast harmonizes with the precise distinctive graphic design of Alfred Maksymenko’s Aesthetics of Isolation. Lydia 

Bodnar-Balahutrak’s disturbing Crimson Stain portrays a bat, an unwitting scapegoat for all the misfortunes brought on by the plague. In 



counterbalance, the charming vintage scrolls of Olha Morozova chronicle our human tradition of reassurance, quoting the words of King Solomon: 

“Everything passes – This too shall pass.” Mykola Honcharov’s laconic poster, the mesmerizing sculpture forms of Mykola Malyshko and Petro 

Starukh – the works of all the artists in this project are necessary nourishments for our soul, sparking the creative energy without which humans 

fall prey to the destructive effects of despair, resentment and, ultimately, indifference. 

The instant act of making art moves semi-consciously “through the visible to the invisible”, at first unnoticed, but as time passes, appears 

to be extremely effective and efficient. The project participants took action – they compressed and narrowed down the global idea of the plague, 

gave it color, shape, and form, made it visible, understandable, digestable for rational perception, and made it possible to overcome.  

Oksana Remeniaka 

 

 

Art as resilience. Art as responsibility 

Where everything stops, where the unexpected has been imposed on humans without warning, what gives back meaning to life during the 

experience of lockdown? How not to lose the connection to one’s life in the face of loss of all the guarantee where all you feel is uncertainty, 

confusion, fear, isolation, and loneliness?  

Creativity, being a process of creating the new, as an expression of “unawareness”, and the possibility of restoring the “here and now”, 

always allows to return to life as creativity is somehow life itself. 

On the other hand, also the man is a creative subject by definition. Civilization is born out of human creativity. Everything, apart from the 

unexpected, random outcome, which can also become a creative stimulus, still remains however an unintentional event. The man has always shown 

to have enormous potential to cope with changes and to adapt to them. They are resistant even when challenged with events which catches them 

unprepared such as the COVID-19 pandemic. Even in pain and fear they develop forms of survival. 

We have seen it in endless possibilities of virtual participation and sharing which became more active than ever. It was necessary to be 

present, not to be isolated, not to give up.   

The human is an animal who creates relations. Creativity is a form of communication as art is a creative, relational, and communication 

process, which is not primarily oriented towards the production of an object. The work is not the result of a design operation. It does not have a 

use. It is useful for its intrinsic value. 

What yet persuaded artists into such a strong need of stating “I am”, “we are”, which was manifested in the form of the “Art in the times of 

plague” exhibition?   

I am not an artist. I do not know how it feels to paint or to sculpt. However, I do write and speak on art as a historian and a critic. I have 

done so even during the time of isolation. Why? Did it make any sense in such an unprecedented moment of our history? Yes, because my need, 

as can be said, is the same need which pushed the artist into the act of “creation”. The necessity of feeling connected, through art, with life, with 

reality and its dynamic situations, even when one would avoid it. This need becomes the sign, the colour, the vision. It is the need which becomes 

art and, within me, becomes the voice and surprise for each time when the work happens and words become other than me.  



Bringing back the relation between the artist, the work and the reality, catching the reference value of art, accentuating the way the creative 

process builds the bridge between the “known” and the “unknown”, between oneself and the world, is only possible when the process of existence 

itself is considered. 

The artists of the In Tempo (In Time) Society follow the same direction.    

Anna Addamiano, Patrizia Borrelli, Valeria Cademartori, Antonella Catini, Stefano Ciotti, Giovambattista Cuocolo, Dario Falasca, Franco 

Ferrari, Carlo Frisardi, Simonetta Gagliano, Giuseppe Indaimo, Ana Maria Laurent, Stefania Lubrani, Danilo Maestosi, Ferruccio Maierna, Lina 

Passalacqua, Alessandra Pedonesi, Angela Pedonesi, Stefano Piali, Nino Pollini, Vinicio Prizia, Duccio Tringali. 

Their need is not only to paint, sculpt, photograph, but mainly to “be” as artists in a society which has commodified art, where the only 

judging parameters are the ones dictated by the system’s interests. The isolation, in its pandemic emergency, amplified this need which became a 

testimony of life in a terrifyingly new condition where time and space caught a different value, a different meaning.  

Time and space which each artist lived according to their nature but united by a common feeling: when everything, including life itself, is 

uncertain, art is the only certain reality. 

By being testimony, memory and scream, art has a social function, deeply ethical, to always reconnect us to humanity and to this uniqueness 

which characterizes us and unifies us as a part of a whole, of a social ecosystem in which man considers himself the absolute protagonist. 

The artists’ works are pages of a diary, snapshots of many different lives. Works different by language, technique, supports, even dimensions 

due to the fact that those who could not reach their studios, created them out of what was available in their homes before the lockdown. 

This is, nevertheless, a testimony. Despite this, their participation in this exhibition is not just a testimony but also a choral action which 

sees the artists on the front-line, stating that art is not ephemeral and the work not a luxury item. 

Art is necessary and, with its ability to reconnect man with mystery, it’s a constitutive part of man and of its search for the unknown, the 

unsaid. A society who loses sight of the value of diversity, of the “other”, of the “unknown” is a blind one, destined to implode. 

The artist, always “different”, has a great responsibility in this matter. A responsibility that the artists of the In Tempo association feel and 

live. 

                                                                                                                    Ida Mitrano 

 

 

Arte in quarantena 

L’arte cercasi urgentemente!  

 

Quando all’inizio del 2020 sempre più frequentemente sentivamo il termine quarantena, nessuno ha pensato che quei 40 giorni con i quali 

solitamente si associa andassero avanti così a lungo. Con una velocità sorprendente comparivano le iniziative che invitavano gli artisti a portare 

loro opere alla luce del giorno, poiché l’arte rappresenta l’area che ne ha sofferto di più in questo difficile momento di isolamento. L’artista non 



esiste solo per sé, come un dipinto senza destinatario non ha ragion di vita e, malgrado spesso l’arte appaia fine a sé stessa, ha pur bisogno 

dell’occhio che guarda. È già passato un anno di lavoro “clandestino”, ma l’arte vive invariabilmente una vita intrecciata con la nostra. 

Cosa emerge dalle opere degli artisti che partecipano al progetto Arte nei tempi della pandemia? Tutto ciò che c’è non c’è più, ciò di cui abbiamo 

nostalgia e ciò che manca di più. Il vuoto acuto dei luoghi, l’assenza di un’altra persona, la solitudine e l’isolamento dell’esistenza di uno spazio 

limitato del mondo, ridotto a quattro pareti ... e la gioia di creare, l’euforia di un’opera che riempie lo spazio interno ed esterno. Come in una lente 

si raccolgono in questa immagine creata da opere separate provenienti da diverse parti del mondo tutte le nostre paure, timori e speranze articolate 

con linee e macchie colorate, le urla di terrore e il silenzio dell’attesa, la gioia e la paura ... due facce della stessa medaglia dell’esistenza umana, 

la cui indissolubilità oggi ci sentiamo più che mai. Perché l’arte è uno stato di coscienza alterato, rimane al di là del tempo e dello spazio, delle 

strutture, delle regole e dei limiti imposti. Crea una nuova realtà, come in uno specchio, riflettendo tutto ciò che è dentro e fuori di noi, dandoci la 

gioia di essere. Ecco com’è l’arte nei tempi della pandemia, l’arte per i tempi della pestilenza. Questa arte è necessaria immediatamente! Per dare 

speranza, portare in un mondo migliore in cui la vivacità delle emozioni sostituisce il grigiore delle lotte quotidiane.  

Oggi, a distanza di un anno dall’inizio del progetto Arte nei tempi della pandemia, viviamo diversamente, sappiamo meglio cosa ci minaccia, 

abbiamo domato il demone, ma l’arte è cambiata? L’artista ha subito una metamorfosi? Certamente, la quarantena, che ci ha permesso di guardare 

più a fondo noi stessi, ha fatto emergere tutto ciò che definisce l’opera e il suo creatore, ha affilato i confini, polarizzato gli atteggiamenti ... ma le 

domande poste rimangono le stesse, forse oggi stanno solo gridando più forte. 

Małgorzata Wrześniak 

 

 

L’Arte al tempo della pandemia – Ucraina. 

La pandemia ha precipitato l’umanità in condizioni estreme – lo stress costante dell’isolamento forzato, forme insolite di comunicazione, 

vari generi di fobie di cui non siamo pienamente consapevoli, perché ci troviamo all’interno di questo processo – tutto ciò non è solo la sua parte 

integrante, ma anche una forza trainante di esso. I nostri predecessori, avendo vissuto esperienze simili, lasciarono ai postumi un’intera costellazione 

di opere apocalittiche: Il Decameron di Giovanni Boccaccio, I diari dell’anno della peste di Daniel Defoe, Il diario di Samuel Pips, “pestilente” 

trattato di Marcilio Ficino, La peste rosa di Jack London e La peste Albert Camus, diventato un bestseller dei tempi di COVID-19, pittoresche 

opere di Ambrogio Lorenzetti, Albrecht Durer, Hieronymus Bosch, Michelangelo, Beato Angelico ... 

Ogni epoca e ogni paese hanno la propria particolare specificità. Ci troviamo in un mondo in cui l’illusorio è diventato più reale della realtà 

stessa – una totale simulazione dove non c’è spazio per la realtà, dove anche la morte, che è sempre stata la prova della vita, ha perso la sua tragicità 

individuale. Per l’Ucraina, le perdite pandemiche competono con le perdite sul fronte russo-ucraino, riducendo in modo allarmante la soglia del 

dolore collettivo... In alcune allucinazioni disperatamente mostruose, una parte del paese ha deciso che un istrione poteva diventare presidente, e 

ora siamo tutti testimoni e vittime della più grande finzione: un cattivo attore interpreta il ruolo del presidente facendoci precipitare nel caos. 

Qualche saggio disse: la mancanza di gusto ci distruggerà ... Non è simbolico che tra i primi sintomi della malattia che ha scatenato la 

pandemia ci sia l’arresto delle terminazioni nervose, e quindi – la scomparsa del gusto e dell’olfatto, le proprietà fondamentali necessarie per la 

sopravvivenza umana? Ciò che ci resta è la vista che richiede “accomodamento”, aggiustamento dell’ottica per la propria sopravvivenza, il risveglio 

delle preferenze spirituali come componente importante dell’immunità collettiva delle persone, il gusto per le cose vere – nella politica, nella 

società, nella cultura, nell’arte. 



La pandemia continua il suo viaggio nel mondo. Versatile e insidioso, come il pantheon degli dei egizi. Tuttavia, l’uomo ha sempre avuto 

un riparo efficace – l’arte che, in tutta la sua diversità, è in grado di intrappolare le forme e mostrare l’energia dell’elemento indomabile che è 

sfuggito al controllo e minaccia pacifico e consueto corso della vita. 

Il progetto L’ARTE NEI TEMPI DI PANDEMIA è nato a Varsavia (prof. Małgorzata Wrześniak), dall’Ucraina è giunto a New York (dr 

Oksana Remenyaka), poi in Georgia (prof. Nana Iashvili) e in Italia (Tiziano Todi - Galeria Vittoria, Roma, Rita Pedonesi – Associazione “In 

Tempo”), diventando un centro di ricerca internazionale in cui a poco a poco si crea un vaccino mentale contro la paura e l’impotenza di solitudine 

forzata e coscienza alterata dallo stress. Nuove condizioni di vita richiedono nuovi simboli per garantire l’equilibrio mentale e culturale, 

adattamento a un mondo oggettivo e una nuova realtà – il loro unico supporto è l’intuizione e il talento dell’artista. 

I partecipanti al Progetto sono riusciti a catturare l’essenza del fenomeno, segmentare le paure umane, trasformandole nell’energia dei 

contrasti di colore, ritmo delle linee, gioco del chiaroscuro, creando forme ben ponderate che ispirano la nostra consapevolezza e richiamano alla 

vita. La città di Viktor Khomenko immersa in un inquietante crepuscolo (Kiev al tramonto) contrasta con l’armonioso Albero fiorente di Yevhen 

Leshchenko e Natura morta di Kateryna Kosyanenko; il progetto del duo artistico “BM” di Mykola Babak e Yevhen Matviets (Covid -19. Dodici 

stanze. Il polittico in 12 parti. Parte I. Il lago dei cigni) trasmette un potente messaggio intellettuale: gli artisti, cercando di oltrepassare i confini 

del fenomeno creano il proprio sistema, descrivendolo come “nuova totalità”. La tela ricamata di Anastasya Podervianska Artist II rappresenta un 

altro livello di abilità eccezionali combinate con una grande dose di ispirazione che guida esperte mani dell’artista – si può guardare continuamente 

a questo rebus con allusioni al simbolismo classico: pesci, quadrifogli, citazioni di Vermeer, Botticelli – strati di cultura materiale, accuratamente 

selezionati dall’artista, che creano un’opera d’arte coerente e unica. 

Un’affascinante epopea erotica di Irina Ozarinskaya attrae con la sua perfezione estetica. Un’imponente sequenza di Volodymyr Jakowiec, 

Rinnovamento, indirizza lo spettatore verso le migliori opere d’arte del mondo nell’interpretazione postmoderna dell’autore. Scomparse e abbagli 

di Larisa Pisha conferisce ai colori una moderazione ascetica, in cui la dinamica delle linee, come nella vita reale, ruota e crea simboli di infinito.  

Nell’espressivo contenimento monocromatico dei lineamenti di Zhaliva della meravigliosa Nina Denisova, si legge la forza della corda tesa 

dell’arco: la pretesa moderazione poi esplode di nuovo con l’energia dei colori nei dipinti dell’artista. Un’esplosione carminio di Arcane di Marian 

Luniv – una danza sacra in cui un guerriero imita i gesti ritmici di Dio con cui Egli creò il mondo – allo stesso tempo fa sia da opposto sia da 

complemento. 

La delicata melodia cromatica del dipinto di Natalia Kumanovska nell’Uscita dalle acque oscure secondo le leggi del ritmo e 

dell’opposizione entra in sintonia con le chiare composizioni grafiche dell’ Estetica di isolamento di Alfred Maksymenko. Ansiosa Macchia cremisi 

con un pipistrello (Crimson Stain) di Lydia Bodnar-Balagutrak – come un segno di tutte le nostre disgrazie e un argomento per contrastarli, il 

fascino vintage della cronaca delle tradizioni umane nei rotoli di Olga Morozova, che allevia con la citazione dal Rè Solomone che li accompagna 

“Tutto passa… Anche questo passerà…”.  

Il conciso poster di Mykola Honcharov, le forme incantevoli delle sculture di Mykola Malyshko e Petro Starukh – tutte le opere degli artisti 

del progetto sono alimenti necessari per la nostra anima – donano energia creativa, senza la quale un essere umano cade sotto l’influenza distruttiva 

della disperazione, rabbia e indifferenza. 

L’ immediato effetto dell’arte sul nostro subconscio “all’invisibile attraverso il visibile” inizialmente è impercettibile, ma nel tempo si 

rivela estremamente efficace e produttivo. I partecipanti al progetto hanno addensato, ristretto l’idea globale della pandemia, le hanno dato colore, 

volume e forma, l’hanno resa visibile, comprensibile, digeribile alla percezione razionale, e per questo superabile ... 



Oksana Remeniaka 

 

Arte come resilienza. Arte come responsabilità 

Laddove tutto si ferma, laddove l’inedito s’impone all’uomo senza preavviso, cosa restituisce senso alla vita nell’esperienza del lockdown? 

Di fronte alla perdita di ogni certezza, nel sentirsi precari, smarriti, spaventati, isolati, soli, come essere comunque, nonostante tutto, in relazione 

con la vita?  

La creatività come processo generativo del nuovo, come espressione del “non sapere”, come possibilità di restituire il “qui e ora” 

dell’accadere, consente di ritornare sempre alla vita, perché la creatività è essa stessa vita.  

D’altra parte, l’uomo è di per sé un soggetto creativo.  La civiltà nasce dalla creatività umana. Tutto, tranne l'imprevisto, effetto casuale che 

può divenire input creativo, ma rimane comunque un evento accidentale.  

L’essere umano ha sempre dimostrato di avere grandi risorse nell’affrontare e adattarsi ai mutamenti. È resiliente anche quando gli eventi 

lo colgono di sorpresa, come la pandemia causata dal covid-19.  Riesce a sviluppare forme di sopravvivenza nel dolore, nella paura.   

Lo abbiamo visto nelle infinite possibilità di partecipazione e condivisione virtuali che si sono attivate sul web. Era necessario esistere, non 

essere isolati. Resistere.  

L’uomo è un animale relazionale. La creatività è comunicazione. L’arte è un processo creativo, relazionale e comunicativo non orientato 

alla produzione di un oggetto. L’opera non è il risultato di un’operazione di design. Non ha finalità d'uso. È utile per il suo valore intrinseco.  

Ma cosa ha spinto gli artisti a sentire così viva la necessità di dire “ci sono”, “ci siamo”, di cui questa mostra dal titolo "L’Arte nei tempi 

dell’epidemia” è espressione? 

Non sono un’artista. Non so cosa si provi a dipingere o scolpire. Ma scrivo, parlo di arte da storica e da critico. E l’ho fatto anche durante 

il lockdown. Perché? Aveva senso in un momento così inedito della nostra storia? Sì, perché la mia necessità, in termini diversi, è la stessa che 

spinge l'artista a “creare”. La necessità di sentirsi in relazione, attraverso l’arte, con la vita, con la realtà e i suoi dinamismi, anche quando ci si 

vorrebbe sottrarre. Necessità che diviene segno, colore, visione. Necessità che si fa arte e in me, ascolto e stupore ogni volta che l’opera accade e 

le parole diventano altro da me.  

Restituire la relazione tra l’artista, l’opera e la realtà, cogliere il valore testimoniale dell’arte, evidenziare come il processo creativo getti un 

ponte tra “sapere” e “non sapere”, tra l’io e l’altro, il mondo, è possibile solo se si considera questo stesso processo, un processo dell’essere.  

Gli artisti dell’Associazione in tempo si muovono in questa direzione.   

Anna Addamiano, Patrizia Borrelli, Valeria Cademartori, Antonella Catini, Stefano Ciotti, Giovambattista Cuocolo, Dario Falasca, Franco 

Ferrari, Carlo Frisardi, Simonetta Gagliano, Giuseppe Indaimo, Ana Maria Laurent, Stefania Lubrani, Danilo Maestosi, Ferruccio Maierna, Lina 

Passalacqua, Alessandra Pedonesi, Angela Pedonesi, Stefano Piali, Nino Pollini, Vinicio Prizia, Duccio Tringali.  

La loro necessità non è solo quella di dipingere, scolpire, fotografare, ma soprattutto di “esistere” come artisti in una società che ha 

mercificato l’arte, dove gli unici parametri di giudizio sono quelli dettati dagli interessi del sistema. Il lockdown, nella sua emergenza pandemica, 

ha amplificato questa necessità, che è diventata testimonianza dell’accadere della vita in una condizione spaventosamente inedita, dove il tempo e 



lo spazio hanno assunto un altro valore, un altro significato.  Un tempo e uno spazio che ciascun artista ha vissuto secondo la propria natura, ma 

uniti da un comune sentire: nell’incertezza di ogni cosa, anche della vita stessa, l’arte è una realtà certa. 

Nel suo essere testimonianza, memoria e urlo, l’arte ha una funzione sociale, profondamente etica, quella di riconnetterci sempre al senso 

dell’umano, a quell’unicità che ci distingue e ci unisce al tempo stesso come parte di un tutto, di un ecosistema sociale, di cui l’uomo, nel suo 

delirio di onnipotenza, si ritiene protagonista assoluto.  

Le opere di questi artisti sono pagine di un diario, istantanee di vissuti, tanti, diversi. Opere anch’esse differenti per linguaggio, per tecnica, 

per supporti, perfino per dimensioni laddove, per quelli che non sono potuti andare a studio, realizzate con ciò che si aveva in casa prima del 

lockdown. Una testimonianza anche questa. Tuttavia, la loro partecipazione a questa mostra, non vuole essere solo una testimonianza, ma anche 

un’azione corale che li vede in prima linea nell’affermare che l’arte non è effimera, né l’opera un bene di lusso.  

L’arte è necessaria e, nel suo riconnettere l’umano al mistero, è parte costitutiva dell’uomo e del suo ricercare l’indicibile, l’ignoto. Una 

società che perde di vista il valore della diversità, dell’altro, dello “sconosciuto”, è una società cieca, destinata a implodere.  

L’artista, da sempre “diverso”, ha una grande responsabilità in tal senso. Una responsabilità che gli artisti dell’Associazione in tempo 

sentono e vivono.  

          Ida Mitrano 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 



MARZENA ABLEWSKA-LECH  
(UNITED KINGDOM) 

 
Marzena Ablewska-Lech (born in 1978) - artist and illustrator based in London. She 
describes herself as a wanderer, reader of Jung, collector of wounds and light. She is a 
graduate of the State Secondary School of Fine Arts in Katowice, half-self-taught, 
hermit, and nomad. 
 

marzenaabl@gmail.com 
 

 
Marzena Ablewska-Lech, The fountain of Life, ink drawing and watercolour on 

paper, gold flakes, 23x17,5 cm, 2020 
 
“Everything you always wanted to know about death but you were afraid to 
ask”. 
 

Marzena Ablewska-Lech 
 
  



ANNA ADDAMIANO 
(ITALY) 

 
Anna Addamiano (born in Rome in 1976) became an assistant to Emilio Vedova 
at the Academy of Fine Arts in Venice. In the following years, she moved to 
Rome, where she worked for the mass media industry and then exclusively in 
the art field. In 1981 she illustrated Giulia o il Teatro degli occhi, poetry by Virgilio 
Guidi. In 1988 participated in an exhibition at Castel Sant’Angelo in Rome, in 
1998 at Palazzo delle Esposizioni in Rome, in 2001 at the Forte Spagnolo in 
L’Aquila, in 2002 at the Italian Cultural Institute in Stockholm (Paris, Cairo, 
Alexandria and Tel Aviv), in 2004 at the Pigorini Museum in Rome, in 2005 at 
MAGI 900 (Museo d’Arte delle Generazioni Italiane del 900)  museum in Pieve 
di Cento, in 2008 at Palazzo Rospigliosi in Zagarolo. With the in tempo 
Association she participated in the exhibition Artisti italiani e i nuovi tempi, PROM 
Kulture in Warsaw in 2019 and at the virtual exhibition Tempo di diari in 2020. 
Her Presepe-Teatro (Nativity-theatre), exposed in Rome’s main churches, is part of 
the International Nativity Museum Vanni Scheiwiller in Castronuovo di 
Sant’Andrea (PT). 
 

anna.addamiano3@gmail.com                                                                        

 
Addamiano Anna, Desire, collage and mixed media, 40x55 cm, 2020 

 
„Suddenly we are alone. In this desert of friends, of habits, of encounters I see you. You 
are also alone. We are two shadows looking for a safe harbor to spend the night, where 
we can finally smile at each other”.  

Anna Addamiano 
  



NASSRIN AFNAN (那文丽)  

(CHINA) 
 

Born in Persia, Nassrin Afnan (那文丽) is a British artist who considers herself 

a world citizen. Originally trained in classical western oil painting, since moving 

to China in 2010 Nassrin has incorporated the Xieyi (写意 writing meaning i.e. 

drawing the spirit of the beings) style of classic Chinese ink painting and 

emulated the fluidity and translucence of Shuimo (水墨 ink wash) painting in 

her work. Her technique features a reduction in detailed brushstrokes, in line 
with a Chinese philosophy that emphasizes detachment, spirituality, and 
expressiveness. Nassrin has pioneered the use of acrylics to emulate the 
translucence and fluidity of traditional Chinese ink wash and watercolours. As 
well as in the UK, Nassrin’s works have been exhibited in Beijing, Tianjin, 
Nanning, Huangshan, Zhoushan and Hong Kong. Nassrin has been a member 

of the Chinese National Association of Marine Painters (海洋画派学术研讨

会) since 2016. Her works and speeches have appeared in numerous 

publications, including the China National Arts Fund review (国家艺术基金资

助项目评论集，美术卷, 2017) and China National Exhibition publication  

(国家文化艺术类学术期刊, 2017). 

 
Nassrin Afnan, Remembrance, acrylic on canvas, 30x40 cm, 2020 

 
“Painting is for me above all a process of discovery. Invariably I start painting with a 
schema, but strive to remain open to change, and follow the painting, rather than lead 
it. My inspiration comes through observation and more importantly meditation, that 
time when the door is open between the conscious and subconscious mind - when the 
body is still, and the soul can travel. I see colour as an invitation to engage, and follow 
its lead.” 

Nassrin Afnan 
 



ОЛЕНА АГАМЯН/ OLENA AHAMIAN  

(UKRAINE) 

Olena Ahamian lives and works in Kyiv. She graduated from the Republican Art 
School in Kyiv, and the Graphic Department of the Polytechnic Institute in 
Moscow. She also studied at the private studios of Vilen Barsky, Yan 
Rayhvergera and Anatoly Turovski. Olena is the author of two monographs 
“Borys Rapoport. Art, memories, archive” (2009), and “Havrylo Pustovit” 
(2004). Her research on the history of Ukrainian art has been published in 
“Vitchyzna”, “Culture and Life” (“Kultura i Zhyttia”), "Fain Art", “Antiquary”. 
Her project “Museum in a Suitcase” – an interactive installation - was exhibited 
in various museums, including the Museum of the Ukrainian Diaspora and the 
Museum of Modern Ukrainian Art. 

 

 

Olena Ahamyan / Оленна Агамян (Ukraine), A Room – series Insulation, watercolor, 
pen and ink on paper, 42х30 cm, 2020 

“I like watercolor. Generally, notebooks and paper are always with me, painting for me 
is one of my habitual practices that help me to live. Quarantine, isolation remind us that 
a person is always a lonely being, despite taking care of those who live their lives in 
forced isolation.” 

Olena Ahamian 



 
ПЕТРО АНТИП / PETRO ANTYP  

(UKRAINE) 
 
Petro Antyp was born in Horlivka, Donetsk. Architect, sculptor, painter, graphic 
artist, public figure. Graduated from the Art College in Penza (Russia), majored 
in sculpture. A scholar of the Union of Artists of Ukraine. Initiator and organizer 
of three international sculpture symposia in Horlivka (1989), in Donetsk 
(“Ukrainian steppe-2006”) and in Sviatohirsk (“Ukrainian steppe-2006”). He has 
been living in Kyiv since 2014. Antyp’s art works are exhibited in museums, 
galleries and private collections of Ukraine, Russia, USA, Britain, France, 
Germany, Italy, Sweden. His name is included in the catalogue “View. The Unity 
of 100 Ukrainian Artists of the World – 100th Anniversary of Ukrainian 
Settlements in Canada” (1995); “The Art of Ukraine of XX century” (2000); the 
exhibition catalogue "DE PROFUNDIS" (2009). 
 
 

 

Petro Antyp / Петро Антип (Ukraine), Infinity sign, oil on canvas, 245x165 cm, 2020 

“I am convinced that art should be studied in nature, arranging three stones in space is 
akin to painting the “Mona Lisa”. In a drop of rain or a tree leaf – there is an entire 
world with its own laws of composition, rhythm, dynamics, the golden section – all 
that which constitutes the foundation of art”.  

                                                                                                                                                    
Petro Antyp   



 

«БМ» - МИКОЛА БАБАК, ЄВГЕН МАТВЄЄВ / “BM” – MYKOLA 
BABAK, YEVHEN MATVIEIEV 

(UKRAINE) 
 
 The Art-Duo “BM” Babak-Matvieiev, consisting of Mykola Babak and Yevhen 
Matvieiev, arose in 2014. Before they began their collaboration, they each had 
long successful creative ventures. Both participated in a few dozen international 
and national biennales, exhibitions and competitions. Mykola Babak represented 
Ukraine with his national project at the 51st Venetian Biennale (2005). Yevhen 
Matvieiev took part in the Parisian Autumn Salon (1990). In the last three years 
the art-duo has had a mutually productive affiliation with the New York gallery 
AGGA. In 2008, the gallery presented an exhibition of their work.  Several large-
scale multi-media projects are planned for the near future.  
 

 

 

Art-Duo “BM” Mykola Babak / Микола Бабак (Ukraine), Evgeny Matviev / Євген 
Матвєєв (Ukraine), Covid-19. Twelve Rooms. Polyptych of 12 parts. Part I. Swan Lake, 
digital art, printing on aluminum. 150x143 cm, 2020 

“Like any societal phenomenon, postmodernism has its constructive and destructive 
tendencies, and it is the prevalence of the latter which leads to civilizational hopelessness. 
Trying to overcome these negative consequences, artists aim to look beyond the 
phenomenon, aim to create their own system, named “new wholeness” or “post-
modernism”. Our art-duo’s system is based on the implementation of national identity 
markers to the phenomena of contemporary art, the philosophy of art and the 
philosophy of societal development in general. “BM” does not care that it contradicts 
the basic ideas of globalism that currently dominate the world”. 

                                                                       Mykola Babak, Yevhen Matvieiev 



 

TIZIANA BEFANI  
(ITALY) 

 
Tiziana Befani was born in Rome, where she lives and works. She graduated 
from the Academy of Fine Arts in Rome, immediately after working for 
advertising agencies and publishing houses. Artist and art director, expert in 
communication, editorial graphics, and web. Always in the creative world, 
collaborating with illustrators, artists, and art historians. From pictorial and 
academic experience, with tempera and oil works following the 15th century 
glazing technique, she moved onto the computer, using graphic design 
programs. Initially starting with the photographic retouching, the layout and the 
graphic works necessary for publishing and advertising, then she applied this 
experience not only to photography but also pictorial images, with a complex 
research work. She received the Sulmona Prize in 2017 and the Rospigliosi Art 
Prize 2019. Her works can be found in the Historical Archives of the 
Quadrennial, the Macro Museum in Rome, and the Contemporary Art 
Collection of the Il Vittoriale degli Italiani Foundation. 

art@tizianabefani.it  
Tiziana Befani, Ideal City, mixed technique, 90x54 cm, 2020 

 
„It is incredible how my Ideal City is truly deserted, devoid of human beings, almost 
ghostly, just like today feels almost all over the world. However, filled with hope that 
beauty and art will be able to revive souls and places. In fact, the presented elements are 
citations of ancient and modern art, starting from the Bernini Angel, in positive and 
negative, the Raphaelesque door from the Marriage of the Virgin with the concept of 
nature in the only slender fifteenth-century tree; to get to Hartung, Mondrian, Pollock, 
but also to the Italians - Giorgio De Chirico, Burri, Cesare Tacchi and Gino Marotta. 
Objects are combined with some of my recurring symbols. In short, the message is, we 
will save ourselves this way: giving value to what really has it! ". 

Tiziana Befani 



DOROTA BERGER  
(POLAND) 

 
Dorota Berger (born in 1974) graduated from the painting department of the 
Warsaw Academy of Fine Art in 1999. She specialises in tempera on boards. 
Berger has participated in a few solo and group exhibitions.  

 
www.dorotaberger.pl   

www.facebook.com/dorotabergermalarstwo   
 

 
 

 
Dorota Berger, The Garden Ap 21,4-5, tempera on panel, 15x15 cm, 2020 

 
“The painting series on small boards is the essence of experiences and reflections during 
the pandemic. It shows the path leading from sadness to joy, from doubt to hope, 
through the biblical images - promises. The Valley of Dried Bones Ez 37, 1-14; Desert 
Oz 2,16-18; River Ez 47,1-12; Ark on Mount Ararat Rdz 9,12-17; The Garden Ap 21,4-
5”. 

Dorota Berger 



ПЕТРО БЕВЗА/ PETRO BEVZA  
(UKRAINE) 

 
Petro Bevza was born in 1963 in the Kyiv region. Graduated from the Kyiv State 
Institute. His art works are in the National Museum of Art (Kyiv), Taras 
Shevchenko National Museum (Kyiv), Ukrainian Institute of America (New 
York), Museum of Modern Art «PasquArt» (Bill-Bien, Swizerland), National 
Museum of Ukrainian Decorative Art, Lviv National Museum, Odesa Art 
Museum, Korsak’s Museum of Contemporary Ukrainian Art (Lutsk). Awarded 
Honorary prize of International Salon of Modern Art D’ART’’96, Nice, Italy, 
The Golden Section Prize (Ukraine), Grant of the Center of Modern Art 
founded by George Soros (Kyiv, 2000), Grant of the Foundation “About 
Helvetius” for the best creative project of 2001, Biel-Bienne, Switzerland. 
 
 

 

Petro Bevza / Петро Бевза (Ukraine), Untitled 2, oil, acrylic on canvas, 160x120 cm, 
2020 

“The unique naming of things is a sound, created by a motion of forces. This sound of 
contemporary diversity is the art, that incognito that connects the material and the 
ephemeral. Contemporary Ukrainian art strives to evoke the Universe through a system 
of marks and symbols which reflect unique Ukrainian cultural characteristics, traditions, 
beliefs and myths. Cultural space unfolding today, is a space of attraction to basic essence 
of our environment, and the means through which this attraction is realized is art”.                                                                                                                                                                     

Petro Bevza 



PINO BOH 
(ITALY) 

 
Pino Boh (born in 1953) - independent painter and sculptor, focuses his artistic 
experimentation on the use of different materials, such as wood, earthenware, 
iron, glass, cloth, etc. Fascinated by the dualism (Determination/Chance, 
Energy/Unconscious) which constitutes the creative formula used by the artist 
to give life to works where determination and chance meet to interweave 
unexpected creative courses. However, in his present language human 
impossibility does not prevent Pino Boh from creating „a chance” and mending 
its consequences through the pictorial representation: unknown harmony in the 
perfection of an event. He has taken part in several individual and collective 
exhibitions on local, national and international level. 

cgherla@gmail.com 
 

 
Pino Boh, Everybody against everybody, ceramics, 2020 

 
“Everybody against everybody represents a pessimistic vision of the consequences of this 
pandemic, and at the same time how this clash may provide a possible solution to the 
problems”.  

Pino Boh  
 



ЛІДІЯ БОДНАР-БАЛАГУТРАК /LYDIA BODNAR-BALAHUTRAK 
(USA) 

 
 
Lydia Bodnar-Balahutrak completed her undergraduate art studies at Kent 

State University, studied at the Corcoran School of Art and received her Master 
of Fine Arts degree in painting from George Washington University in 
Washington, D.C. Born and raised in Cleveland, Ohio, she moved to Houston 
in 1977, where she continues to live and work. Since 1991, the artist has 
participated in several national and international exhibitions and been awarded 
artist residencies in France, Ukraine, and U.S. venues.  
 

www. LydiaBodnarBalahutrak.com 
 

 
Lydia Bodnar-Balahutrak / Лідія Боднар-Балагутрак (USA), Crimson Stain, charcoal, 

gouache, collage on paper 27x27 cm, 2020 

“Selecting items gathered from various documentary sources, I arrange them in a sort of 
self-perpetuating dialogue, then collage them onto canvas, wood, or paper.  I have grown 
up in two cultures:  the hereditary culture passed on and nurtured by my displaced post-
World War II immigrant family; and the culture of the country in which I was born and 
raised, where I continue to live and work. In my creative endeavors I strive to share my 
own particular cultural mix and, in so doing, touch the common core of all humanity.  
Whether solemn or comical, metaphoric or naturalistic, my art is meant to evoke a 
longing, express wonder and invite discourse”.  

                                                                                                                                        
Lydia Bodnar Balahutrak 



 
PATRIZIA BORRELLI 

(ITALY) 
 
 
Patrizia Borrelli attended the Academy of Fine Arts in Rome (courses of the free 
school of nude with the master Giulio Turcato and the sculpting and painting 
courses at RUFA - Free Academy of Fine Arts in Rome). Her recent exhibitions 
include solo and group shows at the Galleria Civica d’Arte Moderna „Giuseppe 
Sciortino” in Museo di Monreale in Palermo, the Protomoteca del Campidoglio 
in Rome (entitled Nella tempesta del Contemporaneo), the Museum Venanzo Crocetti 
in Rome (entitled Tracce nel vuoto, nel pieno, nel colore), the Comunal Library Giosuè 
Carducci di Spoleto at Palazzo Mauri (entitled Dentro e Oltre), and at the Museo 
Venanzo Crocetti in Rome. In 2020 Borelli took part in the online exhibition 
entitled Tempo di diari. She lives and works in Rome. 
 

                         patriziaborrelli17@gmail.com 
www.patriziaborrelliarte.wordpress.com 

 
Patrizia Borrelli, Above us, inside us, mixed media on canvas, 100x150 cm, 2000 

 
“The figurehead, eyes and soul of the ship, always on the bow to be the first to watch, 
sees far beyond the horizon, above the waves above which it rises and into which it 
dives: it sees the dismay of the deep unknown…”.  

Patrizia Borrelli 



 

АРМІНЕ БОЖКО/ARMINE BOZHKO  
(New York, USA) 

 
Armine Bozhko is an artist of Ukrainian and Armenian descent living in New 
York, USA.  She was born in Kyiv, Ukraine in 1977.  In 1991 she studied at the 
Taras Shevchenko Republican Art School, under the guidance of renown artists 
L. Prezant, Z. Lerman, and O. Zhyvotkov. She graduated from the National 
Academy of Art and Architecture, Faculty of Painting and postgraduate studies. 
Bozhko is a member of the Ukrainian and Armenian Artists' Union. In 2019 she 
received an award at the Art Expo New York, nominated in the Solo category. 
Her art combines the traditions of Ukrainian, Armenian, and Western aesthetics 
to express inner emotions in her painting. Her art is characterized by 
monumental composition and bold expressive color. The artist's works are in 
private collections in Ukraine, USA, Canada, Norway, Italy, Armenia, Georgia, 
Poland and Russia. 
 
                                                                                                                                         
  

 

Armine Bozhko / Арміне Божко (USA), A Dream, oil on canvas, 28х35,5 cm, 2020 

“The series One Hundred Days of Solitude is my painting diary during the pandemic. In 
a world of social distance, we are left alone with ourselves and we gradually lose our 
sense of self. Recording an inner experience in a diary has always been a means of 
self-preservation in a situation of isolation. Landscape has always been interesting to 
me rather as a reflection and projection of our inner world. Man is organically 
connected with his environment and the landscape becomes a witness to the course 
of our existence. The motive that we see becomes part of our consciousness and exists 
not only in the objective but in the inner world”.                                                               

     Armine Bozhko 



DENIS BRUN 
(FRANCE) 

 
Denis Brun (born in Desertines, France, in 1966). After a year of preparation at 
the Villa Saint-Clair, in Sète in 1988, he followed the course of 5 years at Villa 
Arson in Nice where he graduated in 1994. He was invited to many residency 
programs (Friche Belle de Mai in Marseille, scholarship AFFA, French Institute 
of Yogyakarta and Surabaya, “Tokyo Art Islands” and many others). He took 
part in numerous group and personal exhibitions (Giacobetti Paul Gallery in 
Brooklyn, Museum of Contemporary Art in Marseille, Galerie Porte Avion in 
Marseille and many others). He published books, created music, films and big 
ceramic rabbits (Lapunks : contraction Lapin/Punk). 

http://www.denisbrun.com  
 https://www.instagram.com/denisbrun/?hl=fr 

https://www.instagram.com/dyonisos289/?hl=fr 
 

 
Denis Brun, Ghosts couple, digital printing on photo-paper/plexiglass, variable 

dimensions, 2020 
 
“I paint while thinking about music, I make videos thinking about painting and music. I 
make music thinking about video, painting, drawing or writing. I write thinking about all 
these things at the same time. For ceramics I do not think of anything so, no interest to 
expand on the subject. As for the subject of my work, I try to create stories with abstract 
tendencies, without any hierarchy between the media used, so that it results in a form of 
fictional narration taking its origins in what I imagine to be common sense. I think that 
the peculiarity may be a quality, but I also try constantly, to exceed my technical and 
intellectual limits, with the sole purpose of doing the best job possible. If I had to name 
my work, I would say FUN TRAGIC.” 
 

Denis Brun 

http://www.denisbrun.com/
https://www.instagram.com/denisbrun/?hl=fr
https://www.instagram.com/dyonisos289/?hl=fr


 

MAREK BRZOZOWSKI  
(POLAND) 

 
Marek Brzozowski studied at the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw Department 
of Sculpture, atelier of Professor Ludwika Nitschowa and Professor Franciszek 
Strynkiewicz. M.A. diploma in 1965. Subsequently he studied at the School of 
Pedagogy and achieved his diploma in 1967. Student of the Department of 
Interior of Professor Lech Tomaszewski and achieved an M.A. diploma in 1969. 
Creativity in fields: Sculptures, medals, gold handicraft products, industrial 
design, short forms – poems, photography.  
 

 

 
Marek Brzozowski, Looking out for hopes, bronze, 36 cm, 2020. 

 
"A mother... constantly loving... though time has lost her son. She...looking for the 
Hope... that she will hug him..” 

Marek Brzozowski 
 

  



JOLANTA CABAN  
(POLAND) 

 
Jolanta Caban graduated with honors from the Academy of Fine Arts in 
Warsaw, from the painting department in the studio of prof. Rajmund Ziemski 
and in the graphics studio of prof. Roman Arytmowski. Scholarship holder of 
the Minister of Culture and Art and the French Government. Winner of the 
Sieradz Starosta award in the Triennial with Still Life - Sieradz 2012 competition. 
In 2019, she defended her doctorate at the Institute of Fine Arts at the Jan 
Kochanowski University in Kielce. She has participated in many individual and 
collective exhibitions in Poland and around the world. 
 

 

 
Jolanta Caban, Dialogues, oil on canvas, 30x60 cm, 2020  

 
“Dialogues is a small picture created from the idea of a rhythmic composition, two 
similar objects are set against a different color form with a different shape”. 

Jolanta Caban 

  



VALERIA CADEMARTORI  
(ITALY) 

 
Valeria Cademartori (born in Rome in 1970) after graduating from classical high 
school, began her studies in Philosophy at the Sapienza University in Rome. In 
September 1991 she attended a course at the Fine Art School of Paris. From 
1992 to 1995 she studied painting with Gianluigi Mattia. In 1998 she had her 
first personal exhibition at the Il Gabbiano Gallery in Rome, with whom she 
had been collaborating until 2010. In 2004 she won the award “Città Di 
Monaco” at the XXXVI Prix International d'Art Contemporain de Monte-
Carlo. In 2011 she participated at the 53rd Venice Biennale, Lazio Pavillion, at 
Palazzo Venezia in Rome. From 2005 to 2011 she lived and worked between 
Berlin and Rome. In 2017 graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts in Rome 
with a thesis entitled Painting is painting. Il filtro della pittura nel contemporaneo. She 
participated in many collective exhibitions. With the in tempo Association she 
participated in the exhibition Artisti italiani e i nuovi tempi, PROM Kultury in 
Warsaw in 2019, and at the virtual exhibition Tempo di diari in 2020. Among her 
latest personal exhibitions: Galleria Lombardi, Rome 2013; Galleria Arte Fuori 
Centro, Rome 2018. She lives and works in Rome. 
 

                                  cademartori@tiscali.it 
             www.valeriacademartori.com 

 
                                                                              

 
Valeria Cademartori, Distance, oil on canvas, 60x50 cm, 2020 

 
“In the myth of the cave, Plato describes humanity as individuals whose eyes are covered 
with a veil since birth. When it rids itself of it, it will awaken from its cognitive lethargy 
and will finally be able to contemplate the essence of reality. The veil covering the eyes 
is the distance between the people we have experienced on our skin, but it is also the 
distance from the reality of things. During this pandemic, I have had the strong feeling 
that humanity still sees through a veil, despite the leaps that knowledge has made 
forward. In fact, we did not ask ourselves "what is the real cause of this pandemic?" 
When we will understand that we are the real cause, then the veil is likely to begin to 
tear”. 

Valeria Cademartori 



ANTONELLA CATINI  
(ITALY) 

 
Antonella Catini (born in Pisa in 1961). Artist, graduated from architecture, 
during her academic journey she constantly matched her interest in space, shape 
and visual perception with pictoric research. She works with colour and the 
pictoric matter, composing shapes and signs which allude at paths and psyches’ 
stratification and are themselves metaphors of the essence of contemporaneity. 
She exhibited abroad (Germany, UK, Turkey, France, Holland, Spain, CHina, 
Japan, Russia) and in numerous italian museums (Museo Emilio Greco, Museo 
Manzù, Museo dell’Ara Pacis). She earned awards and recognitions, among 
which Premio di scrittura femminile Il paese delle Donne, Rome 2006 (monographic 
prize). Her works can be found in numerous collections. With the in tempo 
Association she participated in the Adamo e la nuvola Project, Plus Arte Puls, 
Rome and Tadini Space, Milan; Artisti italiani e i nuovi tempi, PROM Kultury, 
Warsaw 2019 and the virtual exhibition Tempo di diari, 2020. Lives and works in 
Rome. 
 

                     catiniantonella@gmail.com 
www.antonellacatini.com                                                                              

 

 
Antonella Catini, Urban landscape, oil on canvas, 120x80 cm, 2020 

 
“This work is a memory of an imagined journey, in search of a new relationship between 
space and psyche, but it is also a cry of inner solitude. A personal vision of the changing 
physical reality, which questions itself, through the fleeting and indefinite structure of 
the signs, on the concepts of limit and identity”.  

Antonella Catini 
 

 



CLAUDIO CAVALIERI 
(ITALY) 

 
Claudio Cavalieri - painter and sculptor born in Trento. He graduated from the 
Applied Art Department at the University of Trento and has been teaching art 
education for thirty-five years. Since 1986, he participated in 370 solo and group 
exhibitions in Italy and abroad. In the years 1989-1991 his works result in a 
strong three-dimensionality and born reliefs, sculptures, totems and 
installations. Since 2002/2003 in his works there is the constant presence of 
decorations made with old paint rollers of the 50s and even the colors in pastel 
shades reminiscent of those years. He is a cultural animator and has played the 
role of coordinator in many exhibitions and events since 1988. Between 2011-
2014 he organized the week of Contemporary Art for “AMACI”' in Trento - 
Rovereto and Pergine. 

www.claudiocavalieri.com      
claudiotn50@gmail.com 

 

 
Claudio Cavalieri, Bit By Bit, cardboard, painted wood, 12x10x10 cm, 2020 

 
“A wooden brick for natural creativity, in this standardized world, but it is also a creative 
game for life, with blue being the depth and spirituality ". 

Claudio Cavalieri 
 



ОКСАНА ЧЕПЕЛИК / OKSANA CHEPELYK  
(UKRAINE) 

 
Oksana Chepelyk studied Art in Kyiv, in Moscow, at CIES in Paris, at 
Amsterdam University, at UCLA, USA. Chepelyk is a leading researcher at the 
Modern Art Research Institute of Ukraine and author of several articles and a 
book “The Interaction of Architectural Spaces, Contemporary Art and New 
Technologies”. She received the Werklietz Award 2003 at EMAF, Osnabruck, 
Germany. In 2007 she founded the International Festival of Social Sculpture in 
Kyiv. Artist Residencies include: CREDAC, Paris, BANFF Centre, Canada, 
ARTELEKU, San Sebastian, Spain, FACT, Liverpool, UK, DEAC, Budva, 
Montenegro. From 1992-2010 she was awarded grants in France, Germany, 
Spain, USA, Canada, England. Her works have been shown at MOMA, New 
York, “ART FAIR” Stockholm, Sweden, Museum of Contemporary Art, 
Zagreb, Croatia, the German Historical Museum, Berlin, Munich, Germany, 
ISEA, Paris, and in 2001 at the Museum of the Arts History, Ukrainian Institute 
of Modern Art, Chicago, USA.  
 

 
 

 

Oksana Chepelyk (Ukraine), Collider-2020, Triptych Fragment, oil on canvas, 120x100 
cm, 2020 

„Invite to experience the complexity of the modern world's vibrations. To reveal the 
invisible, unimaginable, unthinkable layers for the sake of symbiotic future, contributing 
to the understanding that the Earth itself is a live organism with self-regulatory functions, 
where man is one of living beings”. 

                                                                                                                                     
Oksana Chepelyk 

 



ВОЛОДИМИР ЧОРНОБАЙ / VOLODYMYR CHORNOBAY 
(UKRAINE)   

 
Volodymyr Chornobay was born on March 17, 1954 in the village Mihailivske 
in Moscow region. In 1973 he graduated from the Trush Specialized School of 
Applied Art in Lviv. In 1980 he graduated from the Lviv Institute of Applied 
and Decorative Art. He is a member of the National Artists Union of Ukraine 
(1989), the Association of Polish Artists and Designers (2009), and the arts 
group “Quarta”. His art works are exhibited in more than 25 museum and gallery 
collections in Ukraine, Slovakia, Poland, Spain and Germany.  
 
 
 

Volodymyr Chornobay /Володимир Чорнобай (Ukraine), Nature reserve IX, acrylic on 
canvas, 80x100 cm, 2020 

“Art is a form of self-expression and a means of communication between the artist and 
society, which, in turn, initiates subjective perception of the art work. At the same time 
the art is a creation of an illusion of a world in which we live or one in which we would 

like to live”.                                                                                                                                          
Volodymyr Chornobay 

 



STEFANO CIOTTI  
(ITALY) 

 
Stefano Ciotti (born in Rome in 1967) after graduation, he decided to follow his 
grandfather and uncle’s footprints and learned the use of metals under the 
master Martoriati. At the same time he attended the R.U.F.A academy in Rome, 
presided by prof. Alfio Mongelli. For the last few years he was the assistant to 
master Ernesto Lamagna. In 2018 he was awarded with the Premio della Biennale 
di Pittura organized by the Catel Foundation and curated by Vittorio Sgarbi. In 
the same year he was awarded the third prize at the International Exhibition Il 
Giocattolo at the Museo del Giocattolo in Palazzo Rospigliosi, Zagarolo (Rome). 
With the in tempo Association he participated in the exhibition Artisti italiani e i 
nuovi tempi, PROM Kultury in Warsaw in 2019 and at the virtual exhibition Tempo 
di diari in 2020. His works can be found in public and private collections. Works 
and lives in Rome. 
 

                       ciottistefano67@gmail.com 
www.stefanociotti.com/ 

 
 

 
Stefano Ciotti, Deus ex machina, acrylic and tempera on canvas, 120x180 cm, 2020 

 
“We are all suspended, suspended from our commitments, in our paths, suspended from 
the mechanical life that has reduced us to numbers, numbers that now die or heal. Our 
now mechanical and reductionist mind does not accept that there is something 
incalculable and uncontrollable, the paradigms that have nourished us until now, push 
us to see only the shadows at the bottom of the cave, to seek the culprit at any cost, even 
if the culprit is not there. Humanity has the opportunity to free its prisoners, and to 
convert the path of its self-centered self in order to return to look in the right direction”. 

Stefano Ciotti 



GIOVAMBATTISTA CUOCOLO 
(ITALY) 

 
Giovambattista Cuocolo (born in Sanremo), graduated from the Academy of 
Fine Arts in Rome. In 1976 he began his exhibitions’ activity. Among his main 
exhibitions the most significant ones are: Capolona Town Hall, Arezzo, 1997; 
Castello Svevo in Bari, 2000; International Exhibition, Normandy Castle in 
Caen, France, 2000; Italian institute of Culture, Jakarta, Indonesia, 200; Red 
Castle in Tripoli, Libia, 2002; XIV Quadriennale in Rome, 2003; Exhibition and 
multimedia event, Villa Torlonia’s museum, Rome, 2009; Noi credevamo, 150° 
Unità d’Italia, Dioscuri complex, Rome, 2011; CO2 Uomo Natura, Civic Museum 
Mastroianni, Marino (Rome) 2012; Prize l’arte del presente incontra i libri del passato 
Angelic Library, Rome, 2015; Ri-tratti, Plus Arte Puls, Roma 2019. With the in 
tempo Association he participated in the project Adamo e la nuvola, Plus Arte Puls, 
Rome 2016, Tadini Space, Milano 2018; Artisti italiani e i nuovi tempi, PROM 
Kultury in Warsaw 2019 and the virtual exhibition Tempo di diari, 2020. Lives and 
works in Rome. 
 

                   info@giovambattistacuocolo.it 
www.giovambattistacuocolo.it                                                                              

 
Giovambattista Cuocolo, The well of Babel, acrylic on hexagonal canvas, 160x160 cm, 

2020 
 
“Babel, man’s arrogance that challenges nature and challenges limits to the point of being 
punished, but this babel does not rise towards the sky, it falls towards a vortex that sucks 
it in, where one tries desperately to cling to something in order to not be overwhelmed: 
hope and despair, eternal dichotomy”. 

Giovambattista Cuocolo 
 
 

 



MALWINA DE BRADÉ 
(POLAND) 

 
Malwina de Bradé graduated from the Department of Graphic Arts ath the Fine 
Arts Academy in Warsaw, with a major in book illustration under Professor 
Janusz Stanny and minor Printmaking under prof. K. Wyzner (1995). She also 
graduated from the Secondary School of Visual Arts in Warsaw (1988). 
Currently she works as a teacher at the High School of Art in Warsaw. Bradé is 
also a member of the Association of Polish Artists. Her art practice incorporates 
painting, book illustration, photography, and printmaking. Her works were part 
of numerous exhibitions in Poland and abroad, they can be found in private 
collections and at the Centre for Contemporary Art in Warsaw.  

debrade.blogspot.com 
 

  

 
Malwina de Bradé, City, oil on canvas, 50x50 cm, 2020 

 
“The painting was created during the quarantine, when it was possible to leave the 
house only when necessary”. 

Malwina de Bradé 



NINO DE LUCA  
(ITALY) 

 
Nino De Luca (born in 1965) graduated from the Painting section of the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Rome in 1988. In 1989 he founded the art association 
"Laboratori Incontri d'Arte". His exhibition activity began just before the 1990s. 
2001 marks an important year in the artistic career of Nino De Luca, the painter 
moved into the Roman studio of Palazzo Castelli - Cannella and met important 
personalities of the Italian artistic panorama of the twentieth century. De Luca 
has participated in national awards and numerous exhibitions in Italy and abroad 
and his works are present in numerous museums and private collections. 
Exhibits include the 2005 exhibition in Bucharest at the Romanian Ministry of 
Culture, organized and promoted by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the 
Embassy of Italy in Romania and the Italian Cultural Institute in Bucharest. 
Since 2008 he holds the chair of pictorial design and decoration at the Art 
Institute - State Artistic High School "Enzo Rossi" in Rome.  

dlnino65@virgilio.it 
www.ninodeluca.it 

 
Nino De Luca, Expressions, pen on newspaper, 125 x 90 cm, 2020 

 
“Suspended, isolated, immobile in a dimension without space and time; frightened, 
unaware, unbelievers wrapped in the uncertainty of tomorrow and gripped by the fear 
of death, a collection of bitterly distant familiar faces”. 

Nino de Luca 



CORRADO DELFINI 
(ITALY) 

 
Corrado Delfini (born in 1971) lives and works in Rome. After attending the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Rome and then the Free School of Nude, Delfini 
devoted himself tirelessly to painting. In addition, he started a series of 
important collaborations which allowed him to come into direct contact with 
artists such as Bruno Canova, Lino Tardia, Ennio Calabria, Franco Ferrari, 
Nino De Luca, Dario Box and the German sculptor Reinhard then opening 
his studio in Palazzo Castelli, a place of great cultural depth, frequented by the 
masters who enriched the Italian art of the twentieth century: over the years 
they printed their own works Afro, Gentilini, Maccari, Tamburi, Vespignani, 
Ziveri, Canova; here Burri made his first "burn" and Rambelli some of his 
sculptures. In 2009 Delfini also works in the field of scenography and 
collaborates with the Academy of Fine Arts in Rome on the scenographic 
design project for the "Minotauro" belletto, Teatro Libero AID, Rome / 
Scenographic installation for the ballet "Mythos", Teatro Italia, Rome. 
 

 

 
Corrado Delfini, Series Geometric Landscape, mixed media on canvas, 140x160 cm, 2020 

 
“The works present different visions of cities seen from above post epidemic”. 

Corrado Delfini 



НІНА ДЕНИСОВА/ NINA DENYSOVA  
(UKRAINE) 

 
Nina Denysova was born in the city of Zlatoust. Graduated from the 
Dnipropetrovsk (now Dnipro) Art College in 1961). Works in book illustration, 
mostly children’s books, and design, painting, graphics. Lives and works in the 
Kyiv region. Her art works are in the collections of the Museum of Ukrainian 
Art in Kyiv; Museum of Modern Art in Khmelnitskii, and numerous personal 
collections in Ukraine and abroad. She has had numerous solo exhibitions, 
including “As if Playing”, Kyiv Mohyla Gallery, Kyiv, 1995; “Solo Exhibition of 
Painting”, Khmelnitskii, 1995; “I am Drawing”, Vinnytsia, 1998; “My 
Neolithic”, Gallery Persona, Kyiv, 1999; “Woman at the Spring”, National Art 
Museum, Kyiv, 1999; “Middle”, National Art Museum, Kyiv, 2002. 
 
 

 
Nina Denysova/Ніна Денисова (Ukraine), Tough, oil on canvas, 150x100 cm, 2020 

“Existential core of the era. In this difficult time of wars, revolutions, uprisings, a 
pandemic – attention is focused on the most valuable things in life, on life itself, on my 
environment. A sense of the world sharpens, there is an exchange of treasures of 
inestimable value. When I paint tough nettle, a berry or the moon – I have the 
opportunity to develop abstract thinking and to find in myself important meanings of 
the incomprehensible world”. 

                                                                                                                                                   
Nina Denysova 

 



GRZEGORZ DUDAŁA 
 (POLAND) 

 
Grzegorz Dudała, paper cutout artist, painter, and poet. Graduated from the 
University of Wrocław (conservation documentary studies & archiving). Author 
of several publications on Polish funereal and sacred art. Art and theater 
instructor and stage designer at the Municipal Centre of Culture and Sport in 
Szczękociny. For many years he has worked with artistic cutouts. He runs the 
Facebook fanpage Wycinanki Dudały. 
  

gdudala@gmail.com  
www.facebook.com/wycinankidudaly 

 
Grzegorz Dudała, Sudario, cutout, 26x33 cm, 2020 

 
“The work was influenced by the view of photos of trucks transporting human bodies 
of the COVID-19 victims from Lombardy. In spring 2020, the North of Italy was the 
most affected region in the world”. 

Grzegorz Dudała 



AGATA DWORZAK-SUBOCZ 
(POLAND) 

 
Agata Dworzak-Subocz (born in 1970) graduated from the Faculty of Fine Arts 
at the Nicolaus Copernicus University in Toruń. Currently works as an associate 
professor at the Department of Graphic Arts of the Institute of Fine Arts 
(Serigraphy Studio) at the Nicolaus Copernicus University in Toruń, specialising 
in printmaking, computer graphics, and photography. Dworzak-Subocz 
organised 36 solo shows and 170 collective exhibitions and festivals in Poland 
and abroad – in Germany, USA, Korea, Japan, India, Bulgaria, Belgium, 
Slovenia, Croatia, Cyprus, Portugal, Spain, Belarus, Canada, China, Hungary, 
Turkey, and Lithuania. She has been a two-time awardee of the Artists 
Scholarship funded by the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage. 
 

agatadworzaksubocz@gmail.com 
www.grafika.umk.pl/wykladowcy/agata-dworzak-subocz 

 
Agata Dworzak-Subocz, Space, digital graphic, 2020 

 
“Between what surrounds us and what we see, between the eye and the mind - an image 
is born. Reality and fiction are becoming the material from which I build virtual space”. 

 Agata Dworzak-Subocz 



MAREK DZIENKIEWICZ 
 (POLAND) 

 
Marek Dzienkiewicz (born in 1951) full professor of fine arts from Warsaw. He 
studied at the Faculty of Painting of the Warsaw Academy of Fine Arts in the 
studio of Professor Tadeusz Dominik (diploma in 1974). He also studied at the 
Studio of Classical Weaving Techniques of Professor Mieczysław Szymański 
and Professor Zbigniew Gostomski. He is currently teaching painting and 
drawing at the Faculty of Visual Culture Management of this university, where 
he has been teaching for 45 years. Marek Dzienkiewicz has participated in 65 
group and 24 individual exhibitions. His works are in collections in 12 countries 
as well as in the National Museum in Warsaw. From 2006 to 2010, he was 
president of the Warsaw District of ZPAP. 
 
 

marek.dzienkiewicz@gmail.com 

 
Marek Dzienkiewicz, Zbliżenia 7, acrylic on canvas , 140x110, 2020.  

 
“The key to the shaping of Dzienkiewicz's creative path, which consistently uses 
abstract forms, was inspired by constructivism and minimal art. His field became 
geometry and rhythmic divisions of planes; in accordance with these assumptions, he 
painted and made tapestries until 1977. Subsequently, subsequent series of objects, 
sculptures, interlacing, reliefs and prototypes were created, which were layouts 
programmed from various modules. Over the last 20 years, colour and the mood 
created by colour have increasingly dominated, and the structural base, that is, the 
division and geometry, has taken on the role of "scaffolding" for increasingly 
emotional statements in colour and form. Today, the resulting arrangements of 
different figures aim to tell their own separate stories through each image.” 

Marek Dzienkiewicz 



DARIO FALASCA  
(ITALY) 

 
Dario Falasca (born in Rome in 1970). “I’m in love with watercolor in every 
form and color, I love playing with water, while waiting for the stain to make 
me happy” these are the words of the artist while talking about his art. He 
attended classes in watercolor and drawing at the Università Popolare in Rome. 
Currently an ordinary member of the In-Tempo cultural association with whom 
he participates in the cultural initiatives of the capital. He exhibited in many 
collective and personal exhibitions in Rome and in the town hall rooms of 
Moterotondo, Borbona, Ladispoli, Fabriano, Levizzano, Genzano and 
Zagarolo. Among his latest personal exhibitions “Poesis apud Tiberim” at 
Preferiti Gallery, Rome, 2016. With the in tempo Association he participated in 
the project Adamo e la nuvola, Plus Arte Puls, Rome 2016 e Tadini Space, Milano 
2018; Artisti italiani e i nuovi tempi, PROM Kultury in Warsaw 2019 and the virtual 
exhibition Tempo di diari, 2020. Lives and works in Rome. 
 

dafalasc@tin.it  
www. www.falascadario.it 

 
Dario Falasca, Mirror of the soul, oil on canvas, 30x30 cm, 2020 

 
“In the race towards life and salvation not everyone follows the same path. At the 
bottom, a rainbow, a sign of hope. Finally Europe, yes it will still be Europe…”. 

Dario Falasca 
 
 
 



 
 
 

FRANCO FERRARI  
(ITALY) 

 
Franco Ferrari (born in Rome in 1938). In 1967 he held his first exhibition at 
the “La Saletta” Gallery in Rome. In 1969 he was among the founders of the 
“Alzaia” in Rome. His main exhibitions include: 25th “Salon de la Jeune 
Peinture”, Museum of Modern Art, Paris 1974; X Quadriennale di Roma 1975; 
Immagine di impegno - impegno di immagine, Rome 2000; Potere, inconscio e creatività, 
Cascina Farsetti, Rome 2010; Nell’Immagine l’uomo, Town Hall Pinacoteca of 
Contemporary Art, Gaeta 2011; Noi credevamo. Il 1861 nel 2011, Dioscuri complex 
at Quirinale, Rome 2011; CO2 Uomo/Natura, Civic Museum Mastroianni, 
Marino, Rome 2012; Lacosainsé, Preferiti Gallery, Rome and Polidarte Gallery 
Spoleto 2014; L’essere in mutazione, Plus Arte Puls in Rome 2015; Adamo e la nuvola 
Project of in tempo Association, Plus Arte Puls, Rome 2016 and Tadini Space, 
Milan 2018; Verso, Preferiti, Rome 2019; Ri-tratti, Plus Arte Puls; Artisti italiani e 
i nuovi tempi, PROM Kultury in Warsaw 2019; virtual exhibition Tempo di diari, 
2020.  
 

fa.ferrari@fastwebnet.it 
www.franco-ferrari.globspot.it 

 

 
Franco Ferrari, Maybe together, mixed technique, 90x80 cm, 2020 

 
“A time of the self. In this time suspended in isolation, free thoughts confuse past, 
present and future and symptoms hidden deep in our subjectivity emerge. The artist, in 
this unprecedented condition with his own "original flaw" that characterizes his 
uniqueness, can recompose those symptoms through the art of painting and shape the 
unspeakable: to try and objectify the sensations beyond any preconceived definition, to 
give structure and color to one's own intimate truth which derives from experience and 
to what it produces in our being”. 

Franco Ferrari 



BORYS FIODOROWICZ 
 (POLAND) 

 
Borys Fiodorowicz graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. He 
was a finalist of the 2nd edition of the Leon Wyczolkowski Polish National 
Painting Competition (2016). He participated in many individual and collective 
exhibitions. The works of Borys Fiodorowicz have been presented, among 
others, at the Andrzej Szeptycki National Museum in Lviv, the Polish Institute 
in Minsk and Brest (Belarus), the Museum of the Archdiocese of Warsaw, the 
Manor in Stryszów - a branch of the Wawel Royal Castle, the Museum of Icons 
in Supraśl and Art In House Auction House Gallery.  

 

 
 Borys Fiodorowicz, Deesis. In houses of concrete, acrylic on wood, 50x70cm, 2020 
 
“It's easier to bear the feeling of solitude and alienation when you hope there is still 
someone watching over you. "Deesis" is derived from the Greek word for prayer, 
request. In the Christian iconography Jezus Christ is shown as a Saviour and Mother of 
God as well as John the Baptist - intercessors of sinners”.  

Borys Fiodorowicz 



IWONA FISCHER-ZUZIAK  
(POLAND) 

 
Iwona Fischer-Zuziak born and based in Cracow, Poland. She graduated in 
architecture from the Cracow Polytechnic, qualifying as an architect in 1971. In 
1975 she began her studies at the Academy of Fine Art in Cracow, graduating 
in 1979. Since 1974 she has been working at the Independent Workshop of 
Painting, Drawing and Sculpture at the Department of Architecture of the 
Cracow Polytechnic. In 1986 she qualified for the lecturer position at the 
academy of Fine Arts in Cracow. This entitled her to lecture in the theory of 
colour, composition, and art. In 1999 she passed the II stage of her professional 
qualifications as a lecturer at the Academy of Fine Arts in Cracow. Iwona Fisher-
Zuziak is the author of the Architecture as the Muse of Painting book, published by 
Cracow University of Technology Press in 2009. She has participated in 29 
exhibitions both in Poland and abroad. Her works can be seen in various private 
collections in Austria, Denmark, France, Germany, Sweden, Switzerland, USA, 
Canada, and Italy. One of her main fascinations is with theatre. From 1992 she 
has been working on a cycle of portraits of artists and friends of Cracovian 
theatres. She has designed stage sets and costumes for performances at the 
Słowacki Theatre in Cracow and for the Wybrzeże Theatre in Gdansk. As Jerzy 
Kałucki wrote: “The paintings by Iwona Fischer-Zuziak, just as a secret diary, 
enclose the memory of places and events in the form of an image. However, 
under this seemingly calm, lyrical narration, we may find the artist’s fortitude as 
a personal confession”. 

www.iwonazuziak.pl 

 
Iwona Fischer-Zuziak, Others, acrylic on canvas, 40x40 cm, 2020 

 
 “Maybe they are different, but they are united by laughter, singing, sometimes tears, 
with the hope of dancing together. Eventually the walls will collapse, and they will be 
free again in this stage full of light and wind ... may it blow the plague”. 
 

Iwona Fischer-Zuziak 
 



CARLO FRISARDI  
(ITALY) 

 
Carlo Frisardi (born in Rome in 1949). He attended the Academy of Fine Arts 
in Rome. His first personal exhibition dates back to 1971. The artist pushed 
forward a rigorous research path in the field of figurative painting for more than 
40 years. Among his recent personal exhibitions the most significant are: Volto 
ed imago, Micro, Rome 2007; L'ultima cena, Angelica Library Room, Rome 2014; 
Studio S, Rome 2014; Palazzo Ducale, Martina Franca 2015; Nel silenzio della 
pittura, Plus arte Puls, Rome 2017. Among his latest collective exhibitions: 
Alexandria of Egypt, Center of Art and Zamalek Akhnaton Center of Art 2003; 
Lisbon, Water museum, 2004; Portamasa, Malta, 2008; Metropolismo, Palazzo 
Ruspoli’s Stables, Rome 2012; Adamo e la nuvola Project of in tempo Association, 
Plus Arte Puls, Rome 2016 and Tadini Space, Milan 2018; Verso, Preferiti, Rome 
2019; Ri-tratti,  Plus Arte Puls, Rome 2019; Artisti italiani e i nuovi tempi, PROM 
Kultury in Warsaw 2019; virtual exhibition  Tempo di diari, 2020. He lives and 
works in Rome. 
 

                             carlo.frisardi49@gmail.com 

 
Carlo Frisardi, St. Michael the Archangel, oil on panel, 125x160 cm, 2020 

 
 

  



 
ANTONIO GAETA  

(ITALY) 
 
Antonio Gaeta lives and works in the same city where he obtained his artistic 
titles at the Academy of Fine Arts in Palermo, which he entered in 1994 under 
the guidance of Toti Garraffa and Marco Incardona, continued in the First Chair 
of Painting, with Maestro Franco Nocera, obtaining the Academic title on 16 
July 1999. For more than 20 years he has been working in the field of visual arts, 
experimenting with different materials and techniques such as glass, plastic, 
canvas and wooden supports. Founder of the House of Art known as Studio 
Futurista ARTE' (2016). He has had several exhibitions to his credit, in various 
Italian and foreign cities and his works are present in public and private 
collections. 
 

 

 
Antonio Gaeta, 21 grams , oil on canvas, 100x100 cm, 2020  

 
“I don’t have an identity to protect, I have an identity to realize.” 
“Gaeta’s creative sphere is a continuous change in continuous renewal because it’s based 
on the becoming of ideas and things, as it’s proven by his large production. The 
emotions might have changed, as well as the circumstances and the pictoric experience 
is no longer the same. A new mutating identity which advances imposing and revealing 
a new expression, creating the foundations of new horizons, as provisional as the human 
experience is” 

Antonio Gaeta 



 
SIMONETTA GAGLIANO  

(ITALY) 
 
Simoneta Gagliano (born in Rome in 1956). Painting teacher at RUFA the Free 
Academy of Fine Arts in Rome. In 2000 she founded the “Junior Art Academy” 
drawing and painting school for children and adolescents. Awarded the “Premio 
Operosità” by ENAP in 2003 and 2008. She carried out public works such as 
the altarpiece “Resurrezione'' for the Sant’Angelo Church in Roccalvecce, 
Viterbo. Among her personal exhibitions the most notable ones include: La 
pittura come Misteryum Magnum: cosmologia di una pittrice, Valentini Palace, Rome 
2003; Sensualità e spirito, Mövenpick, Rome 2005; Orizzonti, Istituto dei 
Portoghesi, Rome 2008; Mistral, pictorial cycle inspired by the musical dedicated 
to Saint Eugene de Mazenod, Divine Love Sanctuary, Rome 2013; Identità sospesa, 
Venanzo Crocetti Foundation museum, Rome 2014. She took part in numerous 
exhibitions and received prizes in Italy and abroad. With the in tempo Association 
she participated to the Adamo e la nuvola Project, Plus Arte Puls, Rome and Tadini 
Space, Milan; Artisti italiani e i nuovi tempi, PROM Kultury, Warsaw 2019 and the 
virtual exhibition Tempo di diari, 2020. She lives and works in Rome. 
 

                     simonettagagliano@gmail.com  
www.simonettagagliano.it 

 
Simonetta Gagliano, Life and now, oil on canvas, 120x100 cm, 2020 

 
“The ultimate goal of Creation is mysterious, it has its secrets. It is best to observe what 
the situation is and what narration is (what the mind produces); because life and now are 
inseparable…” 

 
Simonetta Gagliano 

 



GIORGI (GIA) GUGUSHVILI  
(GEORGIA) 

 
Giorgi Gugushvili (born 1952 in Tbilisi, Georgia) graduated from the Academy 
of Fine and Applied Arts in Tbilisi in 1977. He is a State Prize laureate, full 
professor of fine arts, and the rector of the Tbilisi State Academy Of Arts. 
Between 1980 and 1988 he was the head of the Department of the Tbilisi Fine 
Arts Artists House, in 1986-1996 the Board Secretary of the Union of Artists 
of Georgia. Since 2004 he is a Professor Of Tbilisi State Academy Of Arts 
(2006-2009 Dean of faculty of fine arts -Tbilisi State Academy Of Arts, since 
2014 Rector Of Tbilisi State Academy of Arts). 

giorgi.gugushvili@ art.edu.ge 

 
Gia Gugushvili, Intuition, oil on canvas, 35x45 cm, 2020 

 
 

  



OLIWIA HILDEBRANDT  
(POLAND) 

 
Oliwia Hildebrandt (born in 1971) artist and teacher. PhD in fine arts ( painting) 
from the Institute of Fine Arts of the Jan Kochanowski University in Kielce 
(obtained in 2018). She graduated from the Pedagogical University in Krakow 
with a diploma in graphics (1996). Member of the board of the Association of 
Polish Artists from the Świętokrzyskie District. Curator of individual and 
collective exhibitions, both international and national (Scheersberg, Remscheid, 
Dresden, Rome, Las Palmas, Warsaw, Szczecin, Jabłonna, Kielce). She works in 
the field of painting, drawing, graphics, and mixed media. 

oliwiahildebrandt.pl 
 

 

 

 
Oliwia Hildebrandt, At Home, Quarantaine I and Quarantaine II, acrylic, mixed techniques 

on cabinets doors, 39,5x97,5 cm, 2020 
 

“I focus my artistic activities around formal experiments, seeking to record time in the 
form of an artifact, object, work, process. It gives my paintings a more universal 
dimension when I turn towards abstract forms. My inspiration comes from everyday life 
and the natural processes related to time and the properties of matter, ordinary, 
perceived and selected, unique. I illustrate them with a simplified sign, transmitting 
symbolic meanings to objects and places. My works resemble a personal matter of 
memory of the past, presence and duration”. 

Oliwia Hildebrandt 



ОЛЕНА ГОЛУБ / OLENA HOLUB 
 (UKRAINE) 

 
Olena Holub was born in 25.12.1951 in Kyiv, Ukraine. She is an artist and 
artcritic, a member of the National Union of Artists of Ukraine, a member of 
the Hungarian Electrographic Art Association author of numerous articles on 
contemporary art and art works. Graduated from the Taras Shevchenko 
National University (1974); Kyiv Institute of press journalism of the Union of 
Journalists of Ukraine (1986). She works as a painter and multi-media artist, 
and prefers expressive and grotesque forms of expression.  Her approach is 
narrative constructivism that emphasizes the building of a narrative as a 
relevant component within the chaos of uncertainty.   
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Olena Holub /Олена Голуб (Ukraine), Premonition (Hrusha’s Gifts),  digital printing, 
2019 

“Expressions of movement occur due to paradoxical comparisons of the differences and 
various intentional orientations of fragmented imagery. Narration combines disparate 
elements into a single whole”.  

 
  



МИКОЛА ГОНЧАРОВ /MYKOLA HONCHAROV  

(UKRAINE)  

Mykola Honcharov graduated from the Shevchenko Art School and the 
National Academy of Art and Architecture, majoring in book graphics and 
studying with professor Vasyl Chabanyk.  He works as an artist at the 
Ukrainian Centre of Folk Culture “Ivan Honchar’s Museum”, and the National 
Memorial Complex of the Heroes of the Heavenly Hundred, – the Museum of 
the Revolution of Dignity. He is a multiple winner of the competition “STOP 
SENSORSHIP”. Honcharov is a recognized master of graphic art – his posters 
are brilliantly expressive tributes to unique, laconic, refined images and symbols. 
These are masterpieces which express basic social values, capture the artist’s 
character and convey his personal experience to the viewer. 
 

  

 

 

Mykola Honcharov / Микола Гончаров (Ukraine), Poster Decameron Giovanni 
Boccaccio, digital printing, 2020  

“All my artworks are a reflection. When there is more love in life, there is more love in 
art.”  

                                                                                                    Mykola Honcharov 

 



GIUSEPPE INDAIMO  
(ITALY) 

 
Giuseppe Indaimo (born in Messina in 1957) works in the field of education and 
psychomotor reeducation. He graduated with honours from the Academy of 
Fine Arts in Rome. He participated in multiple exhibitions organized by the 
Academy. He is also a winner of the international painting competition 
organized by FAO, entitled “Hunger in the world”. In May 2017 he held his 
personal exhibition at the Cultural Palace of Sant’Angelo in Brolo entitled 
“Percezioni Tra Nostalgia e Intuizione”. In December 2018 he held a personal 
exhibition at Gallego Castle of Sant’Agata Militello entitled Apologia Dell’Anima. 
With the in tempo Association he participated in the Adamo e la nuvola Project, 
Plus Arte Puls, Rome and Tadini Space, Milan; Artisti italiani e i nuovi tempi, 
PROM Kultury, Warsaw 2019 and the virtual exhibition Tempo di diari, 2020. 
“Painting is a source of truth, love and freedom, living it is a magic and 
wonderful emotion” says the artist.  
 

giuseppe.indaimo@gmail.com 

 
Giuseppe Indaimo, Diagnosis of the «sum ergo cogito», acrylic on canvas, 100x120 cm, 2020 
 
“From the remote and imminent historical anamnesis of the patient called "humanity ", 
the “sum ergo cogito” is forced to make a diagnosis considering that a virus that 
threatens and kills only men shows how weak, unprepared and impotent we are despite 
the boast of the advanced technology. In claiming to witness the inhuman atrocities 
committed by humans and the happiness and joie de vivre of men who use the Greek 
belief of the eudaimon, the “Sum” is advising us now and not tomorrow to make its 
thinking choice: CHOOSE TO LIVE OR DIE”. 

Giuseppe Indaimo 



KAROLINA JARMOLIŃSKA  
(POLAND) 

PAVEL MIGUEL  
(CUBA) 

 
Karolina Jarmolińska (born in 1985). Between 2004 and 2011 she studied Art History 
at the Cardinal Stefan Wyszyński University in Warsaw and Painting at the Academy of 
Fine Arts in Warsaw under the supervision of prof. S. Baj and prof. M. Wyrzykowski. 
She completed her postgraduate studies at SABK in Karlsruhe under the supervision 
of prof. Franz Ackermann. Since 2011 she lives in Karlsruhe (Germany). Nominated 
for artistic awards in Germany, Poland and the United Arab Emirates. In 2013 and 
2014, she received the 1st Wilhelm Zimolong Prize and then the 1st Prize of the 
Hollfelder Kunstfreunde Association. In 2011-2014 her works were put up for the 
Young Art Auctions at DESA Unicum in Warsaw and the "Big Heart" Auctions at the 
"Manggha" Museum of Japanese Art and Technology in Krakow, the Art Fair 
"Kunstbox" in Dortmund and the Art Auction "UND 6.72" in Karlsruhe. She has 
exhibited her works in many collective and individual exhibitions, including Warsaw, 
Nowy Sącz, Karlsruhe, Ulm, Augsburg, Landau, Offenbach am Main, Mainz and 
Mannheim. Since 2013 associated with the Art Gallery [Kunst] Projekte Monica 
Ruppert in Mannheim. Since 2017 a member of the artistic association "Badischer 
Kunstverein" in Karlsruhe.  
 
Pavel Miguel (born in 1962). Between 1980 and 1985 he graduated from the Faculty of 
Physical Culture and Sports in Havana, and then 1990-1994 the Faculty of Fine Arts in 
Cienfuegos. Co-founder of the first independent Art Group in Cuba, "Grupo Punto''. 
In 1996,  invited by the Regional Ministry of Culture (Baden/W[rttemberg, Germany), 
he took an artistic residence at the Artistic Ceramics Factory (Staatliche Majolika 
Keramik) in Karlsruhe (Germany). 2000-2005 he had art studios in Karlsruhe and 
Barcelona (Spain). Pavel Miguel is a member of the Cuba Writers and Artists 
Association (UNEAC), the German group "Kunst für Frieden". Since 1998 he has lived 
and works in Karlsruhe. His works can be seen in urban spaces and in institutional 
collections, incl. at the Museum of Modern Art in Cienfuegos (Cuba), Museo Maritimo 
in Barcelona (Spain), Regierungspräsidium in Karlsruhe, Town Hall Square in Pfinztal 
(Germany). Awarded e.g. SWIP Prize (Germany, 2006), 1st ACEA Prize (Spain, 2001), 
UNEAC Prizes (Havana, 1998) and 1st Ceramic Sculpture Prize (Cienfuegos, 1994-
1998). He took part in numerous group exhibitions in Europe, the United States and 
Cuba, including Karlsruhe, Aachen, Trier, Liverpool, Barcelona, Miami, Florida, 
Havana and Cienfuegos. His works have received numerous publications and press 
comments, incl. INKA (Germany), Eskultura en Cuba (Cuba), Revista Arte (Spain). 
 

 

 
Karolina Jarmolińska, Pavel Miguel, Poison vs Poison / Gift vs Gift, Installation, oil 

paintings, ceramic sculpture, black crepe, 350 x 100 x 180cm, 2020 
 

"The work is an installation composed of paintings by Karolina Jarmolińska and a 
sculpture by Pavel Miguel. The paintings depict the motif of death dance, while the 
sculpture shows a scorpion, which has a deadly poison in its tail. Our joint work was 
created in connection with the worldwide situation of the coronavirus pandemic and its 
fatal consequences. The coronavirus takes a powerful harvest of death, as in previous 
centuries, including plague. Hence my reference to the motive in art related to historical 
epidemics. However, the motif of dancing skeletons is modernised - it shows dancers 
performing contemporary dance. The representation of the scorpion carrying the poison 
is supposedly a counterpoint to the difficult situation. In Cuban culture, where Pavel 
Miguel comes from, there is a proverb saying that poison should be treated with poison. 
Hence, letting a scorpion in, with venom between the raging death, is to cancel out its 
further spread. The colors we use are also important. Black is symbolically associated 
with death, while bright yellow is associated with venom, the poison. The deadly poison 
of the virus is contrasted with the poison of an animal”. 

Karolina Jarmolińska 
Pavel Miguel 



MAŁGORZATA JAWORSKA 
 (POLAND) 

 
Małgorzata Jaworska, graduated with honors in postgraduate studies at the 
Władysław Strzemiński Academy of Fine Arts in Łódź. A member of  the 
Association of Polish Painters and Graphic Artists ZPAMiG. She developed her 
skills in the field of painting, composition, and drawing in recognized studios, 
incl. the Atelier Foksal Foundation. She practices easel painting, monotype, 
lithography, collage, and drawing. Małgorzata Jaworska tries to build the 
concept of reflective art and takes up threads and personal experiences in her 
work. She has participated in many paintings and graphic art exhibitions, and 
co-creates "Grafigrupe" at the ZPAMiG in Warsaw. 

   
Małgorzata Jaworska, Untitled, acrylic on canvas, 100x80 cm, 2020 

 
“The main theme of her paintings is human, but far from being realistic. The character 
is entangled in emotional relations, has an undefined identity, and seems to be cut out 
of a template.” 
 

Małgorzata Jaworska 



MARCIN JURKIEWICZ 
(POLAND) 

 
Marcin Jurkiewicz (born in 1969 in Elbląg) studied at the Academy of Fine Arts 
in Warsaw in 1989-1995 and graduated from the Faculty of Painting under the 
supervision of prof. Rajmund Ziemski. He obtained an annex to his diploma in 
the Studio of Technology and Techniques of Wall Painting at the studio of Prof. 
Edward Tarkowski. Since 2001, he has been working at the Faculty of Graphics 
of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. In 2012, he obtained a PhD degree in 
Painting. Author of eight individual and twenty collective exhibitions. 
 

 
Marcin Jurkiewicz 
ul. Saska 57a m.24 
03-948 Warszawa 

Telephone: 517-386-722 
 

 
Marcin Jurkiewicz, Enunciations, egg tempera on canvas, 81x60 cm, 2020 

 
 
“The center of my painting inspirations is man - human figure, man - figurehead. The 
presented poses refer to various cultural contexts, especially from the period of ancient 
art and the Italian Trecento. In depicting a human figure, I try to find the most fully 
expressive simplified sign, putting a suggestive color, narrowed down to a few colors. In 
my painting I touch themes, problems of alienation, lonely human existence, and 
expiation. Recently also eschatological. In order to paint these words that are difficult to 
sense verbally, I introduce into the painting the allegory, symbol, deformation, 
isocefalia”. 
 

Marcin Jurkiewicz 



JUSTYNA KABALA  
(POLAND) 

 
Justyna Kabala (born in 1981) graduated from the Painting Department of the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. Her Master's diploma was completed under 
the supervision of prof. Krzysztof Wachowiak, for which she was honoured in 
2006 with the Golden Branch of the Artistic Agency 3A. In 2017 she obtained a 
PhD in Fine Arts with her dissertation entitled Syntheses – boundaries of 
recognition, supervised by prof. dr hab. Ryszard Ługowski. She was awarded the 
scholarship of the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage for the series 
Three colours. She took part in over 50 individual and group exhibitions in 
Poland and abroad. Kabala creates paintings, collages, and installations. She is 
an academic teacher at WIT Warsaw School of Information Technology under 
the auspices of the Polish Academy of Sciences in Warsaw. 

www.justynakabala.com 

 
Justyna Kabala, untitled, mixed technique on paper, 100x70 cm, 2020 

 
“The work was inspired by botanical illustrations from old albums. The symmetrical 
plant composition creates a kind of carpet. Precise processing of details becomes a 
nature of everyday ritual, it reflects the relationship between the work of art and the 
artist created in the privacy of their home. Thanks to the hourglass cursor, suggesting 
an interactive space, the work takes on the features of a screen. The illusion of the 
screen significantly changes the field of perception, building tension at the junction of 
two stylistically different layers. The cursor becomes an element of the visual game - a 
detail, crucial in building the dynamics of the image, as well as its interpretation”. 

Justyna Kabala 
 



 
 

ІРИНА КАЛЕНИК/IRYNA KALENYK  
(UKRAINE) 

 
 
Iryna Kalenyk graduated from the Kharkiv Arts and Industrial Institute, 
majoring in monumental art, and the International Sommerarademie Fur 
Bildende Kunst (prof. N.Spero, L.Golub, K.Winter Salzburg, Austria. Laureate 
of the Federal Government Scholarship of Austria. Laureate of the Olha 
Kobylanska Art Award, diploma of the First All-Ukrainian Biennale of Levkas, 
Kyiv. 
  
 

  
Iryna Kalenyk/ Ірина Каленик (Ukraine),  Selfie. Allusions, acrylic on canvas, linocut, 
printing, 106х102 cm, 2020 

“During the quarantine COVID-19, during even subconscious restrictions on our own 
freedom, some may feel burdened, on the verge of depression, before adapting to the 
new reality, but the artist continues to pursue the habitual run between home and the 
studio. Pieces of various allusions and associations appear, which are then folded into a 
single puzzle of new art – a personal postmodern take on the realities of life”.                                                                                                                                                         

Iryna Kalenyk 



JOANNA KANIA 
(POLAND) 

 
Joanna Kania (born in 1981) – alumna of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw 
at the Faculty of Painting Conservation and the Faculty of Painting, where she 
defended her diploma in 2009 in the Painting Studio of Professor Marian 
Czapla and an annex to the diploma in the Workshop of Artistic Fabric of 
Prof. Dorota Grynczel. In 2008 she studied at the Academy of Fine Arts in 
Carrara (Accademia di Belle Arti di Carrara) as part of the Erasmus 
scholarship. In 2013 she received the Award of the Marshal of the Pomeranian 
Voivodeship at the International Weaving Miniature Triennial in Gdynia. After 
graduation, she ran her own company and took part in many important 
conservation projects, mainly dealing with painting conservation. Since 2019, 
she successfully conducts activities in the field of art education for children, 
adolescents and adults as an instructor of group and individual art workshops. 
She deals with artistic work, painting, computer graphics (logos, posters and 
drawing documentation in an illustrator) and artistic fabric. She has 
participated in many exhibitions in the country and abroad. 

 
  Joanna Kania, Anxiety, tempera/acrylic on canvas, 35x28 cm, 2020 

  
“Anxiety expresses the emotions that particularly affected art during the pandemic”. 
 

  Joanna Kania 



ARKADIUSZ KARAPUDA  
(POLAND) 

 
Arkadiusz Karapuda (born in 1981) graduated from the Painting Department at 
the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw, MA thesis supervised by Professor Marek 
Sapetto (2007). PhD in Fine Arts (2011) and Habilitated Doctor in Fine Arts 
(2018). He works as an associate professor at the Painting Department of the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. His artworks can be found in numerous 
collections: The  Luciano Benetton Foundation (Italy), Fundacja Polskiej Sztuki 
Nowoczesnej (Poland), Płocka Galeria Sztuki (Poland), Galeria 72, Muzeum 
Chełmskie in Chełm (Poland), Marek Maria Pieńkowskiego Foundation 
(Poland, USA), 798 ArtZone (China) as well as in private art collections. 

www.instagram.com/arkadiuszkarapuda/ 
arek.karapuda@gmail.com 

 arkadiusz.karapuda@asp.waw.pl 

 
Arkadiusz Karapuda, Day by day, oil on unstretched canvas, 23x23 cm, 2020 

 
“The painting entitled Day by day, exhibited within the project Art in the time of plague, 
refers to the problem of time in the period of isolation. The unchanging view of the part 
of my flat with a mirror on the wall which reflects afterimages from the exterior space is 
a symbol of restrictions caused by quarantine. My mood changes every single day, but 
the view was still the same. In the very first years my artworks were mainly about human 
figures, objects and space, and the combination of these elements in many arrangements. 
In my painting compositions I referred to the painting tradition by the form and the 
meaning as well. I usually gave them a universal sense. Around 2013 I expanded my 
artistic activity to include drawing, objects and sometimes photography. My paintings 
from the period between 2013 and 2017 were primarily a study of the relationship 
between convention and illusion as well as exploring questions about the category of 
spaces and places. Recently, I have changed my painting idiom to include a conceptual 
reflection on the tensions generated between word and image in narrative painting 
compositions”. 

Arkadiusz Karapuda 



BIDZINA  KAVTARADZE   
(GEORGIA)       

 
Bidzina Kavtaradze (born in 1962) specialized in decorative theatrical arts, stage 
design,   poster  design, painting, graphics, sculpture and book graphic design. 
He graduated from  the Tbilisi State Academy of Arts in 1985 – Graphics 
Department. Chief designer at Tbilisi Griboedov State Academic Drama 
Theatre. He is a senior teacher at the Tbilisi State Academy of  Arts, Media Arts 
faculty and an assistant Professor at the Georgian Technical University – 
Department of Fine Arts. His works are held in private collections in Georgia, 
Russia, France and Switzerland.        

bidzinakavtaradze@gmail.com 

 
Bidzina Kavtaradze, Siesta, acrylic, pastel on cardboard, 70x90, 2020 

 
“Summer.  Calm.  Everything will be alright.  Life is still wonderful” 
 

Bidzina Kavtaradze 



ВІКТОР ХОМЕНКО / VICTOR KHOMENKO  
(UKRAINE) 

 
Victor Khomenko was born in 1957 in Kyiv, Ukraine. In 1982 he graduated 
from the Kyiv National Art Academy, Vasyl Chebanyk’s workshop. Since 1976 
he has had over 30 solo exhibitions and personal projects. He was the organizer 
and participant of the first non-conformist exhibition in Kyiv, 1976. He 
organized the art publishing of BX[Studio] and of “Ukrainian Art” magazine 
(2003). Works in painting, graphic art, tapestry, photography and design. His 
artworks are in private collections in Ukraine and abroad. 
 

 
 

 

Victor Khomenko/Віктор Хоменко (Ukraine),  Kyiv at Dusk, oil on canvas, 85x100 
cm, 2020 

The art – it`s my path and my monastery. I recognize myself through the art and 
communicate with the world in the language of art. I live in an artistic reality and try to 
keep a balance between the meaning of forms and cavities.   

Victor Khomenko 
 



ЮРІЙ КОХ / YURI KOKH  
(UKRAINE) 

 
Yurij was born in Lviv. He graduated from the Trush College of Decorative and 
Applied Art and Ivan Fedoriv Printing Institute in Lviv. Since 1986 a permanent 
participant of the artistic life in Lviv. He works in painting, graphics, poster and 
book design. Has participated in more than 200 exhibitions in 30 countries. His 
subjects include historical images of the city, erotic and esoteric disclosures, with 
its integral psychedelic substance – and the human figure, a person, is the main 
theme of his art. The artist calls his unique style “metaphysical mannerism”. As 
the designer of art posters, he has cooperated with various theatres and festivals, 
including “Ne Zhurys” (“Don’t worry”) and “Vyvych” (“Wrench”). He lives 
and works in Lviv. 
  

 
 

 
Yuri Kokh / Юрій Кох (Ukraine), Cycle “Ukrainian Venetianism”: Harvest Festival in 
Transcarpathia, oil on canvas, 160х130 cm, 2020 

“If I was suddenly asked why people need painting, I would answer something 
like this: the picture is such a means of contact with the viewer, who is then enabled to 
connect with the subtlety of the world without any physical effort. For the artist it is a 
way of intellectual self-realization”. 

                                                                                                                                            
Yurij Kokh 



 

JOLANTA KOLARY  
(POLAND) 

 
Jolanta Kolary, graduated with first-class honours from the Faculty of Graphic 
Arts at the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw (1989-1994). She studied 
illustration and graphic design at Professor Janusz Stanny’s studio. In 2005-
2006, she studied at the Postgraduate Teachers’ College at the Academy of Fine 
Arts in Warsaw and, between 2011-2012, at the Polish Milton H. Erickson’s 
Institute in Łódź, where she completed a Postgraduate Art Therapy Course. The 
scope of her activity encompasses book and magazine design, illustration and 
painting. The artist has participated in numerous exhibitions and International 
Illustration Workshops organized by the Art Exhibition Office (Biuro Wystaw 
Artystycznych) in Zamość.  
 

 
Jolanta Kolary, Saint Roch, drawing, tempera, paper, 15.5x19.5 cm - notebook page, 
2020. 
 
 
“The notebook contains sketches of characters seen on the Internet, evoking various 
associations and emotions. For the people in quarantine time, closed in the four walls 
of your own flat, internet "talking heads" replace  contact with another human being as 
if it were a friend. During a pandemic, every little gesture of kindness rises to the rank 
of holiness”. 

Jolanta Kolary  



КОРОВАЙ ОЛЕКСАНДР / KOROVAI OLEKSANDR 
(UKRAINE) 

 
Oleksandr Korovay was born in Ivano-Frankivsk to a family of artists. He 
graduated from the Academy of Art in Lviv. He is a member of the National 
Union of Painters of Ukraine, and the “Club of Ukrainian Artists”. Works in 
the field of easel and monumental painting, and graphics. Teaches painting and 
drawing at the Design Department of the National Forestry University of 
Ukraine. His works are in private collections in Ukraine and abroad – in the 
USA, Germany, The Czech Republic, Poland, The Netherlands, Italy, Spain, 
Malta, Greece, Turkey, Sweden, Australia. 
 

   

 

Oleksandr Korovai / Олександр Коровай (Ukraine), Childhood, acrylic on canvas, 
120х90 cm, 2020      

“I am by nature a romantic, that’s why I keep romanticism alive in art”. 

                                                     Oleksandr Korovai 



 
КАТЕРИНА КОСЬЯНЕНКО / KATERYNA KOSIANENKO 

(UKRAINE) 
 

Kateryna Kosianenko was born in Kyiv. She graduated from Taras Shevchenko 
Art School, the National Academy of Art and Architecture, and majored in 
scenography, studying with the reknown Ukrainian artist Danylo Lider with an 
internship in painting with professor Vasyl Gurin. She also studied at the Cite 
Internationale Des Arts (France, Paris). She is a member of the Association of 
Ukraine-France and “Art without borders” (Krakow, Poland). Works mostly as 
a painter. Participated at the Salon D’Automnе (Paris, France, 2003, 2006), 
Florence Biennale (Italy 2009), “Ukrainian women in art and culture”, “Gallery 
Atelier Beeld” with Matrix Orange (2010, Hague, Netherlands), “GENIUS 
LOCI. Tonino Guerra” (2015, National Museum “Kyiv Art Gallery”). 

 
 

  

Kateryna Kosianenko / Катерина Косьяненко (Ukraine), Still life, oil on canvas, 
30x30 cm, 2020. 

“In figurative painting I’m looking for a way to reflect and show our contemporary 
life by means of classical painting of various past epochs and styles”.                                                                                                                                

Kateryna Kosianenko 



GRZEGORZ KOZERA  
(POLAND) 

 
Grzegorz Kozera (born in 1983) painter and collage artist. He is an alumnus of 
the Wojciech Gerson Secondary School of Fine Arts in Warsaw. He studied art 
history at the Cardinal Stefan Wyszyński University in Warsaw (2003-2008) and 
in 2006 began studies at the Department of Painting of the Academy of Fine 
Arts in Warsaw. In the academic year 2008/2009 he studied at the Universidad 
de Granada in Spain with the Erasmus exchange program. In 2011 he graduated 
with honours from Leon Tarasewicz’s and Paweł Susid’s Studio at the 
Academy’s New Media Department. In 2017 he started doctoral studies at the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Cracow under Grzegorz Sztwiertnia`s supervision. 
Since 2020 employed at the Painting Department of the Warsaw Academy of 
Fine Arts at the Studio of the Principles of Art and Visual Structures run by 
Professor Jan Mioduszewski.  
 

g.kozera@wp.pl  

www.grzegorz-kozera.pl 
 

Grzegorz Kozera, Noli me tangere, collage, 2020 
 
“Noli me tangere are the words Jesus spoke to Mary Magdalene after his resurrection. 
Translated as "Don't touch me!" they were also the motto of the 2020 edition of The 
New Epiphanies festival. The biblical phrase from the Gospel of John in the time of 
the pandemic turned out to be exceptionally topical and universal. The coronavirus has 
become a brilliant collage creator, replacing Maria Magdalena's hands from the 
paintings by Titian or Fra Angelico with a handwashing template developed by The 
State Sanitary Inspection”. 
 

Grzegorz Kozera 

  



ELIZA KOZIELEWSKA 
(POLAND) 

 
 

 
Eliza Kozielewska (born in 1988) graduated from the Faculty of Graphic Arts 
at the Academy of Fine Arts in Cracow in 2013 at the book design studio of dr. 
Dorota Ogonowska and silkscreen studio of prof. Marcin Surzycki. She 
obtained her PhD degree in Fine Arts at the Institute of Fine Arts of the Jan 
Kochanowski University in Kielce in 2017. 
  

 
elizakozielewska@gmail.com 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
Eliza Kozielewska, Continuity, acrylic, ink on canvas, 30x30 cm, 2020 

 
“Repetition in essence is a shift, as it must contain an object which is separate from the 
original, it does not lose itself in it. Its essence is separateness and similarity. Each new 
iteration in the series is created by individualization, according to Deleuze's it is on 
genealogy level which is called virtuality, and the process of individualization is derived 
from the mathematical concept of differentiation. For the interpretation of art, the 
concept of a disguised repetition becomes adequate, as it is a metaphorical covering of 
one mask with another. Contents and shapes in art are veiled, discovered, read, 
perceived by reference to originals, taking into account the differences between the 
work and the source of inspiration etc. As in Deleuze's theory, a repetition which on 
the surface seems to be a banal copy, has a second, inner deep meaning. Deleuze in 
Difference and Repetition presents the view that the 38 more daily life becomes 
subject to standardization and consumptionism, the more it should be associated with 
art. To tear away the difference by multiplying repetitions and reproductions, thus embedding it 
in the mind of the recipient. Deleuze also refers to David Hume and his thesis that 
Repetition does not alter the repeated object, but changes something in the mind which contemplates it.” 
 

Eliza Kozielewska 



ADAM KUCHARZ  
(POLAND) 

 
Adam Kucharz (born in 1949) is a doctor of technical sciences. He practices 
icon-writing using the traditional technique of egg tempera and gilding with 
gold leaves, as well as sacred easel painting in a mixed technique (acrylic, 
tempera on a board). 
 

 

 
Adam Kucharz, Christ, acrylic on board, 45x45 cm, 2020 

 
“The presented painting  comes from the series illustrating selected fragments of the 
Holy Bible - containing twenty-five pieces. Each of them presents the same face of 
Christ, while the content is included in the colors of his face and background. The 
painting is inspired by the following excerpt from the First Epistle of St. Peter "He 
bore our sins in his flesh on the wood of the cross" (1 Pet 2:24). In the color of the 
face, "our sins" are symbolized by the colors - black (a common symbol of sin) and 
yellow (a symbol of betrayal). The blue background symbolizes Heaven we have gained 
access to through the sacrifice of Jesus Christ”. 

Adam Kucharz 



НАТАЛКА КУМАНОВСЬКА / NATALKA KUMANOVSKA 
(UCRAINE) 

 
Natalka Kumanovska was born in Volodymyr at Volyn Region, but the family 
soon moved to Lutsk, where she completed Art School, and later graduated 
from the Trush Art College in Lviv. She has participated in numerous 
exhibitions in Ukraine and abroad. The artist’s use of color is inspiring and 
gentle, virtuosic and sensual. Graceful lines and a color palette of halftones and 
tonal values – these are the visual elements that characterize her works.   
 
                                                                                                   
 

 

 
Natalya Kumanovska / Наталка Кумановська (Ukraine), Exit from Dark Waters, oil on 
canvas, 119x145 cm,  2020 

“Color does not exist without a relationship to it”.                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                           

Natalka Kumanovska 



ANA MARIA LAURENT 
 (ITALY) 

 
Ana Maria Laurent (born in Cordoba, Argentina) moved to Italy in 1989, 
working on her art skills in Milan and Rome. She collaborates with RAI in the 
field of theatre, cinematography and television. Her first personal exhibition 
took place in 1991. Ever since she exhibited in Italy, Germany, USA, Egypt, 
Monaco, Israel, China and participated in the programme “Alitalia per l’Arte” 
from 1999 to 2003. Between 2002 and 2011 she took part in the spring event 
A.R.G.A.M. In 2007 she won the Premio del Museo Città di Novara. She 
participated in the 53rd Venice Biennale of Collateral Events for Argentina. 
Among her recent exhibitions there are the ones at Palazzo Venezia ,Palazzo 
Valentini, Museo Crocetti, Musei di San Salvatore in Lauro in Rome, Museum 
of Antiquities in Old Jaffa, Museum Beit Ha'ir di Tel Aviv, Israel. Hengle Art 
Gallery in Hangzhou, China. Her works can be found in many private 
collections as well as in museums both in Italy and abroad. With the in tempo 
Association she participated in Artisti italiani e i nuovi tempi, PROM Kultury, 
Warsaw 2019 and the virtual exhibition Tempo di diari, 2020. She lives and works 
in Rome. 
 

anamarialaurent@tiscali.it 

 
Ana Maria Laurent, Looks, collage, mixed media on paper, 72 x 90 cm, 2020 

 
“INTO THE DARK. The darkness that opens our eyes, that makes us gaze into the 
universe. Eyes full of life, where life is a long lesson in humility”. 

Ana Maria Laurent 
 



ЄВГЕН ЛЕЩЕНКО/YEVHEN LESCHENKO  
(UKRAINE) 

 
Yevhen Leschenko was born in 1952, graduated from the Academy of Art and 
Architecture. A winner of the international biennale – Grand Prix “Ukrainian 
Renaissance”, Lviv-91. He works in painting and graphic art.  He is an Honored 
Artist of Ukraine. His art works are in collections of the Lviv National Gallery, 
the Taras Shevchenko Museum (Kyiv), the Ukrainian Institute of America (New 
York), Museum of Ukrainian Art in Chicago, The Ukrainian Museum in New 
York, and museums in Germany, the Czech Republic, Japan, Canada, Sweden, 
France. 

 

 

Evgeny Leschenko / Євген Лещенко (Ukraine), Blooming Tree, oil on canvas, 124x82 
cm, 2020 

“Art must have a positive charge. The world is permeated with harmony. It is this 
harmony that is key to the development and the foundation of art. The spirit creates an 
endless variety of forms”. 

                                                                                                                                         
Yevhen Leshchenko 



STEFANIA LUBRANI  
(ITALY) 

 
Stefania Lubrani (born in Rome in 1957) graduated in literature while 
simultaneously studying bronze casting and moulding at the Academies of 
Salzburg and Vienna. As a sculptor and painter she exhibited in Italy (Rome, 
Florence, Pescara, Naples, Capri, Spoleto, Mantua) and abroad (London, New 
York, Chicago, Prague, Zurich, Paris, Cairo, Wuppertal, Salzburg, Cracow, 
Warsaw, Berlin and Washington). She sculpts in bronze, terracotta and paper 
but her elective material is wax. In 1993 she created the Wax Centre of Studies 
“Way of Wax” at the Academy of Art, Architecture and Design and at the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Rome, where she runs classes in encausto. In 1994 she 
restored a wax statue of the Baby Jesus in Prague. Her research, poetry (another 
of her expressive mediums) and sculpture are tightly connected. With the in 
tempo Association she participated to the Adamo e la nuvola Project, Plus Arte 
Puls, Rome and Tadini Space, Milan; Artisti italiani e i nuovi tempi, PROM Kultury, 
Warsaw 2019 and the virtual exhibition Tempo di diari, 2020. She lives and works 
between Rome and Prague. 
 

stefanialubranifiore@gmail.com 

 
Stefania Lubrani, When the eyes are closed, open the wings, mixed media on paper, 40x30 cm, 
2020 
 
“…these works are a reflection on the instability, doubt, the thrill of fear in the face of 
the mystery of our being, connections that inexplicably they bind us to the present time; 
the faint rustling of memories that accumulate in our memory, insinuate themselves and 
remain as a deformed shadow of the past, blurred and pale from memory when it 
fades… And the future we are facing… sometimes helpless, as we wait for it to 
materialize… for it to… appear and disappear like a sand dune… tomorrow and always”. 

Stefania Lubrani  
 



МАР’ЯН ЛУНІВ/MARIAN LUNIV  

(UKRAINE) 

 
 
Marian Luniv – painter, graphic artist, designer. He graduated from Stefanyk 
Prykarpatski National University, studied the graphic arts. Resides in Kyiv: 
actively works as a painter and designer. His art works were presented in ten 
solo and more than twenty group exhibitions in Ukraine and abroad. He is the 
author and participant of socially significant projects in Ukraine, Europe and 
USA. His paintings are in galleries and private collections in Ukraine, USA, 
Canada, Japan, Belgium, Sweden, Greece, Italy.  

 

 

Marian Luniv / Мар’ян Лунів (Ukraine),  Arkan. Crucifix, oil on canvas, 200x185 cm, 
2020 

“The Spring of 2020 – is a period of anxiety and great uncertainty. A look into the eyes 
of the unknown. A time to clarify and become aware of values. A time of losses and 
gains, and pauses, in order to move on. A time of self-isolation and co-creation. Our 
global world, both open and closed, is too fragile. Is this spring truth or simulacrum? 
Judgment or hope for humanity? Our cross, our crucifixion, our hope of resurrection”.  

                                                                                                                                                    
Marian Luniv 



KINGA ŁAPOT-DZIERWA  
(POLAND) 

 
Kinga Łapot-Dzierwa - Polish artist and art educator, she is a PhD assistant 
professor of visual arts at the Academy of Fine Arts in Cracow. In her job she 
loves to combine both artistic and pedagogical qualifications and skills. She has 
published several scientific and methodological books. Her research deals with 
education through art and art therapy. As an artist, she creates mostly landscapes 
and still life, which draw attention to colour and texture. In her abstract works 
we can find references to the real world, taken out of context, viewed through 
the prism of Kinga´s emotional experience and aesthetic sense. She exhibited in 
many cities: Gothenburg, Lviv, Munich, Rome, Milan, Genoa, Venice, Kiev, 
Krakow, Warsaw, Gdańsk, Zakopane, Łódź, Rzeszow and Kielce. Her works 
are in private collections in the USA, Germany, Sweden, Italy, Ukraine and 
Poland. Winner of international awards: Leonardo da Vinci and Frida Kahlo. 
 
kinga.lapot-dzierwa@up.krakow.pl 

 
Kinga Łapot-Dzierwa, Pandemic Landscapes 03, mixed technique, 30x40 cm, 2020 

 
“A series of paintings entitled Pandemic landscapes were taken during home isolation 
of the pandemic. For every person, especially an artist, this is the time when we can look 
inside ourselves. Thoughts are focused on the essentials of our lives. Seeing the meaning, 
overcoming your own weaknesses ... Art becomes, like never before, a form of 
purification - catharsis. The series consists of 20 paintings made in its own technique”. 
 

Kinga Łapot-Dzierwa 



JACEK ŁYDŻBA  
(POLAND) 

 
Jacek Łydżba (born in 1966) is an alumnus of the College of Visual Arts in 
Częstochowa and the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. In 1994 he graduated 
with honours with the work in poster art under the supervision of prof. Maciej 
Urbaniec. In 1999 was a nominee for the Passport Award of the „Polityka'' 
magazine. Łydżba was granted the award of the mayor of the City of 
Częstochowa in 2006. Between 1995 and 2015 he worked at the Jan Długosz 
University in Częstochowa. Since 2011 he has been the president of the Local 
Society for Promotion of Fine Arts (Regionalne Towarzystwo Zachęty Sztuk 
Pięknych) in Częstochowa. He has been cooperating with Galeria ART. 

 
jaceklydzba.pl                                                                                

lydzba@poczta.fm 

 
Jacek Łydżba, St. Rosalia, oil on canvas, 60x80 cm, 2020 

 
“I painted Saint Rozalia during the quarantine, in March and April of 2020. In memory 
of this time and also as a prayer”. 

Jacek Łydżba 



DANILO MAESTOSI  
(ITALY) 

 
Danilo Maestosi (born in Rome in 1944) is a journalist and an art critic. His most 
significant exhibitions include: Lunario, Vittoriano Museum, Rome 2004 
(Naples, Salerno, Potenza); Le Mille e una seta Vittoriano Museum, Rome 2006 
(Berlin); Parabole with Alexander Jakhnagiev, Macro, Rome 2007 (Studio Gallery 
S. Rome; Cairo; in 2010 Tel Aviv); Migrazioni, Ca d’Oro Gallery, Rome 2010; 
Era glaciale (2011-2013), Papaline Jails, Montefiascone, Villa Comunale, 
Frosinone; Innesti (2012-2014), Frosinone, Salerno; Atlante inquieto, Plus Arte 
Puls, Rome 2016, Verso, Preferiti e Ri-tratti a Plus Arte Puls, Rome 2019.With 
the in tempo Association he participated in the Adamo e la nuvola Project, Plus Arte 
Puls, Rome and Tadini Space, Milan; Artisti italiani e i nuovi tempi, PROM Kultury, 
Warsaw 2019 and the virtual exhibition Tempo di diari, 2020. He lives and works 
in Rome. 
 

danilomaestosi@gmail.com  
www.danilomaestosi.it 

 
Danilo Maestosi, Penelope's canvas,  mixed media on canvas 50x70 cm, 2020 

 
“With the first painting I return to a theme and a myth on which I had worked for the 
virtual exhibition of the in tempo Association. Making and undoing, tearing and knitting 
threads, measuring themselves with destiny and expectation, in which I seemed to 
recognize the sense of our profession as men and artists. And the prison in which the 
epidemic made us fall. An invisible Odyssey hanging from each thread: the adventures 
of Ulysses that Penelope embroidered and unstitched every day, chasing his distance. 
Storms and shipwrecks of bodies, visions and glares, emotions and impulses removed. 
Like those that populate the second picture: The Passion in a state of siege”. 

Danilo Maestosi 
 



FERRUCCIO MAIERNA  
(ITALY) 

 
Ferruccio Maierna (born in Amsterdam in 1969) had lived in Brussels and 
moved to Rome in 1997. He studied at the Academy of Fine Arts in Brussels 
where he specialized in copper forging and other techniques. He participated in 
multiple collective exhibitions both in Italy and abroad (Holland, Spain, 
Belgium, Luxemburg, France). He received numerous awards, the last being the 
international Lewton-Brain fold forming competition award in 2017. He was 
listed as a professional artist by the city of Rome. Among his recent personal 
exhibitions the most significant ones are Cercle Munster, Luxemburg, 2013; 
Radix Et Origo, Aldobrandini Stables Frascati (RM) 2015; Ab Origine, Art 
G.P.A. Rome 2015. With the in tempo Association he participated in the Adamo 
e la nuvola Project, Plus Arte Puls, Rome and Tadini Space, Milan; Artisti italiani 
e i nuovi tempi, PROM Kultury, Warsaw 2019. He lives and works in Rome. 
 

ferrucciomaierna@gmail.com 
www.ferrucciomaierna.com 

 
Ferruccio Maierna, The world that doesn't exist, iron, tin, cotton thread, 2020, 

photographer: Ferdinando Gatta 
 
“The sculpture is composed of several similar flags, made with recycled tin and cotton 
thread. The work aims to be a hymn to hope. Faced with the current unprecedented 
change of our society at a global level, each country claims that its "reason" is the only 
way to liberation. This resignation to reason, as the only perspective, demonstrates our 
inability to dream … perhaps because the world that we are in need of doesn't 
correspond to the world we live in?” 

Ferruccio Maierna 



АЛЬФРЕД МАКСИМЕНКО/ALFRED MAKSYMENKO 
(UKRAINE)  

 
 
Alfred Maksymenko was born in Lviv in 1951. Acquired his professional 
education at the Lviv State Institute of Applied and Decorative Arts (1968-
1973). His professors were L. Medvid, R. Selskii, Z. Flinta, I. Yakunin. 
Maksymenko is a professor at the Department of Monumental Painting and the 
Department of Contemporary Art Practices, which he co-founded, at the Lviv 
National Academy of Arts. He has authored a number of theoretical works 
dedicated to reforming creative art teaching, synthesizing educational and 
creative systems, into a visualization practice named ACTACAD (actualized 
academicism). He works in monumental and easel painting, graphics, video art, 
and photography. Has had solo exhibitions at the Andriy Sheptitsky National 
Museum in Lviv, 1995 and at the National Art Museum of Ukraine, 2002. His 
works are in private and museum collections, including the National Art 
Museum of Ukraine, and the Borys Voznytsky Lviv National Art Gallery.  
 

 

 

Alfred Maksymenko/ Альфред Максименко (Ukraine), Series “Aesthetics of Isolation”, 
digital printing on canvas, 60x60 cm, 2020 

“My creative concept – a minimalist pictorial strategy of extreme expressiveness and 
equal attention given to all spatial levels of the picture plane; a visualization not of 
separate fleeting thoughts, but of subconscious holistic images composed within large-
scale visual painting cycles and graphic series”. 

 



МИКОЛА МАЛИШКО / MYKOLA MALYSHKO  
(UKRAINE) 

 
Mykola Malyshko was born in December 1938 in Znamenivka village, 
Dnipropetrovsk region. He graduated from the Dnipropetrovsk Art College and 
the State Art Institute in Kyiv. Laureate winner, artist of the year “Golden 
section” (1997), and Vasyl Stus prize winner (1998). Participated in the All-
Ukrainian project "DE PROFUNDIS", Mystecki (Art) Arsenal, Kyiv, 2009. 
Shevchenko prize winner, nominated in the category “Visual art” (2017). Lives 
and works in the Kyiv region. 
 
 
 

Mykola Malyshko / Микола Малишко (Ukraine),  Earthly measurements-2,3,4,5, wood, 
oak, 60 cm, 2020 

“One’s attitude toward simple things is testimony to a structuralist conception of the 
world in which we live. Human thinking over simple and familiar things is a complex 
and meaningful process. It’s an attempt to reach an understanding of structuralism in 
the visual arts, by exploring, drawing and engaging.”. 

                                                                                                                                                     
Mykola Malyshko 



GUGLIELMO MATTEI  
(ITALY) 

 
Guglielmo Mattei (born in Rome in 1988) is a painter and a teacher.  After 
receiving a PhD in Latin Literature from the Roma Tre University (2017), he 
teaches Latin and Greek in a Lyceum in Rome. As a painter, he participated in 
six solo exhibitions ( Napoli, Galleria 'Arte e dintorni', 2015; Roma, Palazzo 
Malvezzi Campeggi, 2019; Bracciano, Chiostro degli Agostiniani, 2019), and 
took part in 38 collective exhibitions (III Edizione di “Napoli Expò Art Polis”, 
Napoli 2017; IV Edizione della Biennale del Libro d’artista, Napoli 2017; 
Collettiva ‘Genesis’, Galleria ‘Vittoria', Roma 2018; XXX Edizione del 
“Porticato Gaetano”, Gaeta 2019; Collettiva ‘Immaginare Leonardo. III parte’, 
Galleria ‘Vittoria’, Roma 2019). He won the first edition of ‘Rospigliosi Art 
Prize’ (Zagarolo, Italy, 2018) and the first edition of ‘Cammini di fede Contest’ 
(Abbazia di San Nilo a Grottaferrata, Italy, 2019).  

 
Guglielmo Mattei, Waiting, oil and acrylic on canvas, 2020 

 
“An image which represents the sense of emptiness and estrangement of these months 
of lockdown, with the stop of all activities, the wait for a new freedom, which felt as 
close as far away”. 
 

Guglielmo Mattei 



АРАМ МАНУКЯН / ARAM MANUKIAN  
(UKRAINE)  

 
 
Aram Manukian is a Georgian and Ukrainian artist of Armenian ancestry. He 
was born in Tbilisi (Georgia) 10.26.1964, to a family of artists, studied at the 
School of Art, the Academy of Art in Tbilisi, majoring in Painting. Graduated 
from the Vera Mukhina Industrial and Artistic College, Department of Graphic 
Art. Manukian’s incipience took place in the artistic environment of unique 
artists and teachers – including Serhij Paradjanov and Gayane Khachaturian. 
Since 2011 he lives and works in Ukraine. His art works are in private collections 
in the USA, Belgium, Germany, Italy, Georgia, Armenia, Austria, Ukraine. 
 
 

 

 
Aram Manukyan / Арам Манукян (Ukraine), Composition, oil on canvas, 80x60 cm, 
2020 
“The characteristic feature of my experimental process is the use of pure transparent 
colors in combination with several dense layers of textured colors”. 

                                                                                                                                                     
Aram Manukian 

  
  



ALEKSANDRA MARCHOCKA  
(POLAND) 

 
Aleksandra Marchocka – Polish illustrator and creative director in an advertising 
agency. She began working in the advertising and entertainment industry in 
2007. In 2009 she graduated from the European Academy of Arts in Warsaw 
with a Master's of Arts Degree. Marchocka’s works were exhibited in Poland, 
Italy, Mexico, and Australia. As a member of the Goverdose art collective, she 
focuses on bringing together Polish graphic designers of the young generation. 
She received several worldwide awards and nominations.  
www.olamarchocka.com 

 
Aleksandra Marchocka, Future Queen, digital graphic, 2020 

 
“It is 2020 and we are at the crossroads. The decisions we are now making both as 
individuals and as societies will define the world a hundred years later. It will not be easy 
to make good and wise decisions to save our world. Perhaps the future lies in a simpler 
and poorer life, but in harmony with life-giving nature. Or maybe the future will lead us 
to the brink of extinction and nature will live only in our memories”. 

Aleksandra Marchocka 
  

http://www.olamarchocka/


DARIUSZ MLĄCKI  
(POLAND) 

 
Dariusz Mlącki (born in 1963) – artist and painter. In 1989 he graduated from 
the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw from the Faculty of Painting, obtaining a 
diploma with distinction from the studio of prof. Tadeusz Dominik and prof. 
Zbigniew Gostomski. In the years 1992–2001 he was a professor at the 
European Academy of Arts in Warsaw. Member of the Association of Polish 
Artists and the Open Studio Association in Cracow. Founder of the Korekta 
Gallery in Warsaw. Curator of over 40 contemporary art exhibitions. He 
obtained a PhD in arts from the Institute of Fine Arts of the Jan Kochanowski 
University in Kielce. He works with many prestigious galleries, including Art 
Bunker in Cracow, Ujazdowski Castle in Warsaw, Museum in Oldenburg. The 
artist's works are part of the collections of the National Museum in Warsaw, the 
Sculpture Center in Orońsko, the Adenauer Foundation, the National Gallery 
of Zachęta, as well as several private collections. 
      
                                                                           mlackiart@onet.eu 

 
Dariusz Mlącki, Enve 3, mixed technique, 35x45 cm, 2020 

 
“The most important thing is always well-hidden. The unimportant dominates the image 
of reality. Art by its artificiality may exceed these appearances. It allows you to identify 
the truth of reality because it breaks walls built from fear, stupidity, bad intentions, and 
unnecessary gadgets. Painting is the hardest because it reflects the emotional truth that 
reveals even the smallest lie. Painting is a way to know the essence of being, that's why 
I deal with it”. 

Dariusz Mlącki 



ОЛЬГА МОРОЗОВА/OLHA MOROZOVA  

(UKRAINE) 

Olha Morozova was born in Kyiv. She graduated from the National 
Academy of Art and Architecture, majored in painting. Has worked as a 
painter since 1990. Stylistic features of a Ukrainian version of expressionism 
became the basis of her own style. The dominant theme and focus of her 
painting are always pure color and a lyricism, created by the suggestive 
power of color. She is the scholar for the program of the Ukrainian Cultural 
Fund “The New Names of Ukraine”. Her artworks are at the National 
Academy of Art and Architecture, and in private collections in Ukraine, 
USA, the Czech Republic, Spain, Peru, Britain, Italy.   

  
 

 
Olha Morozova / Ольга Морозова (Ukraine), On Holiday, oil on canvas, 200х90 cm, 
2020 
“As Solomon said “All will pass …” Epidemics have always been, but over time, 
everything is forgotten, like a bad dream… There will be holidays and joy again. But 
the times of plague will leave traces”. 

                                                                                                                                   
Olha Morozova 



ВОЛОДИМИР МУХІН/VOLODYMYR MUKHIN  

(UKRAINE) 

Volodymyr Mukhin graduated from Odesa Medical Institute in 1989. He has 
participated in 15 regional and several All-Ukrainian art exhibitions. His works 
are in private collections in Ukraine and Austria. He has developed a unique 
technique named “lacrimal”.  

 

 

Volodymyr Mukhin/ Володимир Мухін (Ukraine), Prometheus, acrylic on canvas, 60x40 
cm, 2020 

“The Covid-19 infection posed a problem to the inhabitants of the planet Earth – “How 
to live on?” Obviously one ought to seek new non-standard ways of development and 
other forms of interpersonal contacts, and form a more ecological and holistic world. 

                                                                                                                                                    
Volodymyr Mukhin 

 



ŁUKASZ MURZYN 
(POLAND) 

 
 
Łukasz Murzynu (born in 1982 in Cracow) studied at the Faculty of Painting of 
the Academy of Fine Arts in Krakow (in 2005 also at Hogeschool voor de 
Kunsten in Utrecht). In 2013 he received his doctorate at the Academy of Fine 
Arts in Krakow and in 2019 he received his habilitation. He lectures at the 
Faculty of Art at the Pedagogical University of Krakow. 2015-2019, director of 
the Institute of Painting and Artistic Education, since 2019, dean of the Faculty 
of Art of the University of Pedagogy in Cracow. He creates video installations, 
installations and performances. Author of over twenty individual presentations, 
participant of several dozen collective exhibitions. Experimenting with the 
context of art. He combines new media with issues of the psychology of religion, 
he is also interested in the problems of heritage and the crisis of civilisation and 
culture. 
 

lukaszmurzyn.com 
 

 
Łukasz Murzyn, Vertical Distance, video, 2020 (https://youtu.be/ky_Uq30a8Vs). 
 
“The pandemic threat highlights the reality of death and the relationship between the 
bodily "I" and the consciousness or spiritual "I". What is the distance between me and 
my body? What from the soul? Infection. Death. Cure. Resurrection”. 
 

Łukasz Murzyn 

https://youtu.be/ky_Uq30a8Vs


ІГОР НЕСМІЯНОВ/IHOR NESMIIANOV  

(UKRAINE) 

Ihor Nesmiianov graduated from the National Academy of Art and 
Architecture, majored in scenography and painting (1977). His teacher was 
90enown Ukrainian painter and set designer Danylo Lider. From 1980 to 1991 
he was a lecturer at the Department of Composition of the National Academy 
of Art and Architecture (Kyiv). He has been scenographer and costume designer 
for over 90 theater performances.  
 
 

 

 Ihor Nesmiianov / Ігор Несміянов (Ukraine), Clarification, oil on canvas, 150x150 cm, 
2020 

 

“Painting for me – is a reflection of the steps a man takes on the path to the ideal. To 
the universe, as kind as children’s dreams, permeated with harmonious consonance and 
contemplation of the eternal starry sky. To the generosity of the land and life-giving 
spring water. To the person who creates light himself and lives in harmony with nature. 
To love and the joy of being”.  

                                                                                                                                                   
Ihor Nesmiianov 

  



JAKUB ODZIOMEK  
(POLAND) 

 
Jakub Odziomek (born in 1995) graduated from the State Secondary School of 
Fine Arts. Jan Matejko in Nowy Wiśnicz. Currently he is the 3rd year student of 
Culture Animation in Social Space at the Pedagogical University of National 
Education Commission in Cracow. 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Jakub Odziomek, Views, video, 2020 (https://youtu.be/M2oYD-9RH4A) 
 
“The film was made a few months before the outbreak of the pandemic and later 
turned out to be prophetic. The video is a picture of a man struggling with loneliness 
in a deserted world, and its surprising ending opens up to various interpretations of 
our current situation” 

Jakub Odziomek 
 

https://youtu.be/M2oYD-9RH4A


ІРИНА ОЗАРИНСЬКА / IRYNA OZARYNSKA  
(UKRAINE)  

 

Irina Ozarynska was born in Odesa, received an academic education, studying 
graphic arts with prof H. Halynska. Her exhibitions have been held in Kyiv, 
Kharkiv, Odesa, Moscow, Liverpool, Venice, Lodz, Warsaw, and more venues. 
She graduated from the National Academy of Art and Architecture (Kyiv, 
Ukraine, 2009) and created “Producing an Artist Book”. She works in various 
media: painting, graphics, printmaking, watercolor, artist book, performance. 
Currently she is concentrating on the themes of corporeality, sensuality, and a 
search for an inner image. In 2011 she received a scholarship from the Minister 
of Culture of Poland “Gaude Polonia”. She lives and works in Odesa, Kyiv, 
Venice. 

 

 

Irina Ozarinskaya / Ірина Озарінська (Ukraine), Series “Fairytales”, watercolour, 
venetian coffee, acrylic on German torchon paper, 24x32 cm, 2020 

“…when you understand that each person finds themselves reflected in others, a lot of 
questions disappear on their own … only constructive expression and constructive 
criticism remain significant…”  

                                                                                                                                          
Iryna Ozarynska 



LINA PASSALACQUA  
(ITALY) 

 
Lina Passalacqua, already holding the chair of Pictoric Disciplines at the Artistic 
Liceum “Ripetta” in Rome, has more than a hundred exhibitions to her name, 
both personal and collective. In the mid-80s she joined “Futurismo-Oggi”, 
drafted by Enzo Benedetto. In 2008 she received the commemorative medal 
from the President of the Italian Republic for the Premio di Pittura Città di 
Pizzo 2008 as one of the most illustrious representatives of the futurist language. 
In 2009 she received the award for Neo Futurism in the Historic Painting at the 
Biennale d’Arte in Lamezia Terme. In 2017 she participated, with twelve 
paintings, to the permanent exhibition of the Futuristi Calabresi at the Museo 
del Presente di Rende (CS) with Boccioni, Marasco, Benedetto and others. 
Among the numerous anthologies, Cosmico Dinamismo from 2017-2018 at the 
Vittoriano Museum in Rome. In 2018 she received a career award at the 45th 
Premio Sulmona from the jury presided over by Vittorio Sgarbi. With the in 
tempo Association she participated in the Artisti italiani e i nuovi tempi, PROM 
Kultury, Warsaw 2019 and the virtual exhibition Tempo di diari, 2020. Lives and 
works in Rome. 
 

                      info@linapassalacqua.com 
https://www.linapassalacqua.com 

 
Lina Passalacqua, From darkness to light, mixed media and collage on paper, 20x14 cm, 

2020 
 
“When we least expect it, something happens that takes us on a path that we had not 
chosen and towards a future that we would never have imagined. Where will this path 
lead us? I hope that a consoling light of hope will eventually emerge from the chaos of 
today, from the turmoil, from the evil. I am positive that sometimes, to find the light it 
is necessary to go through the thickest darkness. It is the journey of life, the search for 
a light”. 

Lina Passalacqua 
 

mailto:info@linapassalacqua.com


ALESSANDRA PEDONESI  
(ITALY) 

 
Alessandra Pedonesi (born in Rome in 1958) studied at the Cine TV and at the 
IED in Rome and works as a professor of Photography. Her awards and 
recognitions include: 1st place ARTE96 Mondadori 1996; Biennale of 
Photography  Trevi Flash Art Museum 1998; 1st place  MassenzioArte 2005; 
selected Premio Celeste 2007 and 2008; Jury special Award  Lens Based Art Show Turin 
2010. Among her exhibitions the most notable ones are: Scene e Scene con croce, 
Confini 04 Palazzo Medici Riccardi Florence, Fotoleggendo I.S.A. Rome 2006; Scene 
e Scenografie, Festival FotoGrafia, Circolo degli Artisti Rome 2007; Suoni e Visioni3 
- mostra itinerante (Italian Institute of culture in Hamburg and Copenhagen, Villa 
Croce Museum, Genua, Galleria d’Arte Moderna e Contemp. San Marino 2006-
07; En Plein Air, Contemporanea Monti Rome 2008; Bad Girls – VisionQuesT gallery, 
Genoa 2010; Alessandria Biennale Video Fotografia 2011; Co2 Uomo/Natura, 
Mastroianni Civic Museum 2012. With the in tempo Association he participated 
in the Adamo e la nuvola Project, Plus Arte Puls, Rome and Tadini Space, Milan; 
Artisti italiani e i nuovi tempi, PROM Kultury, Warsaw 2019. She lives and works 
in Rome. 
 

alessandrapedonesi@gmail.com 

 
Alessandra Pedonesi,  Intrusive city, march 2020 [diptych], fine art photographic print on 

baryta paper, 50x130 cm, 2020 
 

 
  



ANGELA PEDONESI  
(ITALY) 

 
Angela Pedonesi (born in Rome) after graduating from the artistic high school 
and the San Giacomo School in Rome, she began her artistic career and 
participated in numerous exhibitions in Rome and in Marche where she 
currently lives. She has received various awards and recognitions. She works as 
a painting teacher at LUAJ and Artesi belle arti di Jesi. She is one of the members 
of In Arte Fabriano and has been exhibiting since 2010, to mention the 
International Watercolor Festival and the Urbino Watercolor Festival. 
 

angelapedonesi@gmail.com 

 
Angela Pedonesi, Today's identity, watercolor on paper, 56x36 cm, 2020 

 
“To be. To transform into a fountain, into a stone basin, in which the universe falls into 
as lukewarm rain. The virus does not touch me ... the fountain overflows!!!”.  

Angela Pedonesi 



SYLWIA PERCZAK  
(POLAND) 

 
Sylwia Perczak graduated from the Institute of Fine Arts of the Academy of Jan 
Długosz in Częstochowa where she studied between 1996 and 2001 (former 
WSP). She received a diploma in the painting studio of prof. Wincent 
Maszkowski. A member of the Polish Pastellists Association. Collaborates with 
children’s book publishers. Apart from easel painting she also writes icons, and 
one is not without impact on the other. Her works are based on simple forms, 
which allows the presented topics sound strongly. 

 

 
Sylwia Perczak, Waiting II, tempera on cardboard, 40x40 cm, 2019 
 
“Waiting I and Waiting II are images that share not only the title. The first work shows 
a space that seems to be closed. A small tear only reveals the drama and anxiety of the 
person trying to change it. 
Waiting II shows a fragment of the figure of Christ between two planes. The passage is 
still small, leaving a choice to be able to let someone in or possibly evacuate yourself. 
During the pandemic, these were two important jobs for me, which gave me hope that 
during this period of closure we are also expected ... ”. 

Sylwia Perczak 
 

 



 
STEFANO PIALI  

(ITALY) 
 
Stefano Piali (born in Rome in 1956) - painter and sculptor, he attended the 
Artistic Lyceum “Ripetta” and, in 1978, he graduated from the Academy of Fine 
Arts in Rome where he mastered the sculpting technique under the supervision 
of Pericle Fazzini. In 1983 he had his first personal exhibition. The artist, with 
a clear artistic identity, works with different materials - from marble, to bronze, 
clay, resins, and pictoric techniques. Between 1983 and 2019 he participated in 
numerous individual and group exhibitions. He also conducted multiple public 
works, among the most important: il Guerriero, a sculpture in Appia Antica Park 
in Rome; Il ritorno dalla battaglia di Lepanto, painting for Marino’s town hall; La 
porta del dolore, bronze door for the Santo Giovanni Battista’s church in 
Ciampino; La porta della speranza, bronze door for the Santuario della Madonna 
dell’Acqua Santa in Marino; the La Regina delle Api, mosaic in Tornareccio. 
Winner of the competition for the mosaic dedicated to John Paul II, in the 
Chiesa Santi Dodici Apostoli in Chieti Scalo; the Altarpiece for Cappella of the 
Hospital in Marino. Isaia 53. With the in tempo Association he participated in the 
Artisti italiani e i nuovi tempi, PROM Kultury, Warsaw 2019 and the virtual 
exhibition Tempo di diari, 2020. He lives and works in Marino (Rome). 
 

redazione@stefanopiali.com 
www.stefanopiali.com 

 
Stefano Piali, Angel of hope, oil on canvas, 100x150 cm, 2020 

 
 



MARIA PIĄTEK  
(POLAND) 

 
 
Matia Piątek (born in 1964), is a graduate of the Academy of Fine Arts in 
Warsaw. She received a Diploma in Painting (1997) from Prof. Rajmund 
Ziemski’s studio. In 2012 she defended her Ph.D. thesis on painting at the Jan 
Kochanowski University in Kielce under the supervision of Prof. Urszula 
Ślusarczyk. She obtained her habilitation in painting at the Pedagogical 
University in Krakow in 2020. Maria Piątek’s creativity shows the hybridization 
of an individual who among various mass-media is not able to be completely 
real, but is always anchored in the virtual world. Protagonists of subsequent 
cycles of paintings or multi-media works, such as: Wherever I Go on Facebook…, 
James Bond and Others, Private Wall or Brainstorming are the figures referring to the 
objective world (existing in both worlds: real and/or fictitious), but structured 
in such a way as to reveal ambiguity of their affinities mingling with each other. 
The method Maria Piątek chooses to show the image of the world surrounding 
her is a reference to Post-Modernism, bringing to life subsequent changes in the 
context, accompanying particular embodiments of recurring and constantly 
upcycled elements of everyday life. Her works usually take the form of broadly 
understood collages, works of changeable, mobile forms having multiple 
interpretations,, each time different, modelling one’s own reception. 

www.piatekmaria.pl 

 
Maria Piątek, Roses on Top - Na górze róże, acrylic on canvas, 55x45 cm, 2020 

 
“The painting "Roses on top" is a symbolic reference to the situation of experiencing 
the imminence of death - usually in the modern world pushed to the edge of our 
consciousness. The special moment, which is the state of the pandemic, significantly 
influences the fact that the topic of dying enters the main arena of everyday life and 
becomes one of the topics discussed loudly. In a way, it moves to the area of pop culture. 
The reference in the painting to a popular children's poem is an attempt to tame death, 
which enters our lives much more and stronger than we would like”. 

Maria Piątek 
 



ALINA PICAZIO 
(POLAND) 

 
Alina Picazio (born in 1970) graduated from the Faculty of Painting at the Academy of 
Fine Arts in Warsaw, Poland in 1994, from the studio of prof. Rajmund Ziemski. She also 
attended the studio of Prof. Henryk Chyliński, specialising in graphics and screen printing. 
In 1996 Picazio was granted a scholarship from the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs to 
develop her skills at the Academy of Fine Arts in Rome under prof. Alessandro Trotti. In 
2018 she received the Special Prize for the foreign artist of the 45th Premio Sulmona. She 
obtained her PhD degree in the field of Fine Arts from the Institute of Fine Arts at the 
Jan Kochanowski University in Kielce in 2019. 

 
alina.picazio@gmail.com 

www.facebook.com/AlinaPicazioArt 
 

 
Alina Picazio, Tonight, monotyping, acrylic on canvas, 100x70 cm, 2020 

 
“The image is an attempt to capture the transience of memories, their 
transformations in time and mind. Ever-changing emotions, distracting little things, 
colors, new information, and illusions overlap like subsequent layers of paint, 
covering the original graphics, which is the first testimony of a freezed moment 
from the past”. 

Alina Picazio 



AGNIESZKA PIETRZYKOWSKA  
(POLAND) 

 
Agnieszka Pietrzykowska, painter, illustrator, creativity trainer, author of books and 
illustrations for children. She graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw 
(diploma with honors); MA in Oriental Studies at the University of Warsaw; postgraduate 
pedagogical studies at the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. A scholarship holder of the 
Ministry of Science and Higher Education. Her works have been presented during group 
and individual exhibitions (most important): the Center for Contemporary Art in Toruń; 
in New York (One World Trade Center and The Affordable Art Fair), in China (U Space 
Gallery/Ningbo), at SkyLoft / Showroom at Złota 44; National Museum in Krakow, 
Galeria (-1) PKOL, during the KRAKERS Krakow Gallery Weekend and the 
International Biennial of Painting in Moldova, Art Fairs in: Essen, Madrid, Vilnius, Spain, 
Warsaw. For several years she was artistic director of the Fort Sokolnicki Art Center, 
curator and art events organizer in ZPAP. Works of the artist are in private collections in 
Poland, USA, China, Australia, Germany, Portugal, Ukraine, France, Lithuania, Great 
Britain, Sweden, and Spain. 
 

www.agapietrzykowska.com 

 
Agnieszka Pietrzykowska, Sunday Lockdown, Graphic/Iconography, 2020 

 
“Work symbolizes stagnation and stillness in too small a space. Too little space is a 
form of limitation, even though you can do anything at home. The lack of stimuli, 
colors, people and inspiration causes freezing in a monochrome interior. I usually 
reach for the symbol of a woman when I encounter states of "closed". Thanks to 
this, I can express her isolation, lack of exercise and seemingly comfortable pose, 
referring to the Ikea advertising slogan "Do you dream of shopping without leaving 
your home?" ... in times of a pandemic it is the last thing I dream about. I want to 
go out, wander around town and meet people ... even in the checkout line”. 
 

Agnieszka Pietrzykowska 



SYLWESTER PIĘDZIEJEWSKI  
(POLAND) 

 
Sylwester Piędziejewski (born in Gostynin) studied at the Academy of Fine Arts in 
Warsaw at the Faculty of Painting in the studio of prof. Rajmund Ziemski (1989-1994). 
The annex to the diploma in wall painting was made in the studio of prof. Edward 
Tarkowski. He received a diploma with honors in 1994. Since 1997, he has been 
associated with the Studio of Wall Painting Technologies and Techniques. He deals with 
easel painting and drawing, he also performs many activities in the field of wall painting 
and polychrome reconstruction. His achievements include wall projects in Poland, Israel 
and Italy. 

 

 

 Sylwester Piędziejewski, Marks, acrylic on canvas, 120x60 cm, 2020 
 

“For me, light is an important element of the picture, as well as form, color and 
space. It symbolizes the best values in art such as truth, goodness and beauty. It is 
the most mysterious and difficult to define, it touches upon spiritual and 
metaphysical matters. When painting, I always hope that I will be able to capture 
at least a little of this light and illuminate the space, sharing good light with other 
people is an important reason for me to persevere on this path”.  

Sylwester Piędziejewski 



ЛАРИСА ПІША / LARYSA PISHA  
(UKRAINE) 

 
Larysa Pisha was born in 1964 in Kyiv. She graduated from the Kyiv National Art 
Institute (now the National Academy of Art and Architecture), Department of Painting. 
She works in monumental painting and is a recognized master of stained glass. At 2005 
she was an intern at the art residence “Cite des arts”, Paris, France Isolated in her studio 
and unable to work in a large monumental scale, she made use of  leftover pieces of glass, 
creating small glass miniatures, recalling the plasticity of previous works and searching for 
new possibilities for future creative endeavors. 
  

 
 

 

Larysa Pisha / Лариса Піша (Ukraine),  To Appear and Disappear, oil 
on canvas, 120 х120 cm, 2020 

“The artist must be able to see the big picture when approaching and remember the 
details when moving away” 

                                                                                                                                                 
Larysa Pisha 



АНАСТАСІЯ ПОДЕРВ’ЯНСЬКА / ANASTASIIA PODERVIAN’SKA 

(UKRAINE) 

 
Anastasia Podervianska graduated from the Shevchenko State Art School (1996), majored 
in monumental painting at the National Academy of Art and Architecture (2002), studied 
with reknown Ukrainian artist A. Storozhenko. Since 2020 she is a member of Fiber Art 
Fever, an international organization of professional contemporary fiber artists. – Winner 
of the 5th All-Ukrainian Textile Art Triennale, third-place award at the 8th WTA Word 
Textile Art Biennale, Madrid, Spain. She has participated in 20 solo and 40 group 
international and Ukrainian exhibitions. 
 
 

 

 

Anastasiia Podervianska / Анастасія Подерв’янська (Ukraine), Artist II, Textiles, 
hand embroidery, 250x174 cm, 2020 

“This work was created in the time of the pandemic. It seems to me that the 
quarantine was a productive time for artists. Without getting involved in everyday 
problems, they began to work actively and created a lot of interesting work. But the 
true artist always has a gift of foresight: contrasting qualities, used in the works, 
forces us to accept beauty as something instantaneous, uncertain, to feel its fragility 
and the fear of loss”.  

                                                                                                                                      
Anastasia Podervian’ska 



ОЛЬГА ПОГРІБНА-КОХ/ OLHA POHRIBNA-KOKH 

 (UKRAINE) 

Olha Pohribna-Kokh was born in Lviv. She is a constant participant in the art life of Lviv, 
having had 12 solo exhibitions. She works as a painter, graphic artist, and art 
photographer. She created the art genre “Bottle’Art” which was first presented in 1994 at 
the Lviv Art Gallery. Since 1993 Pohribna-Kokh has participated in more than 100 
international exhibitions of graphic prints and received 6 awards. Together with artist 
Yuri Kokh she has created 30 book designs for Ukrainian writers. Since the mid-2000’s 
painting has been her main art form. Her art works are in museums and private collections 
in Ukraine and abroad.  

 

 

Olga Pogribna-Kokh / Ольга Погрібна-Кох (Ucraine),  Guardian Angel, Oil on 
canvas and cardboard, 105х42 cm, 2020. 

“The way in which an artist influences the world is his Destiny. An artist reacts to 
Thought sent to him by a Higher Knowledge, then chooses between Providence 
and Egoism, and such a choice enables people to make Knowledge”  

                                                                                                                                                  
Olha Pohribna-Kokh  

 



ВІКТОР ПОКИДАНЕЦЬ/ VICTOR POKYDANEC  

(UKRAINE) 

 
 Victor Pokydanec was born in the village Zalozhci, in Ternopil region. He graduated 
from the State Ushynski Pedagogical Institute, Department of Graphic Arts. Since 1987 
he has participated in regional, national and international exhibitions. His artworks are 
in the Ukrainian Cultural Fund and in private collections. He has had more than 20 
exhibitions in Ukraine and abroad, including “Victor Pokydanec” at Art-Expo, New 
York, USA and Montreal, Canada; “Young Artists of Ukraine” in Munich, Germany; 
“Ukrainian Painting”, and “Contemporary Ukrainian Art” in New York, USA.  
 
 
 
 

Victor Pokydanec/ Віктор Покиданець (Ukraine), Personal mask developed with 
alcohol wipes, 2020 

Pokydanec, as a representative of contemporary art and as a remarkable painter, is 
doomed to a constant throwing between concepts and traditional art, between the 
attractive potential of painting and the harsh irony.  
 

 



NINO POLLINI  
(ITALY) 

 
Nino Pollini (born in Rome in 1963) graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts 
in Rome. He attended the course of scenography with Toti Scialoia. He worked 
as set designer in the studios of Cinecittà. In 1987 he held his first personal 
exhibition at the Museum of Folklore in Rome (text by Filiberto Menna), 
followed by the one at the "Artista" Gallery in Rome in 1989. In 1993 Pierre 
Resteny presented his paintings and sculptures "Ready Made" at solo shows in 
Rome, Paris, Milan, Berlin and Ferrara. He continues an intense exhibition 
activity in Italy and abroad with prizes and awards. His works can be found in 
major archives, including: The Young Artists Archive Centre at Palazzo delle 
Esposizioni; Historical Archive Biennale of Venice; The Modern Art Gallery of 
Rome; The DARC. His works are owned by museums and private collections, 
including the Fondazione del Nouveau Realismè in Paris. With the in tempo 
Association he participated in the Adamo e la nuvola Project, Plus Arte Puls, Rome 
2016 and Spazio Tadini, Milan 2018; Ri-tratti, Plus Arte Puls, Rome 2019; Artisti 
italiani e i nuovi tempi, PROM kultury, Warsaw 2019; virtual exhibition Tempo di 
diari, 2020. He lives and works in Rome. 
 

ninopollini63@gmail.com 

 
Nino Pollini, Phase 2, oil pigments on canvas, 40x30 cm, 2020 
 
“The frightened gaze into emptiness, looking for an elusive landmark”. 

Nino Pollini 
 

 



VINICIO PRIZIA  
(ITALY) 

 
Vinicio Prizia (born in Rome in 1961) - painter, engraver and sculptor. 
Graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts in Rome. At the same time he 
entered Jean Pierre Velly's studio, from which he learned the secrets of the 
ancient masters (painters and engravers). Later he worked at the studios of other 
artists. He has taken part in numerous art exhibitions both in Italy and abroad. 
He lives and works in Formello, a town near Rome. From 2002 to 2013 he 
worked as the Artistic Director and organizer of the Center for Engraving and 
Art Graphics of the Agro Veientano Museum, where he held courses and 
seminars. He organized: exhibitions, seminars, competitions, conferences, 
courses, and lessons at national and international level. With the in tempo 
Association he participated in the virtual exhibition "Tempo di diari. Accade ”, 
2020.  

vinicioprizia@gmail.com 
www.vinicioprizia.it 

 
Vinicio Prizia, Presage / Presagio acrylic on canvas, 29 x 30 cm., December 28, 2019. 
 
“I consider this work, together with another similar one from January 10th, 2020 entitled 
"Premonition", to be significant for what happened next: on January 18th I fell and 
broke my arm and after various vicissitudes I spent the period of coronavirus locked 
inside my home with a cast and with all the other complications”. 

 Vinicio Prizia 
 



ІГОР ПРОКОФ'ЄВ / IHOR PROKOFIEV  
(UKRAINE)  

 
Ihor Prokofiev was born in 1960. Graduated from Kyiv National Art Institute, 
Department of Graphic, studied in prof. Liashchuk’s poster workshop. At the 
same time, he received the first prize of the Union of Artists at the competition 
“Ukraine through the ages”.  He works in painting and graphic arts. His works 
are in the Museum of Kyiv, the Museum of New Art in Piarnu, Estonia, and the 
Ukrainian Museum, New York City. 
 
 

 
Igor Prokofiev / Ігор Прокоф’єв (Ukraine), The Call of the Unknown, oil on canvas, 
170x140 cm, 2020 

“To snatch out and fix the pin code of today, its paradoxes and absurdness, reflections 
and emotions, generated by the surrounding reality and information pressure. To stop 
the moment, by turning it into signs and symbols. A new reality – a new realism. From 
reality to paradox. From paradox to absurdness”. 

                                                                                                                                                 
Ihor Prokofiev 



СТЕПАН РЯБЧЕНКО/ STEPAN RIABCHENKO  

(UKRAINE) 

 
Stepan Riabchenko was born in Odesa. Graduated from the National Academy 
of Building and Architecture. Raibchenko is an artist for whom digital tools have 
become essential for his art works and projects. Combining a figurative and 
abstract futuristic language, he creates large-scale digital prints and computer 
animation, which become "fragments" of the virtual universe he designed. Often 
the subjects are imaginary plants and animals – surrealistic images of life forms 
that exist according to the laws of the world created for them by the artist. 
Despite its technological digital origin, the appearance of this virtual landscape 
in which Riabchenko unfolds his heroes’ stories is as a self-sufficient space far 
from all that is urban and man-made. Using one of the components of the 
technogenic development of mankind as a tool, the artist addresses the 
relationship of humans with the virtual and natural environment. 
 
 

Stepan Riabchenko /Степан Рябченко (Ukraine), Entrance to the Exit, digital print on 
aluminum under plexiglass, 2020 

The focus of my attention is the interaction of new technologies with my own 
imagination, the boundary between the real and virtual worlds and the exploration of 
the new in the nature of art. In my installations, sculptures and digital works I create a 
large-scale story about the digital universe with its own ideas, heroes and new 
mythology» 

Stepan Riabchenko 
 

  



MIROSŁAWA ROCHECKA 
(POLAND) 

  
Mirosława Rochecka (born 1960 in Sępólno Krajeńskie) graduated from the 
Fine Arts Department of the Nicolaus Copernicus University in Toruń. She 
completed her diploma in 1989 at the Painting Workshop run by prof. 
Mieczysław Wiśniewski. Since 1996 she has been a professor at  the Fine Arts 
Department, where she runs the Painting Studio for Monuments’ Conservation 
students. As a painter she uses the language of synthetic abstract form based on 
the symbols of light. She has participated in 30 solo shows and over 200 group 
exhibitions in Poland and abroad (France, Germany, Denmark, Lithuania, 
Ukraine, Slovakia). She was awarded several distinctions and awards such as the 
medal of the X Biennale of Sacral Art  in Gorzów Wielkopolski - Sacrum’2000 
and the distinction of the III Polygonyum – BWA in Bydgoszcz (2013). 
Together with Kazimierz Rochecki she curated the VI Forum of Polish Painting 
in Lesko (1999-2011). She is also the author and curator of numerous 
exhibitions such as „Ars-Principia”, „Projekt 966. Jubileusz Narodowy – Sztuka 
Polska 2016”, „Znaki Apokalipsy”. She is also the author of essay compilation 
„Tajemnice światła i koloru. Abstrakcja i sacrum”. Her works can be found in 
collections both in Poland and abroad.  
 

 

 
Mirosława Rochecka, Letter to Philadelphia. I will come shortly, 2020. 

 

  



KAZIMIERZ ROCHECKI 
(POLAND) 

 
Kazimierz Rochecki (born 1959 in Jasło) painter, illustrator, stained-glass artist 

and sacral interior designer. He is employed as a professor at the Fine Arts 

Department of the Nicolaus Copernicus University in Toruń, where he currently 

runs the Stained-glass Studio. He is an author of 45 individual and over 250 

group exhibitions, both in Poland and abroad. He comprehensively designs 

sacral interiors - stained-glass, wall painting, reredoses, and other elements of 

equipment. He is a multiple awardee, to mention Grand Prix at the National 

Painting Contest Aqua Fons Vitae (BWA Bydgoszcz – 1999) and the Medal at 

the IX Biennale of Sacral Art in Gorzów Wielkopolski - Sacrum’1998. He is also 

the organiser and curator of the six editions of the Polish Painting Forum as 

well as the curator of many exhibitions. Artist’s works can be found in sacred 

places, museums and private collections in Poland and abroad. 

 

 
Kazimierz Rochecki, Ap 2,18-29 Whoever has ears, let them hear.., acrylic on canvas, 

200x200 cm, 2020 
 

  



KRZYSZTOF RODAK 
(POLAND) 

 
 

Krzysztof Rodak - multidisciplinary artist, architect, watercolorist, portraitist. A 
graduate of the Faculty of Architecture of the Warsaw University of Technology. 
Laureate of national and foreign competitions. He practices easel and wall 
painting. He is one of the founders of the Polish Watercolor Association. He 
deals with design and applied graphics. He paints and draws both abstractions 
and realistic landscapes, portraits and nudes, not limited to one technique or 
chosen style. Organizer and participant of national and international open-air 
workshops, art fairs and painting workshops as well as individual and collective 
exhibitions (Poland, Switzerland, Italy, Germany, Estonia ...). His works are in 
private collections in Poland and abroad, including Monaco, Germany, 
Switzerland and Korea 
 
 

pracownia@krzysztofrodak.com 
www.facebook.com/RODAKARTGALLERY 

www.krzysztofrodak.com 
www.rodakartgallery.com 

 
 

Krzysztof Rodak, Love and Hate I; acrylic on canvas, 100x150 cm, 2019 
 
 

 
“Love and Hate - two extremely contradictory feelings known to all of us. Great and 
strong. Beautiful and terrible. It happens that they occur in us simultaneously, for 
example in relation to one person. We can love and hate someone at the same time. 
What can happen in us then? My painting (and other paintings from this series) is an 
attempt to answer this question. It is a presentation of my experiences in feeling such 
extreme emotional ambivalence…” 
 

Krzysztof Rodak 



ADAM PIOTR RUTKOWSKI  
(POLAND) 

 
Adam Piotr Rutkowski (born in 1973) - painter and landscape architect. Creator 
of original artistic projects, organizer and curator of exhibitions and plein air 
paintings. He graduated with honours in 2013 from the Faculty of Arts at the 
UMCS University in Lublin, with the diploma from the studio of prof. Jacek 
Wojciechowski. An important teacher in the process of shaping his creative 
attitude is also prof. Jan Rylke who taught him drawing and painting in the years 
1994-1999. He is the president of the Warsaw Association of Artists, member 
of the OW ZPAP and OW SARP. Finalist of the "Warsaw Landscape" National 
Painting Competition organized by the Polish Art Foundation Art Gersonica, 
as part of the project: "Warsaw. City of Art. City of Artists", in 2014. Laureate 
of the Internet Users' Prize at the 42nd Painting Biennale "Bielska Jesień" 2015. 
Among his artistic achievements there are dozens of collective and individual 
exhibitions. He creates in several painting techniques and his favourite one is oil 
on canvas. He has been constantly searching and experimenting. His works are 
in many private collections in Poland and abroad. He lives and creates in Ząbki 
near Warsaw. 

rutkowski.netgallery.eu 

 
Adam Piotr Rutkowski, The Red Sea, oil and acrylic on canvas, 50x50 cm., 2020 

 
“The triptych of the seas (The Yellow Sea, The Red Sea, and The Black Sea) was 
created in conditions of enforced alienation and is the fruit of existential reflections. It 
reflects the artist's current emotional states in the face of a global wave of anxiety 
caused by the expansion of the plague”. 

Adam Piotr Rutkowski 



KATRINA SADRAK 
(POLAND) 

 
 
Katrina Sadrak (born in 1978) is an international artist. She is an exhibiting 
member of the prestigious Leeds Fine Artists and the ZPAP (The Association 
of Polish Artists and Designers). She graduated from the Świętokrzyska 
Academy, from the studio of prof. E. Pełka and Prof. J. Walasek. Diploma with 
distinction in the sculpture studio of prof. H. Sikora. In 2016, she began doctoral 
studies at the Institute of Fine Arts, UJK (PL). In 2018, as part of a scholarship, 
she studied traditional painting techniques at Tianjin Polytechnic University 
(CN). She travels a lot. She works with art organizations and spaces all over 
Europe, and since 2018, in Asia (China, HK). She participates in curatorial 
projects promoting other artists abroad.  

 
www.katrinasadrak.com 

 
 

 
Katrina Sadrak, Memento, oil on canvas, 100x100 cm, 2015-2020 

 

“Organic space enclosed in the spherical form of a skull. Memento mori… in the 

medieval colors of  the Earth valid in the present-day. Initially, it was a portrait of a 

young artist lost in the Yorkshire swamps. The image, like her body, has evolved over 

time to its final form. The sight, the smell, the taste… The Anthropomorphization of 

Death. Mighty plague air. Eyes on us ... Fear or denial”.  

 

Katrina Sadrak 



СЕРГІЙ САВЧЕНКО / SERHIJ SAVCHENKO 
 (UKRAINE) 

 

Serhij Savchenko was born in Odesa. Graduated from the Art College in Odesa. 
In the early 1980’sh he joined the Odesa group of nonconformists. He is one of 
the founders of the National Association of Artists 1993, an arts association 
“The Boat” 1992, the arts association “Mamai” 1998. Works in monumental art, 
painting, graphics, sculpture. He was awarded the Ukrainian Association of 
Environmental Protection Prize, at the International biennale “Impreza”, 
Ivano-Frankivsk, 1989, 1991.  He has participated in more than 200 exhibitions 
in Ukraine and abroad. 

 
 

 

 

Serhij Savchenko/Сергій Савченко (Ukraine), “Borders of the sun from the edge of the steppe. 
Sky in the valley…”, Cockroaches, natural forms, polychrome painting, 2020. 

“Creativity in shaping abstract form is not a summary of dry formulas, especially not 
dogmas, but an overriding feeling that everything is a single structure, making it possible 
to find a path toward harmony…”.   

                                                                                                                                     
Serhij Savchenko 



АНДРІЙ СИНИТАР / ANDRIJ SINITAR  
(CANADA) 

 
 
Andrij Sinitar was born in the village Zahattia in Transcarpathia, Ukraine. He is 
a member of the National Union of Artists of Ukraine. The theme of his art 
works – Ukraine, his native Carpathians, the cycle of life, holidays, traditions 
and rituals, combining nature and people, the contemporary connected with the 
past.  He has devoted 45 years to painting, and has had more than 100 solo art 
exhibitions. His artworks are in public and private collections in Ukraine, 
Germany, France, Italy, Russia, Finland, Sweden. 

 
 

 

Andrij Sinitar /Андрій Синитар (Canada), Serenity and Chaos of 2020, acrylic on panel, 
90x120 cm, 2020 

“Serenity and Chaos of 2020” – these are my meditations on the alarming time of the 
2020 pandemic. The composition consists of rhythms of color and graphic lines, spiritual 
symbols, traditions of our ancestors and references to the designs of the Carpathian 
kylyms.”  

                                                                                                                                                            
Andrij Sinitar 



ТЕТЯНА ШЕПЕТЬ / TENIANA SHEPET  
(UKRAINE) 

 
 
Tetiana Shepet graduated from the Trush College of Decorative and Applied 
Art and the National Academy of Art in Lviv. She received a PhD for her 
research “Easel Graphics in Lviv in 1990-2000: National Specifics and 
European Context”. She was an organizer and participant of the international 
arts-group “Four”. She participated in the Polish Ministry of Culture program 
«Gaude Polonia». She works in painting, graphic arts, vytynanka, and sacred art. 
Her works are in private collections and museums in Ukraine, Poland, Belarus, 
Germany, USA. Her main area of research is – visual art of the end of the 20th 
– beginning of the 21st centuries. 
 
 

 

Tetiana Shepet / Тетяна Шепеть (Ukraine), Series “Exotic”, Still life with flowers, acrylic 
and oil on canvas, 50x50 cm, 2020 

“In my painting personal emotional impressions connect with associative thinking. Art 
for me is an aesthetic way of getting to know the world, a process of emotional and 
spiritual exchange”.  

                                                  Tetiana Shepet 
  



 
 

ANNA SOŁTYSIAK  
(POLAND) 

 
Anna Sołtysiak - painter, graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts in Poznań and 
Warsaw. In 2009 she obtained the Diploma in Prof. Marek Sapetto’s Painting Studio, 
with the 1st annex to the diploma in prof. Dorota Grynczel’s Artistic Textile Studio and 
the 2nd annex in prof. Grzegorz Kowalski's Photography Studio. Works in painting, 
illustration, artistic fabric, photography and artistic education. Since 2019, he has been 
cooperating with the Xanadu Gallery in Warsaw and actively participates in Today’s Art 
Auctions. She took part in 30 individual and collective exhibitions in Poland and abroad. 
The artist's works are in the Collection of Joanna and Krzysztof Madelski and the 
Central Museum of Arts in Łódź. 

 
annasoltysiak.com 

 
Anna Sołtysiak, Depths, acrylic on canvas, 2020 

 
“In painting I am inspired by nature, the deep ocean, cosmos and human beings. 
Create not existing spaces and species, the world of imagination in which 
everything is connected with each other. My painting is a process of searching 
for the universal beauty, spirituality and God”.  

Anna Sołtysiak 



MARK STAREL  
(POLAND) 

 
 
Mark Starel aka Wiesław Łuczaj (born in 1960) is a professor at the Institute of Visual 
Arts of the Jan Kochanowski University in Kielce and at the Academy of Fine Arts in 
Warsaw. Author of over 30 individual exhibitions and participant of over 200 group 
exhibitions in Europe, Asia, Canada and the USA. Organizer of national and 
international exhibitions, workshops, symposia and conferences. Together with a group 
of European artists, he created the international artistic movement Discursive Geometry 
(in 2011), of which he is the originator.  

 
mark.starel@gmail.com 

www.facebook.com/Mark Starel 
 

 
Mark Starel, from the CVT (CoronaVirus Time) series, Day 60th - Spain, Italy, 

China, digital graphic, 2020  
 
 
“I create several series of works at the same time. I call most of them statistical 
images. The series of works entitled "Threats" concerns the natural 
environment and global threats, such as: permanent demographic growth, 
cutting down rainforests or increasing air pollution. The next series, entitled 
"Statistical Pole", concerns Poles' attitudes to the death penalty, gender, 
religion, wealth, age, health, participation in culture and various social 
behaviors. Statistical art, proclaimed by me in 2002, allows us to embrace and 
present complex processes. It makes it possible to picture everything that does 
not directly copy reality, but uses it constantly. Statistics also influences the 
form of my works, forcing proportions and divisions according to the 
characteristic numerical system. The starting point of my work is the 
assumption that contemporary reality is a statistical reality”. 

Mark Starel 



ПЕТРО СТАРУХ / PETRO STARUKH  
(UKRAINE) 

 
Petro Starukh was born in 25.08.1961 in Shereshnivka village. He graduated from the 
Lviv National Academy of Art, majored in furniture design (1989). Studied at the 
graduate school of the Lviv National Academy of Art, majored in painting (1989-1991). 
As a painter, designer, and sculptor, the artist stays within the paradigm of his images, 
focusing his attention on what surrounds him. At the same time his imagination creates 
completely new forms. Thus, he creates another world and changes our view of it, as 
well as our vision of ourselves. He researches modern art, and works in sculpture, 
painting, installation, performance, and writing prose and poetry. His art works are in 
private collections and museums in Ukraine and abroad.  
 
 
  

 

 

Petro Starukh / Петро Старух (Ukraine),  Two, wood, levkas, 4mx2mx120 cm, 
2020 

“My artwork is a certain sign, a symbol, a language, or rather a group of plastic 
hieroglyphs born in my creative imagination. They are the matrix of my visual 
plastic recognition, exemplified by what I have already said ... about the world 
and about us in it. I work with wood, stone, glass, polymers and plastic media, 
but working with metal is completely different from the earlier plastic”. 

                                                                                                                                                       
Petro Starukh 



ІРИНА СТОЛЯРЧУК/IRYNA STOLIARCHUK  

(UKRAINE)  

Iryna Stoliarchuk graduated from the Cherkasy State Technological University Faculty 
of computer technology and mechanical engineering, specializing in design. Each work 
by the artist is a part of the energy encoded with deep-seated content, obverse and 
reverse, that create a picture that is whole. Her art works are visualizations of various 
dimensions not seen by the human eye, that which is hidden and intangible. Visions 
appear to us in dreams, in deep meditation, in prayer, in altered states of mind. And 
sometimes, information that is hidden within visions in signs and symbols, when 
uncovered, can play a very important role.  
 
 

 

Iryna Stoliarchuk / Ірина Столярчук (Ukraine), Oasis, (Neo)expressionism, acrylic 
on canvas, 115cm х 100cm, 2020 

“Homosapiens EVOLUTION, only where and into what have we developed 
ourselves? We have turned ourselves into machines that serve the mechanisms 
of consumption and absorption with the help of sources organized by human 
intelligence”.        

                                                                                   Iryna Stoliarchuk 



 

ОКСАНА СТРАТІЙЧУК / OKSANA STRATIICHUK  
(UKRAINE) 

 
Oksana Stratiichuk was born in 1968 in Kyiv, Ukraine. In 1992 she graduated from the 
Kyiv State Art Institute, graphics department (professors: A. Chebykin, M. Kompanets, 
V. Sergeev). She completed a postgraduate internship in the Ukrainian Academy of Arts 
(advisor — H. Yakutovych). Lives and works in Kyiv, Ukraine. Has participated in 
numerous international and Ukrainian graphic arts biennales and triennales. Residencies 
and scholarships: internship at the Munich Academy of Arts (Munich, 1992), residency 
at “Druckwerstatt Schloss” (Wolfsburg, Germany, 1998), residency at the Cité des Arts 
(Paris, 2007), scholarship program at the Polish Ministry of Culture “Gaude Polonia” 
(Lodz, 2010), international engraving courses “KAUS” (Urbino, Italy, 2012), graphic arts 
residency at the Amsterdams Grafisch Atelier (Amsterdam). Her artworks are in the 
collections of the National Museum of Ukrainian Folk and Applied Arts, the National 
Museum “Kyiv Picture Gallery”, the Odesa Art Museum, and in private collections in 
Ukraine and abroad. 
 

 

Oksana Stratiichuk /Оксана Стратійчук (Ukraine), The Sea I, modular etching, 
watercolour, 24,5x138 cm, 2020 

“Line does not exist. It is a convention invented by humans. Graphic art is 
work with conventionality”.                                                                                                                                         

Oksana Stratiichuk 



GRZEGORZ ŚMIGIELSKI 
 (POLAND) 

 
Grzegorz Śmigielski, painter and illustrator. He studied at the PWSSP in Poznań at the 
Faculty of Graphics and at the Faculty of Painting at the Academy of Fine Arts in 
Warsaw (in the painting studios of Jacek Sienicki and Ludwik Maciąg and drawing by 
Marek Sapetto). After obtaining a diploma in painting in 1986 in the studio of Ludwik 
Maciąg and in graphics in the studio of Halina Chrostowska, he worked at the Faculty 
of Graphics of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw in the drawing studio of Assistant 
Professor Hubert Borys. 
 

smigielskiart@home.pl 

 
Grzegorz Śmigielski, In the studio,acrylic on canvas, 100x81 cm, 2020 

 



KATARZYNA ŚRODOWSKA 
 (POLAND) 

 
Katarzyna Środowska (born in 1971) - Polish painter based in Warsaw. She graduated 
from the Władysław Strzemiński Academy of Fine Arts in Łódź with a major in Painting 
and Drawing. She works with oil and acrylic painting on canvas. In her work, she is 
occupied with the imagination of idyllic realms where everyone finds peace and 
harmony. Within her paintings, space, horizons, simplicity and harmony are presented 
in a minimalist way. She creates images on the brink of abstraction while introducing 
both, figurative and geometric elements. Geometry and figurativeness are two diverse 
qualities that provide imagination a spur for interpretation. The main inspiration for her 
work is the artist’s surroundings. Depending on the stimuli being the source of 
inspiration, the pictures gain various forms, shapes and colors. Minimalism and spare 
form are for her the main goal of the arts. Artist’s search for these qualities is visible in 
her paintings that fit in the directive "less is more". She actively participates in group 
and individual exhibitions. Her works have been presented by numerous art galleries 
nationally. 

srodowska.pl 

 
Katarzyna Środowska, Salvation, oil on canvas, 90x120 cm., 2020 

 
 ”Stop for a moment. Look around. Is it where you really want to be? Life is a 
braid of joy and sorrow, faith and doubt, hope and hopelessness, health and 
sickness. Let us rejoice in what fate brings us. Let us rejoice in small, beautiful 
moments. Let us live”. 
 

 Katarzyna Środowska 



IGA ŚWIĘCICKA  
(POLAND) 

 
Iga Święcicka is a painter. She graduated from the Institute of Fine Arts at the 
Jagiellonian University in Kielce. In 2009 she obtained a diploma in painting at the 
studio of Prof. Urszula Ślusarczyk. Doctor of Art, author of the term Forma 
Wewnętrzna oraz Forma Aktywna. Doctoral dissertation “Internal Form under the 
supervision of Professor Ryszard Ługowski in 2019. She conducts artistic, exhibition 
and curatorial activities. She has cooperated with the Vertical Dimension of Culture 
Foundation and the Toruń City Hall. Author of over 50 individual and collective 
exhibitions in Poland and abroad, including France, Italy, Argentina, Canada, USA, 
Ukraine. She is a scholarship holder of the Minister of Culture and National Heritage. 
She participated in conferences and discussion panels. Her creative activities are an 
attempt to consolidate the epiphany in the contemporary world. Spiritual impressions 
and associations are reflected in the matter. The analysis of these phenomena leads to 
the creation in the form of paintings, photographs and actions in space. She creates 
her own theoretical concepts and ideological assumptions. Her creative strategy 
assumes that art results from an internal need. She treats art as an ambiguous concept, 
an elusive area of the highest values. 
 

igaswiecicka1@gmail.com 

 
Iga Święcicka,  Vivid - Relevant,  oil on canvas, 115x65 cm, 2020 

 
“Pastel to subtelny alfabet materii, powoli odkrywa kolor. Jest rozważny, 
zatrzymuje uwagę. Równowaga kompozycji, koloru i waloru tworzy 
harmonię. Jeden element intrygi, ukośny pion czerwieni, tworzy dynamikę i 
wprowadza ożywienie, ogniskuje uwagę. Pojawia się przeczucie, że istnieją 
kolory, których nie widać. Jak dobrze, że widoczne jest to co zachodzi 
pomiędzy barwami. Może to jest właśnie ta przestrzeń relacji najpiękniejsza, 
pomijana, bagatelizowana. Niuanse są cenne, szlachetne, pełne treści. 
Smakują najbardziej”. 

Iga Święcicka 



DUCCIO TRINGALI 
(ITALY)  

 
Duccio Tringali is a painter and architect. He graduated from the State Institute of Art 
in Sicily,  known for its avant-garde approach to art, whose most famous alumnus was 
Tringali. Among the personal exhibitions the most significant ones are: En plein air - Il 
mito e la bellezza e il mito e lo zodiaco, Botanical Garden  in Catania; Ovidio’s Le metamorfosi, 
traveling exhibition, Palazzo Isimbardi in Milan, Palazzo della Cultura in Catania, 
Palazzo della Regione in Viterbo; L'opera dei Pupi, Faculty of Architecture in Syracuse; 
exhibition within the international event of Wikipedia in Esino Lario, Busto Arsizio, 
Ronciglione, Capranica, Rome. With L'Associazione in tempo participated in the 
exhibitions Parole in tempo, Plus Arte Puls, Rome 2017; Artisti italiani e i nuovi tempi, PROM 
Kultury, Warsaw 2019; virtual exhibition Tempo di diari, 2020. The artist describes his 
work as follows: "I think of cities and houses, without distinguishing the inside from the 
outside; everything is space and architecture, and my paintings, great frescoes that tell 
other stories. My hands made me fly, my imagination did not make me fall. Big and 
small buildings, big and small paintings, faced with love and excitement, without fear, 
typical of air signs...". He lives and works in Rome. 
 

ducciotringaliarchitetto@gmail.com 

 
Duccio Tringali, Giants of the mountain, oil on canvas, 110x200 cm, 2020 

 
Giants of the Mountain, in the theater play of the same name, Luigi Pirandello tells the 
story of an incomplete theater company without a theater… We are like the actors without 
a theater, looking for the Giants who will do their part; (political, economic, 
moral). But perhaps, we are only dreaming ... 

Duccio Tringali 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 MAMUKA TSETSKHLADZE   
(GEORGIA) 

 
 
Mamuka Tsetskhladze (born 1960 in Tbilisi, Georgia) graduated from the Tbilisi State 
Academy of Art in 1986, specialising in the field of painting. He is a member of the 
ARXIWARIUS Group (founded in 1984), the 10th Floor (founded in 1985), and the 
Marjanishvili Studio (1987-1990). He worked for the Georgian movie entitled the New 
Year, directed by Kakha Melitauri and David Shengelidze (1986). In 1996 he curated and  
participated in the First International Tbilisi Biennale in Tbilisi, Georgia.  
 

artistmamukatsetskhladze@gmail.com 

 
Mamuka Tsetskhladze, Vatican, acrylic on cardboard, 30x40 cm, 2020 

 
  



 
MONIKA WALENDZIAK  

(UNITED KINGDOM) 
 
Monika Walendziak (born in 1986) - art historian, painter, photographer. She lives in 
Edinburgh, UK. In her work she investigates the subject of mutability, the dynamics of 
growth and decay of structures, of dying and transformation in the natural world and 
nature regaining its place in areas previously occupied by human activity. The garden 
takes a special place for the artist being a space of the confrontation of man and nature 
as well as for the clash between freedom and determinism. Her works were displayed as 
individual and group exhibitions in the United Kingdom, Poland and Ukraine and can 
be found in private collections in the UK, Poland, Ukraine, Denmark and Australia. 
Since 2018 she has been regularly working in Copenhagen being responsible for the 
design of the chapel and wall paintings in Sankt Augustins Kirke.  

www.monikawalendziak.com 
  

 
Monika Walendziak, The Walled Garden, oil/acrylic on canvas, 61x91 cm, 2020 

 
“Contrary to my initial coquettish assurances that the artist's everyday life is 
always somewhat similar to the state of quarantine, it immediately turned out 
that it was necessary to set some strict rules to protect the work discipline from 
dissolving in indefinite time of waiting for a breakthrough. The urge for making 
the documentation of the new reality was also a kind of temptation, quickly 
fought off, however. Throughout the isolation I continued with a series of 
images that dated back to pre-epidemic times. Was that a form of resistance? 
Perhaps. It seems somewhat paradoxical to me that in order to maintain stability, 
I have once again painted the garden which is a place of disintegration and losing 
control. This time however I've surrounded the garden with a wall”. 

Monika Walendziak 



ARTUR WINIARSKI 
(POLAND) 

 
 
Artur Winiarski (born in 1960) graduated from the Faculty of Painting at the Academy 
of Fine Arts in Warsaw (Poland) in 1994, from the studio of prof. Rajmund Ziemski. 
He also took classes at the textile art at the studio of Prof. Stanisław Andrzejewski. In 
1986,  he graduated from the Faculty of Polish Philology at the University of Warsaw. 
In 2019 he received the title of professor. He conducts a studio for first year students 
at the Faculty of Painting at the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. He is an author of 
numerous articles, catalogues and art books. 

.  

 
Artur Winiarski, Tank, oil on canvas, 40x50 cm, 2020 

 
“I only deal with painting, the subject of which has been post-Soviet landscape, 
seen in various aspects: symbolic, metaphorical and emotional. I am trying to 
describe this world with the language of painting: matter, color, light, gesture and 
sign. I am still experimenting with the means of expression to stimulate an 
intuitive reaction to seemingly distant, but still present phenomena and events, 
hidden signs, symbols, pictograms, rituals, behaviors, and various outliers of the 
Soviet-era culture, of which there are still so many around us. I undertake 
attempts of syncretism, combining the pictorial and literary elements. In my 
painting you can see simplified signs: the black Volga, Tupolev, strange angular 
buses, rangers with wolfhounds, old posters, postcards, labels made of match 
products, vodka and cigarette products, which have been stuck on the fences 
closing the horizon in his paintings. These characters play the role of painting 
bridges about times that seem to have passed. But are they really gone?”. 

Artur Winiarski 



SANDRA WITKOWSKA  
( POLAND) 

 
Sandra Witkowska (born in 1962) graduated from the Faculty of Art Education at  the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Poznań. In 2011, she obtained a diploma in prof. Anna 
Tyczyńska’s studio. Her paintings are the result of many years of creative search which 
led to the development of her own technique. The artist paints with sticks. Her works 
are inspired by nature and imagination. The artist took part in many exhibitions. 

 

 
Sandra Witkowska, Untitled, artist’s own technique, acrylic on canvas,100x100 

cm, 2020 
 
“An image extracted from the subconscious giving the possibility of free 
interpretation”. 

Sandra Witkowska 



ВОЛОДИМИР ЯКОВЕЦЬ / VOLODYMYR YAKOWEC’  

(UKRAINE)  

 

Volodymyr Yakowec’ was born in Ukraine in Cherkasy. In 1970 - 76 he studied at the 
Art Studio, later at Uzhgorod College of Decorative Art. Since 1983 he has taught at the 
Cherkasy Art School for Children and brought up several generations of talented artists. 
He has organized youth exhibitions and plein airs. Participated in numerous exhibitions 
and art projects in Ukraine, Poland, Belgium, Norway, Sweden, Spain, Italy, Austria, 
Germany, Canada and USA. His works are in the collections of the Vatican, Deutche 
Bank, the National Art Museum (Kyiv), and the Embassy of Poland. 

 

 

Volodymyr Yakowec’/Володимир Яковець (Ukraine), Series “Restoration”: John 
William Hodward 3, acrylic on canvas, 190х150 cm, 2020 

 

“Transparence in painting, when one layer of paint shines through another, 
fascinates me – color palimpsests are created this way. My paintings are a mix of 
classic and op-art, of text and image, of the conceptual and the picturesque. My 
series “Restoration” is about the unattainability of the ideal. The ideal is 
constantly invaded by ruin. Life and death. Beauty and ugliness. Peace and war. 
Creation and destruction. God and the devil”. 

   Volodymyr Yakowec’ 



 
 
 

JOA ZAK  
(POLAND) 

 
 
Joa Zak in 2004 graduated from the Institute of Fine Arts of the Jan 
Kochanowski University of Kielce in Kielce, majoring in pedagogy and art. In 
2015, she obtained a doctorate in fine arts at the Jan Kochanowski University in 
Kielce. She also studied at the Academy of Fine Arts in Łódź, at the Faculty of 
Textile and Clothing. Author of individual and collective exhibitions (about 60 
exhibitions) both Poland and abroad - in France, Italy, Germany, Switzerland, 
Hungary, Great Britain, and Slovakia. Her works are in the Irena Hochman and 
Tadeusz Mysłowski collection of the Lublin Museum in Lublin, as well as in 
private collections in Finland, Germany and Italy. 
 
 

joa.b.zak@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/Joa Zak 

Instagram: joa_zak 
 

 
Joa Zak, National Museum in Poznan_1, digital graphic, 30x30 cm, 2020 

 
“Everyday life is my inspiration. I paint selected social behaviors of people related to 
their movement in private and public spaces. I ask questions about contemporary forms 
of representing phenomena and complexity of social processes. The relation to everyday 
life comes directly from observing myself and the space that I walk through in my 
apartment. My paintings are also inspired by public spaces: shopping centers, museums 
and art galleries”. 

Joa Zak 



 
 
 

PAWEŁ ZAKRZEWSKI  
(POLAND) 

 
Paweł Zakrzewski (born in 1980) is a video-art creator and photographer. A 
graduate of the Faculty of Graphics of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw, 
with a diploma in the Book Design and Illustration studio of prof. Błażej Ostoja 
Lniskiego and of the PWSFTViT in Łódź at the Cinematography Department 
of TV Realization, as well as of Cultural Studies at SWPS in Warsaw. His 
painting is primarily expressed with an admixture of black humor, a form 
referring to the aesthetics of Street-art, New Expressionism or Brut-Art. He is 
inspired by the cultures of primitive people, the world of microfauna and 
quantum physics.  
 

www.pawelzakrzewski.eu 
 

 
Paweł Zakrzewski, Big balloon of nothing, digital graphic,, 2020 

 
“Big Balloon of Nothing'' is a perverse graphic referring to the Buddhist void,and in fact 
everything, where form and content are one. It also refers to the concept of Big Mind, 
which uses the techniques of Gestalt psychology (Voice Dialogue) and the theoretical 
basis of depth psychology, which assumes that there are at least several personalities in 
every human being. The technique is based on exercising awareness, taking the methods 
of dialogue with voices and bringing them to full awareness, which ceases to rule us. The 
graphics also bring to mind Big Bang, which gives rise to the Universe, point zero.” 
 

Paweł Zakrzewski  



MИКОЛА ЖУРАВЕЛЬ/MYKOLA ZHURAVEL  

(UKRAINE) 

Mykola Zhuravel was born in 1966, lives and works in Kyiv. He graduated from 
the Samokysh Art College in Symferopol (Crimea) and the State Art Institute in 
Kyiv. Since 1996 he has been a member of the art association BZH-ART, 
Ukraine. He is among the top 30 artists of Ukraine. He is an academician of the 
Rome Academy of Modern Art (Rome, Italy, 2009). Was awarded first prize at 
the Kunstverein ART-Project Worpswede (Germany, Berlin). His artworks have 
been shown in exhibitions in Ukraine and abroad, including “Invasion: Reboot” 
(Ukrainian Institute of America in New York); “The Archetype of Freedom” 
(Vienna, Austria); a solo exhibition at «Zorya Fine Art» (Greenwich, 
Connecticut, USA). 

 
 

 
Mykola Zhuravel / Микола Журавель (Ukraine), Abstract Landscape #4, oil on canvas, 

180х120 cm, 2020 

 “For me, what is valuable about a work of art, is not the genre itself, nor the direction 
of the art but good taste and the artist’s extraordinary creative approach to the work”. 

                                                                                              Mykola Zhuravel 



 
ROBERT ŻBIKOWSKI  

(POLAND) 
 
Robert Żbikowski aka Żbik (born in Warsaw) studied at the Academy of Fine 
Arts in Warsaw, where he graduated with honours in 1994, in the studio of 
professor Zbigniew Gostomski and the Classic Textiles Studio of professor 
Marek Dzienkiewicz. In 2019 Żbikowski defended his PhD thesis Wanderer - in 
search of image Harmony under the direction of professor Ryszard Ługowski. Most 
of his works are created in Mazowsze and appear in three trends called by the 
artist Form-road, Neighborhoods and Wanderer. The leitmotif of his artistic inquiries 
is the search for proportion, harmony and order in art. Since 2015, the artist has 
been creating the alphabet of characters based on the Golden Ratio. Since 2017 
Robert Żbikowski is the president of the Mazovian Association of Fine Arts 
Artists. He presented his works at 19 individual and over 30 collective 
exhibitions in Poland and abroad.  

zbikk@poczta.onet.pl 

 
Robert Żbikowski, Series Wanderer - Cathedral III, artist’s own technique, 135x135 cm, 

2020 
 
“Art serves as a platform for communication. I treat my work as a tool for creating 
specific documentation, believing that it is able to best reflect my thoughts and 
feelings. For me, the cathedral is a symbol of the artistry of human thought and shelter 
- so important in the year of the pandemic”. 
 

Robert Żbikowski 
 

English translation and editing: Anna Wiśnicka (China, Cuba, Georgia, Italy, Poland, United Kingdom), Lydia Bodnar-Balahutrak (Ukraine) 



Traduzione italiana: Julia Krauze  


